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At SRAM, we believe in the power of bicycles. We are focused on 
designing and manufacturing inspiring bicycle components and expanding 
the potential of cycling. 

We are at an interesting inflection point in the future of bicycling. More 
than a decade of work by advocates for improved cycling infrastructure 
continues to gain momentum. Local governments in the United States 
are seeing benefits to quality of life and local businesses by providing 
safe ways to use bikes for transportation. Europe is building on good 
infrastructure in the north and expanding these concepts to the south 
and the east. Asia, led by Taiwan, is now embracing cycling as a lifestyle. 
Africa is experiencing bikes as an industrial revolution for those whose 
transportation alternative is walking.

On the competition side, we have new insightful leadership in racing’s 
governing body, the UCI. Enduro mountain-bike racing is an exciting, 
fast-growing and participative discipline. Gran Fondos are materializing 
everywhere with thousands of participants. Triathlete participation 
continues to be healthy and road racing is rebuilding its reputation.

While support and appreciation for bicycling as an effective form of 
transportation is on the rise, we still have significant work to do to 
increase the number of new participants. SRAM continues to support 
advocacy organizations, youth cycling, professional racing as well as 
numerous events and education programs, but we all need to bring new 
riders into this sport and lifestyle we love. 

Last year, we made a mistake that resulted in the recall of our hydraulic 
road brakes and affected cyclists, retailers and bicycle companies. 
Internally, however, it accelerated our initiative toward installing more 
rigorous and systematic Quality processes.

I am proud of the Quality foundation that we have been building and that 
we are continuing to build. Our innovation and leadership with our new 
product developments shine brightly, and we are backing them with a 
solid foundation of testing and Quality.

At SRAM, we take our job in the bike industry seriously and 
enthusiastically. We see the potential for cycling and are committed to 
help it grow as we inspire cyclists of all kinds.

Thanks for riding our components,

Stan day

SRAM, President



RELENTLESS 
To be the best. It’s why you ride. It’s 
why we build components. The perfect 
combination of precision and brute 
force. No obstacles stopping us. No 
limitations slowing us down. Ours is a 
relentless pursuit: to make the climb 
shorter, the trail smoother, the turn 
tighter, the descent faster. To give you 
the strongest, lightest, quickest bike 
on earth. To be the best.
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The allure of every adventure is a promise 

of the unknown, the notion that new and 

undefined experiences await. We’d come 

to the narrows fully expecting to be blown 

away by something, and were certain we 

would experience ‘epic’ in some new way. 

As it’s human nature to try and quantify 

things, we’d also set out with the belief that 

our ‘epic’ would come in the form of bigger, 

steeper, gnarlier. What we hadn’t expected 

was a bit of simple pleasure. At the top of a 

long climb, we stopped for a minute to look 

out over the ocean. We knew the payoff 

for our efforts would be a few minutes of 

gravity-fueled speed. We pointed the bikes 

downward and took off on an impromptu 

four-up Kamikaze, racing with each other 

for the lead. Loose rocks, ruts and trying 

to find jumps where they didn’t really exist, 

had each of us on the outer limit of control. 

It was but an old logging road, hardly the 

new big-mountain line we’d expected, 

but the fun we had on that six-minute 

descent was immeasurable. A group of 

friends dicing, laughing and enjoying the 

ride together—that’s what it’s all about. 
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GxP

GXP’s Gutter Seal design cuts friction, 

durability and weight—improving both  

feel and performance. 

 

 

BB30

Besides serious weight savings, this bottom 

bracket means narrow Q-factor, more  

ankle clearance, greater bearing durability  

and stronger crank construction.

hARd chRoME™

The XX1 chain has four times the 

elongation (wear) resistance to our other 

chains. This is due to the new finishing 

process on the inner links and rollers. Push 

pin strength and ultimate strength are 

equivalent to our current chains. The XX1 

chain lasts longer and is just as strong. 

 

 

JET™

With durable JET™ black finish, the 

cassette looks as tough as it performs—

ride after ride. JET™ finish provides a higher 

level of corrosion resistance.

x-hoRiZoN™ 

This rear derailleur’s “straight 

parallelogram” design limits all movement 

to the horizontal axis, which makes ghost 

shifting impossible while also reducing shift 

force. For quicker, more exact shifting, the 

large upper pulley offset design maintains a 

constant chain gap across all gears. 

 

 

RoLLER BEARiNG cLuTch™

ROLLER BEARInG CLUTCH™ technology 

eliminates derailleur bounce and chain slap 

without sacrificing precision.  

 

 

cAGE Lock™

With CAGE LOCK™ technology in the rear 

derailleur, wheel removal and installation— 

as well as chain installation—becomes faster 

and simpler. Just push the cage forward to 

create slack and lock it into place. 

 

 

x-AcTuATioN™

Developed specifically for SRAM 1X™, 

X-ACTUATIOn™ keeps shifting sharp  

and consistent across the entire 10- to 

42-tooth cassette. 

 

 

SPEEd METAL™

Full metal, 11-speed indexing keeps shifting 

crisp and precise with Grip Shift. 

 

 

RoLLiNG ThuNdER™

Three rows of ball bearings provide zero 

friction or play—reducing the force 

needed to shift and promoting long-term 

performance under all weather conditions 

with Grip Shift. 

 

 

JAWS™

Once the Grip Shift shifter and grip 

interlock securely, forged aluminum clamps 

on either end reinforce the assembly by 

locking tightly to handlebar.

sRAM dRiVetRAin sRAM dRiVetRAin

ALL FoR oNE 
SRAM 1X™ is the only one you need: less weight, better chain control 
and the ability to sync up with any riding style. Our 1X™ drivetrain 
philosophy focuses on optimizing how components work together—
crank to ring, tooth to chain, shifter to derailleur, derailleur to cassette, 
and cassette to wheel. no matter where you ride, no matter what 
you’re up against, SRAM 1X™ takes you further.

x-SYNc™

SRAM X-SYnC™ 1X™ chain rings provide 

the highest level of performance and 

durability. The SRAM X-SYnC™ tall square 

teeth edges engage the chain earlier 

than traditional triangle shaped teeth. 

The sharp and narrow tooth profile, as 

well as rounded chamfer edges, help 

manage a deflected chain. To provide 

the best possible performance in muddy 

conditions, the X-SYnC™ chain rings 

have been designed with mud-clearing 

recesses for the inner chain links and 

rollers. Engineered in Germany, X-SYnC™ 

rings are an integral part of the SRAM 1X™ 

drivetrain. Accept no imitation.

x-doME™

The revolutionary machined design of 

the X-DOME™ cassette uses the same 

grueling manufacturing techniques that 

produced the PowerDome road cassette. 

With X-DOME™, ten of the cogs are 

CnC-machined together out of a single 

block of billet steel, creating an incredibly 

lightweight, precise and strong cassette. 

 

 

MiNi BLock™

Light, strong and precise, the MInI 

BLOCK™ X-DOME™ cassette lets you bring 

the right kind of power to every ride. This 

7-speed cassette designed for downhill 

features an optimized gear range that 

eliminates the need for double/triple shifts 

to get in the gear you want. 

 

 

MiNi cLuSTER™

The MInI CLUSTER™ hybrid cassette 

construction combines three small cogs 

that are CnC-machined out of a single 

block of billet steel with an additional eight 

cogs that are individually pinned together. 

The result: a cassette that’s light, durable 

and equipped with a 10-42 gear range 

that’s a perfect fit for any ride. 

 

 

xd™ dRivER BodY

XD™ is a new cassette driver body design 

that allows the use of a 10-tooth small 

cog and provides an improved interface 

with the cassette.

RoBERT BoEhM 
SEnIOR DESIGn EnGInEER

MATThiAS REiNBoLd 
DESIGn EnGInEER

TECHnOLOGIES

FRANk SchMidT 
EnGInEERInG MAnAGER

vASco coRREiA 
TEAM LEAD
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SRAM X-SYnC™
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X-SYnC™ Chain ring

1X™ Chain

X-SYnC™

ModERN MouNTAiN BikERS RidE hARd, ovER 
uNPREdicTABLE TERRAiN, iN ALL kiNdS oF coNdiTioNS. 
So EvERY dETAiL MATTERS.
 
When SRAM’s engineers first turned their attention to X-SYnC™, they 
began by examining the multi-speed, single-ring systems that were 
already on the market. From inside and outside derailment to mud-
clogged gear recesses, the rings presented clear opportunities for 
improvement. So the engineers started to design—and redesign. Each 
iteration of the new chain ring went to the field for trial runs. And from all 
of this came X-SYnC™, MTB’s first wide tooth, narrow tooth chain ring.

But wide tooth, narrow tooth alone didn’t cut it. The SRAM team 
plowed ahead with a single goal in mind: to create a ring that 
contributed to the SRAM 1X™ drivetrain built around simplicity and 
durability. Every detail was scrutinized, leading to optimized square 
tooth geometry. To asymmetric tooth-tip offset. To sharp-tipped teeth 
that catch the chain at extreme offsets. Chamfers and radii designed 
for optimized guiding. Enhancements engineered to limit roller 
movement. And mud recesses that keep the chain clean and moving. 
All focused on the dynamic bike platform for XC, Trail, Enduro, and 
Gravity riding. And all part of an integrated SRAM 1X™ system precision-
designed so that every aspect of X-SYnC™ works perfectly with the 
rest of the drivetrain.

The original wide tooth, narrow tooth chain ring is the optimized ring 
for riders who never compromise. X-SYnC™—OnLY BY SRAM.  
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x-SYNc™

SRAM X-SYnC™ 1X™ chain rings provide the 
highest level of performance and durability. 
The SRAM X-SYnC™ tall square teeth edges 
engage the chain earlier than traditional 
triangle shaped teeth. The sharp and narrow 
tooth profile, as well as rounded chamfer 
edges, help manage a deflected chain. To 
provide the best possible performance in 
muddy conditions, the X-SYnC™ chain rings 
have been designed with mud-clearing 
recesses for the inner chain links and rollers. 
Engineered in Germany, X-SYnC™ rings are an 
integral part of the SRAM 1X™ drivetrain. 
Accept no imitation.
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xx1 cRANkSET WiTh 
x-SYNc™ chAiN RiNG 

CnC-machined 7075, 
two-tone anodized 
X-SYnC™ chain ring 
(28-30-32-34-36-38)— 
an integral component of 
the SRAM 1X™ drivetrain 

Tal l , square tooth design 
provides maximum  
chain control 

Sharp, narrow tooth profile 
and rounded chamfer 
edges help manage a 
deflected chain

Mud-clearing recesses  
for the inner chain links 
and rollers

Spider design allows for 
easier ring changes

Carbon arms with forged 
aluminum spider

Wide/narrow Q-factor 
cranks for BB30 and GXP

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 670g (GXP, 
175mm, 32-tooth ring)

—
02

xx1 x-hoRiZoN™  
REAR dERAiLLEuR

X-HORIZOn™ design 
reduces shift force and 
ghost shifting

TYPE 2.1 technologies: 
ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™ and  
CAGE LOCK™

12-tooth X-SYnC™  
pulley wheels

Large upper pulley offset 
automatically adjusts  
chain gap

Technologies: 
X-HORIZOn™, 
X-ACTUATIOn™, X-SYnC™, 
ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™, CAGE LOCK™

Weight: 220g

—
03

xx1 TRiGGER ShiFTER

SRAM 1X™ X-ACTUATIOn™ 
for precise and dependable 
11-speed performance

ZERO LOSS™ engagement 
for fastest shifting

Multi-adjustable trigger 
shifter

Adjustable carbon pull  
lever and carbon cover 

MatchMaker X compatible

Technologies: 
X-ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker X 
Integrated

Weight: 91g

—
04

xx1 GRiP ShiFT

SRAM 1X™ X-ACTUATIOn™ 
for precise and dependable 
11-speed performance

SPEED METAL™ shift 
indexing

ROLLInG THUnDER™  
ball bearing technology

JAWS™ lock-on grip 
technology

Carbon cover

Includes lock-on grip

Technologies: 
X-ACTUATIOn™,  
SPEED METAL™,  
ROLLInG THUnDER™, 
JAWS™

Weight: 143g (clamps, 
cable and JAWS™ lock- 
on grip)

—
05

xG-1199 cASSETTE

XD™ driver body creates 
more stable hub connection

11-speed X-DOME™ 
cassette (10-12-14-16-18-
21-24-28-32-36-42)

Bearing design and ratchet 
mechanism steadied by 
XD™ driver body

Optimized gear steps 
across entire range

Technologies: X-DOME™, 
XD™ DRIvER BODY

Weight: 260g

—
06

xd™ dRivER BodY

Driver body design that 
lets riders tap the power 
and range of the SRAM 
10-42 11-speed cassette 
and a 10-tooth small cog

Provides a more stable  
hub connection

XD™ driver body is  
6-8g l ighter

—
07

Pc-xx1 chAiN

1X™ specific chain

HARD CHROME™ finish 
provides maximum 
strength and wear 
resistance for improved 
chain life

11-speed power lock

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
HARD CHROME™

Weight: 252g (114 links)

oNE ANd oNLY 
The 1X™ drivetrain that launched an XC  
World Championship, SRAM XX1 was built to 
be simpler, lighter and more durable than  
any other. Calibrated to work together, SRAM  
XX1 components deliver remarkable chain 
control and rapid, high-precision shifting. 
Which gives serious riders exactly the edge 
they need. UnSTOPPABLE.
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ALL FoR oNE 
The SRAM X01 drivetrain carries on  
the tradition of SRAM’s championship-
winning 1X™ philosophy—all the way 
down the mountain. The setup is 
simpler. The drivetrain is lighter. And 
the shifting is fast and solid. Bottom 
line: X01 is the right one for any terrain, 
every time. RELEnTLESS. 
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x01 cRANkSET WiTh 
x-SYNc™ chAiN RiNG 

CnC-machined 7075, 
two-tone anodized 
X-SYnC™ chain ring 
(30-32-34-36-38)—an 
integral component of the 
SRAM 1X™ drivetrain 

X-SYnC™ technology for  
all 10- and 11-speed 
systems, as well as new 
7-speed systems

X-SYnC™ tall, square tooth 
design provides maximum 
chain control 

Sharp, narrow tooth  
profile and rounded 
chamfer edges help 
manage a deflected chain

Mud-clearing recesses  
for the inner chain links  
and rollers 

Spider design allows  
for easier ring changes

Chain ring guard option

Carbon arms with forged 
aluminum spider

Colors: Red and Black

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 700g (GXP, 
175mm, 32-tooth ring)

—
02

x01 x-hoRiZoN™  
REAR dERAiLLEuR

X-HORIZOn™ design 
reduces shift force  
and ghost shifting

TYPE 2.1 technologies: 
ROLLInG BEARInG 
CLUTCH™ and CAGE 
LOCK™

12-tooth X-SYnC™  
pulley wheels

Large upper pulley offset 
automatically adjusts  
chain gap

Sealed cartridge bearings

Carbon cage

Colors: Red and Black

Technologies: 
X-HORIZOn™, 
X-ACTUATIOn™, X-SYnC™, 
ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™, CAGE LOCK™

Weight: 252g

—
03

x01 TRiGGER ShiFTER

SRAM 1X™ X-ACTUATIOn™ 
for precise and dependable 
11-speed performance

ZERO LOSS™ engagement 
for fastest shifting

Multi-adjustable trigger 
shifter

Aluminum cover and 
adjustable forged 
aluminum pull lever

Includes discrete clamp

MatchMaker X compatible

Colors: Red and Black

Technologies: 
X-ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker X 
Integrated

Weight: 91g

—
04

x01 GRiP ShiFT

SRAM 1X™ X-ACTUATIOn™ 
for precise and dependable 
11-speed performance

SPEED METAL™ shift 
indexing

ROLLInG THUnDER™  
ball bearing technology

JAWS™ lock-on grip 
technology

Aluminum cover

Includes lock-on grip

Colors: Red and Black

Technologies: 
X-ACTUATIOn™, SPEED 
METAL™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, JAWS™

Weight: 143g (clamps, cable 
and JAWS™ lock-on grip)

—
05

xG-1195 cASSETTE 

XD™ driver body creates 
more stable hub connection

11-speeds (10-12-14-16-18-
21-24-28-32-36-42)

Optimized gear steps 
across entire range

Unique finish for high 
durability 

Color: Black

Technologies: X-DOME™, 
XD™ DRIvER BODY, JET™

Weight: 275g

—
06

xd™ dRivER BodY

Driver body design that lets 
riders tap the power and 
range of the SRAM 10-42 
11-speed cassette and a 
10-tooth small cog

Provides a more stable  
hub connection

XD™ driver body is  
6-8g l ighter

—
07

Pc-xx1 chAiN

1X™ specific chain

HARD CHROME™ finish 
provides maximum strength 
and wear resistance for 
improved chain life

11-speed power lock

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
HARD CHROME™

Weight: 252g (114 links)
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01

BEYoNd GRAviTY 
Engineered in Germany, SRAM X01 DH delivers 
quicker shifting, smarter gear steps, and more 
precise chain management. Featuring SRAM’s 
7-speed X-HORIZOn™ rear derailleur, X-DOME™ 
MInI BLOCK™ cassette and the X-SYnC™ chain 
ring—it’s the integrated SRAM 1X™ drivetrain for 
complete control. Made for gravity. Proven by 
champions. And now available to every rider.  
X01 DH. GO BEYOnD.
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x01 dh cRANkSET 
WiTh x-SYNc™  
chAiN RiNG

Carbon DH racing crank

CnC-machined 7075, 
two-tone anodized 
X-SYnC™ chain ring, 94 
BCD (30-32-34-36-38)—
an integral component of 
the SRAM 1X™ drivetrain 

X-SYnC™ technology 
compatible with SRAM 
1X™ 7- and 10-speed  
DH drivetrains

X-SYnC™ tall, square tooth 
design provides maximum 
chain control 

Sharp, narrow tooth 
profile and rounded 
chamfer edges help 
manage a deflected chain

Mud-clearing recesses  
for the inner chain links  
and rollers 

Lightest in class carbon 
construction

High strength alloy pedal lug

Colors: Red and Black

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 778g (GXP, 
165mm, 36-tooth ring)

new
—
02

x01 dh x-hoRiZoN™  
REAR dERAiLLEuR

X-HORIZOn™ technology 
provides more responsive 
shifting and eliminates 
ghost shifting, a common 
problem on DH bikes

ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™ with  
CAGE LOCK™ sets the 
industry standard

X-ACTUATIOn™ with  
more cable pull delivers 
optimized system 
performance and durability

SRAM 10-speed EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ variant allows 
upgrades to existing bikes

Two cage lengths for 
various applications, 
including abnormally long 
chain stay growth 

Colors: Red and Black

Technologies: 
X-HORIZOn™, 
X-ACTUATIOn™ (7-speed), 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
(10-speed), X-SYnC™, 
ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™, CAGE LOCK™

Weight: 257g (short cage), 
263g (medium cage)

new
—
03

x01 7-SPEEd  
TRiGGER ShiFTER 

SRAM 1X™ X-ACTUATIOn™ 
for precise and dependable 
7-speed performance

ZERO LOSS™ engagement 
for fastest shifting

Multi-adjustable trigger 
shifter

Aluminum cover and 
adjustable forged aluminum 
pull lever

Includes discrete clamp

MatchMaker X compatible

Colors: Red and Black

Technologies: 
X-ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker X 
Integrated

Weight: 91g

new
—
04

xG-795 x01 dh  
MiNi BLock™  
7-SPEEd cASSETTE

Larger jumps between 
gears eliminate the need for 
double/triple shifts to get 
in the gear you want 
(10-12-14-16-18-21-24)

Less cogs allow faster 
transition from starting 
gear to high gear. Half as 
many shifts to get from 
24-10 versus a normal 
10-speed 26-11

Larger gear range, 10-tooth 
cog opens up high end and 
allows smaller rings for 
ground clearance

2-tooth steps are safer in 
shifting than 1-tooth steps 
under big loads

Currently fits any XD™ 
compatible wheel and 
driver body

More rear wheel clearance 
around spokes

Lightest cassette. Ever.

Technologies: MInI 
BLOCK™, X-DOME™, XD™ 
DRIvER BODY, JET™

Weight: 136g

—
05

xd™ dRivER BodY

Driver body design that lets 
riders tap the power and 
range of the SRAM 10-42 
11-speed cassette and a 
10-tooth small cog

Provides a more stable  
hub connection

XD™ driver body is  
6-8g l ighter

—
06

Pc-xx1 chAiN

1X™ specific chain

HARD CHROME™ finish 
provides maximum strength 
and wear resistance for 
improved chain life

11-speed power lock

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
HARD CHROME™

Weight: 252g (114 links)

—
03
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oNE FoR ALL 
From SRAM X1 comes the integrated drivetrain 
engineered in Germany for every rider and every 
trail. The simple, smart and synchronized design 
delivers confidence in the face of any terrain—from 
cross-country racing to all-mountain adventure. 
With our super-wide 10-42 gear range and multiple 
chain ring options, it’s the universal drivetrain for 
experienced or new-to-the-trail riders. Featuring our 
X-SYnC™ chain rings, optimized MInI CLUSTER™ 
cassette and dependable X-HORIZOn™ rear 
derailleur, X1 puts the power of the SRAM 1X™ 
philosophy into every ride. SRAM X1. LIMITLESS.

sRAM dRiVetRAin sRAM dRiVetRAin

new
—
01

x1 1400 cRANkSET 
WiTh x-SYNc™  
chAiN RiNG

CnC-machined 7075, 
two-tone anodized 
X-SYnC™ chain ring 
(30-32-34-36-38)—an 
integral component of the 
SRAM 1X™ drivetrain 

X-SYnC™ tall, square tooth 
design provides maximum 
chain control 

Sharp, narrow tooth profile 
and rounded chamfer 
edges help manage a 
deflected chain

Mud-clearing recesses  
for the inner chain links 
and rollers 

Chain ring guard option

Hollow forged aluminum 
arms with forged 
aluminum spider

Colors: Black, Red

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 800g (GXP, 
175mm, 32-tooth ring)

new
—
02

x1 1200 cRANkSET 
WiTh x-SYNc™  
chAiN RiNG

CnC-machined 7075, 
two-tone anodized 
X-SYnC™ chain ring (30-
32-34-36-38)—an integral 
component of the SRAM 
1X™ drivetrain 

X-SYnC™ tall, square tooth 
design provides maximum 
chain control 

Sharp, narrow tooth profile 
and rounded chamfer 
edges help manage a 
deflected chain

Mud-clearing recesses  
for the inner chain links 
and rollers 

7000 series forged 
aluminum arms

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 830g (GXP, 
175mm, 32-tooth ring)

Available as OEM 
equipment only

new
—
03

x1 1000 cRANkSET 
WiTh x-SYNc™  
chAiN RiNG

CnC-machined 7075, 
two-tone anodized 
X-SYnC™ chain ring 
(30-32-34-36-38)—an 
integral component of the 
SRAM 1X™ drivetrain 

X-SYnC™ tall, square tooth 
design provides maximum 
chain control 

Sharp, narrow tooth profile 
and rounded chamfer 
edges help manage a 
deflected chain

Mud-clearing recesses  
for the inner chain links 
and rollers 

6000 series forged 
aluminum arms

Fat bike crank option (GXP 
and 30-32 X-SYnC™ rings)

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 850g (GXP, 
175mm, 32-tooth ring)

—
07

xd™ dRivER BodY

Driver body design that 
lets riders tap the power 
and range of the SRAM 
10-42 11-speed cassette 
and a 10-tooth small cog

Provides a more stable  
hub connection

XD™ driver body is  
6-8g l ighter

new
—
04

x1 x-hoRiZoN™  
REAR dERAiLLEuR

X-HORIZOn™ design 
reduces shift force, ghost 
shifting and chain slap

12-tooth X-SYnC™  
pulley wheels

Large upper pulley offset 
automatically adjusts  
chain gap

Sealed cartridge bearings

Aluminum Cage

Color: Black

Technologies: 
X-HORIZOn™, 
X-ACTUATIOn™, X-SYnC™, 
ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™, CAGE LOCK™

Weight: 256g

new
—
08

Pc-x1 chAiN

1X™ specific chain designed 
with our XX1 geometry

Solid pin construction

11-speed POWERLOCK™

Color: Black/Silver

Technologies: X-SYnC™, 
POWERLOCK™

Weight: 258g (114 links)

new
—
05

x1 x-AcTuATioN™ 
TRiGGER ShiFTER

SRAM 1X™ X-ACTUATIOn™ 
for precise and dependable 
11-speed performance

ZERO LOSS™ engagement 
for fastest shifting

MatchMaker X compatible

Aluminum cover and forged 
aluminum pull lever

Discrete clamp

Color: Black

Technologies: 
X-ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, Matchmaker X 
Integrated

Weight: 121g (w/o clamp)

new
—
06

xG-1180  
MiNi cLuSTER™ 
cASSETTE

XD™ driver body  
creates more stable  
hub connection

11-speeds (10-12-14-16-18-
21-24-28-32-36-42)

Optimized gear steps 
across entire range

Technologies: MInI 
CLUSTER™, XD™ DRIvER 
BODY, X-GLIDE™, JET™

Weight: 315g
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sRAM dRiVetRAin

FASTER, LiGhTER, MoRE EFFiciENT 
SRAM 2X10 delivers maximum functionality and minimum complexity 
with faster shifting, more efficiency and lighter weight across a full 
range of gears. SRAM 2X10 takes advantage of XX technologies like 
X-GLIDE™ shifting, X-DOME™ cassettes and wide-range gearing. It 
gives you a drivetrain ready for any XC, Trail or All-Mountain adventure. 
SRAM 2X10 doesn’t mean more gears, it means THE RIGHT GEAR.

x-GLidE™ 

Imagine being able to shift smoothly at 

any time, no matter what. We’re talking 

full-power shifts. Up, down, whatever the 

trail demands. Flawless shifting means you’ll 

never again compromise your speed and 

power in unpredictable off-road terrain. 

Here’s how we did it: our crank engineers 

threw away the old standards and developed 

a chain ring geometry from the ground up. 

They precisely paired the different-sized chain 

rings and redesigned where and how the 

chain engages with the rings. By aligning the 

chain ring pick-up rivets to the chain pivot 

pin—rather than the middle of the chain 

link—you get double the shift opportunities, 

providing the fastest-shifting drivetrain. 

no more missed shifts, ever. X-GLIDE™ puts 

you in THE RIGHT GEAR.

ExAcT AcTuATioN™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ helps to simplify/

stabilize the uneasy act of balancing rear 

derailleur hanger design, tight cog spacing 

and exact cable tension. The result: the 

easiest index shifting system to set up and it 

stays that way.

1:1

1:1 Actuation is superior by design. Every 

unit of cable you pull moves the derailleur 

the same amount. Actuation stays precise 

and fluid slogging through mud, bouncing off 

rocks, rutting through roots wherever you 

find yourself, whatever conditions you’re in. 

It’s dependable. Tolerant. Easiest to set up. 

Easiest to adjust. And, not coincidentally, the 

top choice of the top MTB riders. Got it? 

Good.

cAGE Lock™

With CAGE LOCK™ technology in the rear 

derailleur, wheel removal and installation—as 

well as chain installation—becomes faster 

and simpler. Just pushing the cage forward 

to create slack and lock it into place.

diREcT RouTE™

Here’s the dirt on middlemen: they suck. 

That’s why DIRECT ROUTE™ technology 

doesn’t have one. Instead, the cable routes 

directly to the actuation mechanism. 

Result? Less friction. Less effort. More 

oomph. Plus it’s impervious to cable housing 

damage. nice.

RoLLER BEARiNG cLuTch™

ROLLER BEARInG CLUTCH™ technology 

eliminates derailleur bounce and chain slap 

without sacrificing precision.

SPEEd METAL™

Full metal, 10-speed indexing keeps shifting 

crisp and precise with Grip Shift.

RoLLiNG ThuNdER™

Three rows of ball bearings provide zero 

friction or play—reducing the force 

needed to shift and promoting long-term 

performance under all weather conditions 

with Grip Shift.

JAWS™

Once the Grip Shift shifter and grip interlock 

securely, forged aluminum clamps on either 

end reinforce the assembly by locking tightly 

to handlebar.

ZERo LoSS

ZERO LOSS simply means, well, zero loss—

when you push on the lever, for an upshift or 

down shift, the cable is engaged instantly—

zero loss of movement. There is no middle-

ground where you’re waiting for the shift to 

come. Gear changes are instant and precise.

BB30

Besides serious weight savings, this bottom 

bracket means narrow Q-factor, more ankle 

clearance, greater bearing durability and 

stronger crank construction.

GxP

GXP’s Gutter Seal design cuts friction, 

durability and weight—improving both  

feel and performance.

GEARiNG oPTioNS

SRAM’s 2X10 gear range options offer  

the best shifting performance to all riders in 

all types of terrain.

SRAM is offering a wide range of 2X10 

gear options for X0, X9, X7, and X5 families 

designed to enhance every type of riding 

experience, from longer-travel trail bikes 

to 29ers.

The 34-22 chain rings offer the lowest 2X10 

gear available from any system—the perfect 

choice for all-day all-out adventures.

The 36-22 and 34-22 chain rings are ideal for 

the 29er rider, providing easier gearing for 

the steepest climbs.

The 39-26 and 42-28 chain rings continue to 

be the most versatile offerings for XC and 

short travel bikes.

Also available are dedicated 38- and 

36-tooth front derailleurs available in our X0 

and X7 families.

The 36-22 and 38-24 chain ring are available 

with an All-Mountain guard option.

SRAM 3X10 is the best-shifting three ring 

crankset in the market, using X-GLIDE™ 

technology.
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sRAM dRiVetRAin sRAM dRiVetRAin

—
01

xx cRANkSET

The first MTB crank 
specifically designed  
for 2X10

The oversized chain rings 
are CnC-machined from 
6mm 7075 aluminum blanks

Unparalleled stiffness is 
delivered by an increased 
Bolt Circle Diameter 
(BCD) and a two-piece 
insert-molded carbon 
composite construction 

X-GLIDE™ technology 
shift ing

narrow 156mm Q-factor 
and wide 166mm Q-factor

Technologies: X-GLIDE™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 754g (GXP, 
175mm, 39-26 tooth rings)

—
02

xx FRoNT dERAiLLEuR

Low profile design 
specifically for 2X10

The fastest front shift

Offered in a wide variety 
of clamp-mount and 
direct-mount options

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, X-GLIDE™

Weight: 118g (low mount)

—
03

xx REAR dERAiLLEuR

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

Sealed ceramic pulleys 
give you the highest levels 
of durability 

The carbon fiber cage  
has a dedicated length 
specific to 2X10

36-tooth cassette capable

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, DIRECT 
ROUTE™

Weight: 181g

—
04

xx TRiGGER ShiFTER

SRAM’s 2X10 EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ for precise 
and dependable 10-speed 
performance

One of the lightest and 
most compact shifters 
ever created

Fully adjustable carbon 
fiber lever

MatchMaker X compatible

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker X 
Integrated

Weight: 183g (per pair)

—
05

xx GRiP ShiFT

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

SPEED METAL™ shift 
indexing

ROLLInG THUnDER™  
ball bearing technology

JAWS™ lock-on grip 
technology

Carbon cover

Includes lock-on grips

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, SPEED 
METAL™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, JAWS™

Weight: 287g (clamps, 
cables and JAWS™  
lock-on grips)

—
06

xG-1099 cASSETTE

X-DOME™ 10-speed 
technology

Optimized gear steps 
across entire range

Incredibly lightweight, 
precise and strong

Open design aids in  
mud clearance

Technologies: X-DOME™, 
X-GLIDE™

Weight: 208g (11-36)

—
07

Pc-1091R chAiN

Hollow pin construction

Lightweight, smooth, 
precise-shifting

Weight: 251g (114 links) 

The original 2X10 mountain bike group took pro 
racing by storm the day it was released and has 
dominated ever since. It’s no secret why: XX 
delivers flawless X-GLIDE™ technology shifting 
in the heat of battle. It saves weight so you 
fly up the climbs. And its proven reliable in the 
most punishing conditions. When it comes to 
competition, XX reigns supreme.
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RELENTLESS
SRAM X0 brings the right gear to your most 
heated trail battles—any terrain and every time. 
Building an X0 bike is a serious, zero compromise 
endeavor. Only X0 combines the highest-level 
technology options with a style that matches you 
perfectly. A flawless bike needs to do more than 
just work every ride; it needs to look the part. 
BUILD THE PERFECT BIKE.
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sRAM dRiVetRAin sRAM dRiVetRAin

—
01

x0 cRANkSET 

X-GLIDE™ 2X10 and 3X10 
shifting technology 

Chain ring options: 34-22, 
36-22, 38-24, 39-26, 
42-28 and 44-33-22

CnC-machined 7mm 
aluminum rings

Lightweight carbon crank 
that is strong enough to 
handle epic all-mountain 
adventure

Bottom bracket 
configurations: PressFit 
30, BB30, GXP, and GXP 
PressFit

GXP Bottom Bracket 
System featuring Gutter 
Seal Technology

Also available for DH 
builds, X01 DH crankset 
with SRAM 1X™ technology 
compatible with 10-speed 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 

Colors: Silver, Black  
and Red

Technologies: X-GLIDE™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 774g (GXP, 
175mm, 38-24 tooth rings)

—
02

x0 FRoNT dERAiLLEuR

Wide range 2X10 and 3X10 
systems with X-GLIDE™ 
front shifting technology

Dedicated 34-, 38- and 
36-tooth front derailleurs

High Clamp, Low Clamp, 
High Direct Mount, Low 
Direct Mount

Technologies: X-GLIDE™, 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™

Weight: 130g

—
03

x0 TYPE 2.1  
REAR dERAiLLEuR

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

Focused chassis design for 
all conditions and usage

36-tooth cassette capable

Cage lengths: Short, 
Medium and Long

Also available for DH 
builds, X01 DH 10-speed 
rear derailleur with  
SRAM 1X™ technology

Colors: Silver, Black  
and Red

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, ROLLER 
BEARInG CLUTCH™, 
CAGE LOCK™

Weight: 235g

—
04

x0 TRiGGER ShiFTER 

SRAM’s 2X10 and 3X10 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

Small design with 
adjustable pull lever

The first patented 
multi-adjustable trigger 
shifter which allows for 
precise rider fit

MatchMaker X compatible

Colors: Silver, Black  
and Red

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker X 
Integrated

Weight: 232g (per pair)

—
05

x0 GRiP ShiFT 

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

SPEED METAL™ shift 
indexing

ROLLInG THUnDER™  
ball bearing technology

JAWS™ lock-on grip 
technology

Includes lock-on grips

Colors: Silver and Red

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, SPEED 
METAL™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, JAWS™

Weight: 287g (clamps, 
cables, and JAWS™ 
lock-on grips)

—
06

xG-1080 cASSETTE

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
the best 10-speed MTB 
performance

Lightweight, stamped 
steel cogs are held 
together using high-
strength steel pins

Mud-clearing open  
design similar to our 
X-DOME™ cassette

11-36 gearing provides the 
perfect range for MTB 
enthusiasts and trail riders

Technologies: X-GLIDE™

Weight: 239g

—
07

Pc-1091 chAiN

Heavily chamfered outer 
plates for improved shifting 
and quieter running

Inner plate finish plus 
chrome hardened pin 
construction

Weight: 260g (114 links) 

— 
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sRAM dRiVetRAin sRAM dRiVetRAin

—
01

x9 cRANkSET

X-GLIDE™ 2X10 and 3X10 
shifting technology

Chain ring options: 34-22, 
36-22, 38-24, 39-26, 42-28, 
and 44-33-22

Open Core Technology 
(OCT) aluminum crank 
arms for lightweight super 
stiff durability

Bottom bracket 
configurations: PressFit 30, 
BB30, GXP, and GXP 
PressFit

GXP Bottom Bracket 
System featuring Gutter 
Seal Technology

Also available: X9 Fat Bike 
crankset

Technologies: X-GLIDE™, 
OCT, GXP, BB30

Weight: 842g (GXP, 
175mm, 38-24 tooth rings)

—
02

x9 FRoNT dERAiLLEuR

Wide range 2X10 and 3X10 
systems with X-GLIDE™ 
front shifting technology

High Clamp, Low Clamp, 
High Direct Mount, Low 
Direct Mount

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, X-GLIDE™

Weight: 160g

—
03

x9 TYPE 2 .1 
REAR dERAiLLEuR

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

TYPE 2.1 technologies: 
ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™ and CAGE 
LOCK™

Focused chassis design for 
all conditions and usage

36-tooth cassette capable

Cage lengths: Short, 
Medium and Long

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, ROLLER 
BEARInG CLUTCH™,  
CAGE LOCK™

Weight: 250g

—
04

x9 TRiGGER ShiFTER

SRAM’s 2X10 and 3X10 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

Smaller design with pull 
lever ball bearing 
technology used in XX  
and X0 shifters

Impulse Technology

MatchMaker compatible

Top cap cable change

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker 
Compatible

Weight: 232g (per pair)

—
05

PG-1070 cASSETTE

Semi-spidered design 
maintains a high level of 
shifting performance

Gear Ratios: 11-32, 12-32, 
11-36, 12-36

Technologies: PowerGlide II

—
06

Pc-1071 chAiN

SRAM’S PowerChains 
feature the POWERLOCK™ 
connecting link—the only 
secure toolless attachment 
device for a sub 6mm chain 
in today’s market

Weight: 260g (114 links) 

—
01

x7 cRANkSET

X-GLIDE™ 2X10 and 3X10 
shifting technology

Chain ring options: 34-22, 
36-22, 38-24, 39-26, 42-28, 
and 44-33-22

Optimized AL-7050 crank 
arms deliver high-
performance strength and 
power transfer

GXP Bottom Bracket 
featuring Gutter Seal 
Technology

Bottom bracket 
configurations: PressFit 
30, BB30, GXP, and GXP 
PressFit

Brushed crank arm texture 
and Storm Grey finish

Technologies: X-GLIDE™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 872g (GXP, 
175mm, 38-24 tooth rings)

—
02

x7 FRoNT dERAiLLEuR

Wide range 2X10 and 3X10 
systems with X-GLIDE™ 
front shifting technology

High Clamp, Low Clamp, 
High Direct Mount, Low 
Direct Mount

Technologies: X-GLIDE™, 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™

Weight: 137g

—
03

x7 TYPE 2.1  
REAR dERAiLLEuR 

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

TYPE 2.1 technologies: 
ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™ and  
CAGE LOCK™

3K carbon cage

36-tooth cassette 
compatibility

Cage lengths: Short, 
Medium and Long

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, DIRECT 
ROUTE, ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™, CAGE LOCK™

Weight: 239g

—
04

x7 TRiGGER ShiFTER 

SRAM’s 2X10 and 3X10 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

Impulse Technology

MatchMaker compatible

Top cap cable change

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker 
Compatible

Weight: 232g (per pair)

—
05

PG-1050 cASSETTE

The PG-1050 cassette 
benefits from SRAM’s long 
history and expertise in 
developing cassettes. With 
its simple and reliable 
construction, it is the 
perfect cassette for the 
SRAM X7 rider.

Technologies: PowerGlide II

Gear Ratios: 11-32, 12-32, 
11-36, 12-36

—
06

Pc-1051 chAiN

The PC-1051 10-speed 
PowerChain featuring the 
POWERLOCK™ connecting 
link provides smooth, 
precise shifting and weight 
savings

Weight: 272g (114 links) 
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ENGiNEEREd To ENduRE
From steep, endless climbs to hair-raising, technical 
descents—X9 is engineered to handle whatever 
comes your way. Smooth, precise shifting helps you 
cover more ground, faster. The lightweight, stiff 
and always reliable crankset lets you maintain your 
momentum through the rough stuff. Whether you’re 
sprinting for the finish or tackling an all-day epic, 
your best ride starts with X9.

douBLE doWN 
The versatile, highly capable X7 product family 
brings high-end precision and reliability to 
midrange mountain bike components. Unbeatable 
X-GLIDE shifting and race-bred technologies boost 
your confidence in all types of terrain, from your 
local trails to the most challenging backcountry 
singletrack. Prepare yourself for the ride ahead.
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x5 cRANkSET

X-GLIDE™ 2X10 and 3X10 
shifting technology 

Chain ring options: 34-22, 
36-22, 38-24, 39-26, 
42-28, and 44-33-22

Forged AL-6061 
asymmetric crank  
arm shape

GXP bottom bracket 
featuring Gutter Seal 
Technology

Bottom bracket 
configurations: PressFit 
30, BB30, GXP, and GXP 
PressFit 

Also available: X5 Fat  
Bike crankset

Colors: Black and Silver

Technologies: 1:1 
ACTUATIOn, X-GLIDE™, 
GXP, BB30

Weight: 921g (GXP, 175mm, 
38-24 tooth rings)

—
02

x5 FRoNT dERAiLLEuR

Wide-range 2X10 and 3X10 
systems with X-GLIDE™ 
front-shifting technology

2 clamp options fit most 
popular seat tube sizes

Technologies: X-GLIDE™

Weight: 179g 

—
03

x5 REAR dERAiLLEuR 

SRAM EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ for precise 
and dependable 10-speed 
performance

DIRECT ROUTE™ 
technology for lighter 
effort shifting

36-tooth cassette 
compatibility

Cage lengths: Medium  
and Long 

Colors: Black and Silver

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ (10-speed), 
1:1 ACTUATIOn (9-speed), 
MatchMaker Compatible

Weight: 295g

—
04

x5 TRiGGER ShiFTER

SRAM’s 2X10 and 3X10 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™ for 
precise and dependable 
10-speed performance

Impulse Technology

Colors: Black and Silver 

Technologies: EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ (10-speed), 
1:1 ACTUATIOn (9-speed), 
ZERO LOSS™, 
MatchMaker Compatible

Weight: 250g (per pair)

—
05

PG-1030 cASSETTE

PowerGlide technology 
provides super-smooth 
shifting between gears

Gear Ratios: 11-32, 12-32, 
11-36, 12-36

Durable nickel chrome 
finish

Technologies: PowerGlide

Weight: 395g

—
06

Pc-1031 chAiN

Simply stronger. The 
PC-1031 chain benefits 
from design for better 
performance

Weight: 272g (114 links) 

uP FoR EvERY chALLENGE
With race-ready performance and technology, 
X5 components help off-road enthusiasts 
take it to the next level. With smooth, precise 
X-GLIDE™ shifting and legendary SRAM 
10-speed performance, X5 brings out the best 
in any bike—and in every rider.

—
01

GxP

Gutter Seal Technology

Improved tool engagement

Sealed cartridge bearings

Engl ish or Ital ian threads

Weight: 102g (Ceramic), 
106g (Team) and 107g 
(XR)

—
02

GxP PRESSFiT

GXP compatible

Easy instal lation

PressFit cups for  
l ighter weight

Two ful ly sealed  
cartridge bearings

37x24x8 standard  
bearing size

Weight: 93g (Ceramic)  
and 94g (Standard)

—
03

BB30 MTB

30mm al loy spindle

Larger bearings for  
longer l ife

40x30x7 larger  
bearing size

Weight: 56g (Ceramic) 
and 64g (Standard)

—
04

PRESSFiT 30

Easy instal lation

PressFit cups for l ighter 
weight

narrow Q-factor and  
more ankle clearance

Integrated gutter seal  
to prolong l ife

Integrated adjuster

30mm spindle diameter

40x30x7 larger  
bearing size
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SWiNGLiNk™

Squeeze a new SRAM brake lever and you 

notice it immediately. Less deadband. More 

positive engagement. A new cam system 

requires less lever throw to push the pads 

toward the rotor. That’s great, but there’s 

more to perfect braking performance than 

just power. You need control. Many brake 

systems minimize deadband—but at the cost 

of modulation. SwingLink™ solves that with its 

special cam shape. When the pads contact 

the rotor, the leverage rate curve is flat and 

smooth, avoiding that “on/off” brake feel. It’s 

the perfect balance of power and precision.  

 

 

diREcTLiNk™

SRAM’s DirectLink™ lever design produces 

a solid, positive feel the second you 

squeeze the lever to engage the brake It 

offers a no-nonsense solution to give you 

precise control. 

coNTAcT PoiNT AdJuST

Some people like the instantaneous power of 

a short lever throw. Others prefer the feel of a 

longer throw. With Contact Point Adjust, you 

can pick the position you want your fingers 

to be in when your brakes are engaged. It’s a 

quick and easy way to customize the feel of 

your brakes without having to move the pads. 

It’s also a way to balance both brake levers to 

feel exactly the same.  

 

 

REAch AdJuST

Brake lever fit and feel is a personal 

thing. Riders have individual positioning 

preferences, as well as unique hand sizes 

and finger lengths. Reach Adjust makes it 

easy to adjust your lever for maximum one-

finger control for everyone. 

TiMiNG PoRT cLoSuRE

A hydraulic brake’s timing port is the 

connection between the reservoir and the 

master cylinder bore. When the lever is 

squeezed, a cup seal passes this area and 

closes the port, which pressurizes the system. 

SRAM’s new timing port closure system 

features durable seals and an ultra-smooth 

cylinder bore finish producing dependable 

braking power and consistency.  

 

 

PiGGYBAck RESERvoiR

The brake fluid reservoir on SRAM’s 

latest lever design is optimized for both 

performance and ease of use. The 

PiggyBack Reservoir offers a simple, failsafe 

way to manage brake fluid, and also allows 

for ambidextrous lever placement—so you 

can switch your levers on the handlebar and 

run them moto without hassle. 

 

 

PuRE BLAddER™ 

SRAM’s new brake lever design includes a 

reshaped bladder, called Pure, that helps 

regulate and reduce air bubbles. The bladder 

is specifically shaped to evacuate air from 

the lever and push the fluid exactly where 

it’s needed. The result is improved back-

pressure relief, which produces dependable 

braking power and consistency. 

kNoW You cAN
Championships are won, gnarlier lines are tamed, rides are more 
rewarding when you KnOW YOU CAn. There’s a certain confidence 
to be had when you feel artistry at your fingertips. That’s the idea 
that drives SRAM mountain bike brakes. We obsess over every 
detail, and engineer our brakes to be totally integrated with every 
aspect and your ride, so that you KnOW YOU CAn. Charge that 
corner harder. Find the faster line. Send it. KnOW YOU CAn.
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LEvERAGE RATio  

vS. LEvER TRAvEL

A. Leverage rate at the beginning of the 

stroke is roughly half that of X0 Trail. 

Force at the lever will be higher, but 

this trade-off is what allows the pads to 

move to the rotor quicker, giving us a 

tighter deadband. 

B. Leverage rate is slightly lower at 

the point when the pads engage the 

rotor relative to X0 Trail. This will give a 

slightly firmer contact point feel. 

C. Leverage rate matches X0 Trail in the 

middle-to-bottom end of the stroke. 

Power and modulation will be the same 

as the current X0 Trail.

TECHnOLOGIES
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BRAdEN SNEAd 
SEnIOR DESIGn EnGInEER

JESSE PARkER 
DESIGn EnGInEER

JiM MAThiS 
EnGInEERInG TECHnICIAn

dEAdBANd 

This refers to the time between the moment 

you engage the lever and when the pads 

contact the rotor. SRAM technologies such 

as SwingLink™ balance the dual demands 

of minimizing deadband and optimizing 

modulation for braking finesse and control. 

PAuL GALLAGhER 
DESIGn EnGInEER

PAuL choATE 
EnGInEERInG MAnAGER

chRiS ShoTWELL 
TEAM LEAD
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this 
is
new
zeAlAnd

sRAM bRAkes

PicTuRE YouRSELF: pinned, silently 

drifting, surfing and jumping along 

some of the finest singletrack you 

have ever touched. The only audible 

sounds are of beech leaves heaving 

off pristine trail as tires smash its 

corners, take-offs and straight-

shots. The humidity hanging in the 

air from the nearby Tasman Sea blows 

off your face, shoulders and hands 

as if it had never existed at all. This 

is perfection. This is New Zealand.

We always dream about journeys to 

places like this, but for most mortals these 

reveries rarely become a reality. When it 

was decided that a group of us would 

spend seven days on the roads and trails 

of new Zealand’s South Island, hovering 

largely around the Craigieburn and then 

nelson area, most of us were in disbelief 

until the moment we landed on Kiwi soil. 

We began our journey in Queenstown 

and traveled north to Craigieburn and 

Mount Cheesman under the leadership 

of HouseMartin, the guiding outfit of 

Sven and Anka Martin. Sven and Anka’s 

story of living around the world as 

South African/US citizens and now Kiwi 

transplants was all we needed to gain an 

understanding of their work ethic and 

worldly sensitivity to guiding a group 

like ours through a country we hadn’t 

taken bikes to before. The combination 

of Sven’s endless drive to have a plan 

in place, Anka’s ease at communicating 

with people, coupled with their collective 

knowledge of the regions we were riding, 

made them the ultimate guides for this 

trip. We found ourselves accessing 

vegetation and forests that were unlike 

anywhere any of us had visited before 

and the trails we laid our tires upon on 

blew us away time and time again. Anka, 

Sven, Ross Measures, Duncan Riffle, 

Tyler Morland and myself made up a 

team rarely seen all in one place for a 

reason as simple as this: to ride our bikes 

on amazing trails on the tail end of the 

southern hemisphere’s summer. Each 

rider brought a unique background to 

the circle and we endeavored to take 

in as much as we could along the way. 

After a few days of crushing hot laps 

in the Queenstown Bike Park, our crew 

stuffed itself aboard the HouseMartin 

van and a relic we’d picked up from a 

local rental outfit in town. Our rig read 

350,000 kilometers on the odometer 

and was the third and final installment 

of vehicles we “tested” before leaving 

town. new Zealand is such a massive hub 

for backpackers and long-haul travelers 

that we couldn’t help but imagine the 

tales our pewter 10 passenger van, bikes 

in tow, had to tell under its remarkably 

intact exterior. Manual transmission, 

right hand drive, questionable high-speed 

shudders and all, old reliable “kept ‘er 

pinned” throughout our journey; up and 

down shuttle roads, along the highways 

of new Zealand’s south island and all 

the way to the “top” (of the island) to 

nelson. This van was a clear winner—and 

proved to be so as we watched Anka and 

Sven battle with periodic stops to pump 

a perpetually slow leaking tire of the 

HouseMartin van on our way up north.

We arrived in our quaint accommodations 

in the Craigieburn Range after driving 

nearly 7 hours past countless mind-

blowing vistas. The plan was to ride up 

to the legendary Craigieburn Ski Field in 

the morning and to the descent of the 

adjacent Mt. Cheesman, about 16km down 

the road, in the afternoon. The crack of 

dawn came early and we all mobilized 

for what we knew would be a big day. 

The pedal up to Craigieburn, via the 

Craigieburn valley Ski Field Road, proved 

to be reasonable, and everyone chatted 

and threw around jokes on the way up. 

The 7-kilometer ascent toured us past 

Craigieburn’s winter accommodations 

and ticket windows, complete with “tow 

prices” ($50/day nZ for club members), 

all left in solitude to sleep for the summer. 

sRAM bRAkes
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When we arrived at the top of our 

climb, the forest canopy parted and we 

were met with the panorama of an open 

scree-filled alpine bowl, complete with 

dozens of avalanche start zones and a 

couple of precariously placed tow lifts 

down the center of the terrain. Sven 

pointed out our route of travel: a skinny 

looking piece of benched singletrack that 

meandered along the alpine bowl in and out 

of forested areas and back into the heart 

of the valley we had just climbed out of.

The ride down from Craigieburn was 

everything a person with a bike could ask 

for. Technical, rocky traverses coupled 

with rooty sections that could be blasted 

over. new Zealand is a country so small, 

half of it could be crossed in 7 hours by 

our old-timer van, yet it felt so enormous 

that the terrain we encountered at each 

stop was so different from the day before 

it felt like another planet entirely. We 

were told that this descent takes most 

riders about a half an hour to ride in full 

at a reasonable pace, and it was clear that 

the pedal we did to get here would have 

been worth doing over and over again, 

had there been the time we needed. It 

was time to move on to Mount Cheesman. 

By the time our van chugged itself to 

the drop-off spot along the Mt Cheesman 

Ski Field Road, the sun was in the process 

of shutting down for the evening. We 

stood atop a view unlike anything we’d 

seen yet in new Zealand, and we took 

the time to appreciate the place where 

we stood. Once riding, we dropped into 

a few hundred meters of incredible alpine 

singletrack through tussock grasses, 

jumps and corners. We continued on to 

“Ride The Line” just as we saw the sun 

drop behind the mountain in our peripheral. 

The dimly lit trail ahead of us dropped 

virtually straight down the fall line and 

through the haunting-looking vegetation 

of the mountain beech (or “tawhairauriki” 

in Maori) forest we were in. When we 

weren’t hanging on through the chutes of 

Ride the Line with full trust in our brakes, 

we were making pointed attempts to open 

up and look for speed in the places where 

it felt like we could get away with it. As the 

group spread out, we could hear each other 

yelling and shouting with disbelief and 

utter elation. It was hard to imagine that 

we could have stepped up the excellence 

of the terrain we rode earlier that day, but 

we were getting used to being surprised.

We traveled north and then west along 

the West Coast Road in the dark; stopping 

only to drink beer and eat sandwiches 

sourced by Anka and Sven in a late night 

café visit in Arthur’s Pass. Canterbury 

was behind us and the West Coast region 

crept into our senses: the humidity in the 

air and the scent of the nearby beaches 

of the Tasman felt overpowering when 

we arrived late at night in the small town 

of Punakaiki. The next morning reared its 

head with the brightest sun and we found 

ourselves in cabins nestled within a jungle.

A short visit to Punakaiki’s Pancake 

Rocks and a wicked refuel session at a 

local café put us back on the road as 

the HouseMartin van’s tire became more 

beleaguered; we were able to take more 

frequent photo opportunities while the 

floor pump was put back to work. State 

highway 6 delivered us north and then east 

to nelson, and the 5-hour drive gave us all a 

chance to relax, share a few more tall stories 

and check out the views out the window.

nelson was more than fit to be the final 

destination for our adventure. We settled 

into a house perched high on the hill 

overlooking nelson and the Tasman coast. 

Duncan made a single attempt to run along 

the 14% (and higher) gradient roads that 

accessed where we were and the sense of 

newness and excitement over things yet 

unseen hit our crew once again. As a small 

port city, nelson has an international feel 

that so many towns around the world are 

missing. Its streets are lined with amazing 

restaurants, bars and cafes and it has the 

downtown feel of a tiny, cultured metropolis.
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HouseMartin got the vans and the 

arrangements in order to shuttle us all up 

to a local trail on top of Fringed Hill outside 

of (and overlooking) town the day after we 

arrived. This is one of Anka’s favorite “after 

work” rides, and while the challenge of 

getting to the actual trailhead was something 

we hadn’t yet experienced while in new 

Zealand, we were met with the usual stand-

out singletrack we had grown accustomed to 

being introduced to. It was such a contrast 

from the terrain we’d seen in Queenstown 

and in Craigieburn, though: this trail had an 

older forest and gnarled roots everywhere. 

As Anka and Sven celebrated being back on 

their local trails, the rest of us awkwardly 

adjusted to riding over inconsistent roots 

and rocks and ups and downs; some of us 

met with the ground more than once, but 

still found a way to appreciate what this trail 

had to offer all the way to the Matai valley.

It was our final day in nelson and 

HouseMartin chose to lead us out with a 

bang by booking a helicopter to access 

a trail that would otherwise take a few 

hours to get to by bike in the Richmond 

Mountain Ranges. We drove northeast 

out of nelson and into the mountains 

again, along a dirt road and we parked 

at our “landing zone” in a quiet little 

campground along a river. This is also 

where we would end our day. As our pilot 

skillfully flew our group over a couple of 

trips to our starting point, we had the 

opportunity to experience the vastness 

of this region in new Zealand, bordering 

between the Marlborough and nelson 

regions of the country, from above. As we 

waved goodbye to the heli, we all sprinted 

into the unknown of the trail ahead of us 

with an anticipation that had been fed 

by the immaculate network of trails we’d 

seen thus far. This…this was even better.

The first few kilometers of the trail were 

high speed, benched and wide, with deep 

beech leaves spread everywhere. We were 

teased initially with this descent, as we soon 

began onto rolling climbs that graduated 

to full hike-a-bike terrain within a short 

distance. A short, but significant, burst of 

climbing landed us to “the top” of the trail 

according to Sven and Anka. We stopped 

for lunch and took for granted what we were 

about to ride. We were partially covered 

by forest canopy at this point and we sat 

along rocky outcroppings. It was hard to tell 

what we were about to ride. The singletrack 

further on was open and ripping, including 

root jumps and naturally bermed corners 

throughout. The beech leaves lay in piles 

along the trail and robbed us of just enough 

grip to fear the drifts we were getting 

into just as tires would regain forward 

traction to carry on. This was pure bliss.

Our ride out on that final day sent us 

along a rolling 45-minute traverse to land 

us back to the old pewter relic and to a 

thoughtfully assembled BBQ, courtesy 

of HouseMartin. We regaled stories of 

our day—our near misses, triumphs and 

laughs. There was a sense, also, that we 

were all about to lose something, despite 

everything we had gained. This had been 

a perfect adventure through the Otago, 

Canterbury, West Coast, nelson and 

Marlborough regions of new Zealand. We 

were all healthy, happy and had finished 

our week long affair with a fundamental 

appreciation of the absolute splendor 

of the country. It was cold and snowy 

in north America. Wait…why were we 

leaving again? We had barely scratched 

the surface of what new Zealand has to 

offer as a mountain biking destination. 

Sven and Anka of HouseMartin had 

meticulously designed a trip that brought 

us to as many heavy-hitting trails as we 

could access in a limited period of time. 

When it came time to say goodbye to our 

favorite South African buddies, we all felt 

a sense of appreciation and simultaneous 

sadness for having seen so little, while 

managing to cover so much ground. We 

would be back, and next time for longer; 

there was no doubt in anyone’s mind. The 

question was…could it come soon enough?
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new
—
01

GuidE RSc

R – Reach Adjust

S – SwingLink™

C – Contact Point Adjust 

Contact Point Adjust

Tool-free Reach Adjust 

MatchMaker X Compatible

Lever Pivot Bearings 

Guide caliper

Colors: Polished Silver  
Ano or Black Ano

Technologies: SwingLink™, 
Pure Bladder™, Timing  
Port Closure

Weight: 375g

new
—
02

GuidE RS

R – Reach Adjust

S – SwingLink™

Tool-free Reach Adjust 

MatchMaker X Compatible 

Guide caliper

Colors: Black

Technologies: SwingLink™, 
Pure Bladder™, Timing  
Port Closure

Weight: 380g

new
—
03

GuidE R

R – Reach Adjust

Tool-free Reach Adjust

MatchMaker X Compatible 

Guide caliper 

Colors: Black 

Technologies: DirectLink™, 
Pure Bladder™, Timing  
Port Closure

Weight: 375g

PARAdiGM ShiFT
The new SRAM Guide brakes are packed with ride enhancing 
performance that make every new trail a trusted old friend. We 
started from scratch, to create the perfect combination of braking 
reliability and control. Brand-new SwingLink™ technology provides 
more power, silky-smooth modulation, less deadband and better 
lever-feel than you’ve ever experienced. Pure Bladder™ and Timing 
Port Closure ensure consistent and reliable performance over 
time and in any condition. Steep-line confidence. Deep-corner 
dominance. Ride every trail like you own it. KnOW YOU CAn.

new
—
04

GuidE cALiPER

Dual-diameter four- 
piston caliper

14 and 16mm pistons

All mountain power  
and control

The Guide four-piston dual-
diameter mountain bike 
caliper provides confidence 
in a lightweight package 
with more usable power. 
And it’s a mere four grams 
of weight difference over 
our two-piston XC specific 
caliper models.

—
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—
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—
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—
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RAcE WiNNiNG PERFoRMANcE
Skip the diet and dig into XX brakes instead. 
Reengineered to wring out as many grams as 
possible with aluminum lever body and calipers, 
and updated internals. These aren’t just light. 
They’re shockingly light. Because nothing tastes 
as good as winning feels.

LEAN. ANd MEAN.
At just 310g, SRAM X0 brakes won’t weigh you 
down when you’re tackling tough terrain. The 
smooth feel of the forged aluminum lever body 
combined with the svelte 2-piston caliper give 
you just what you need to push things a little bit 
further. So whether you’re inching your way down 
a sketchy chute or feathering the brakes through 
a head-high berm, X0 gives you the confidence to 
think less about your brakes and more about the 
task at hand.

SRAM xx 

Intended use: XC

Caliper Design: 2-piston, 
forged 2-piece aluminum, 
top loading pads

Lever Material: Carbon 
fiber, forged aluminum body

Adjustment: Reach Adjust 
and Banjo Adjust

MatchMaker X Compatible

Colors: Obsidian Black

Technologies: Deep Stroke 
Modulation™, DOT 5.1™, 
Intergrated Reservoir, 
MatchMaker and MMX 
Compatible, Power 
Reserve Geometry, Reach 
Adjust, TaperBore 
Technology™

Weight: 290g

SRAM x0 

Technologies: Contact 
Point Adjustment™, Deep 
Stroke Modulation™, DOT 
5.1™, Intergrated Reservoir, 
MatchMaker and MMX 
Compatible, Power 
Reserve Geometry, Reach 
Adjust, TaperBore 
Technology™, Top-loading 
Pads, Tri-Align™ Caliper 
Positioning System™

FPO
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new

dB5

TECHnOLOGIES: 
DirectLink™, MatchMaker 
and MMX Compatible, 
PiggyBack™ Reservoir, 
Pure Bladder™, Reach 
Adjust, Timing Port 
Closure

STEALTh FiGhTER 
Calm, cool and collected. The SRAM DB5 is a 
no-nonsense champion for mountain bikers who 
want to ride bigger, steeper and harder, but who 
also want money left over to get there. DirectLink™ 
lever technology puts positive brake feel at your 
fingertips while the large-volume reservoir and 
proven two-piston design provide plenty of control 
when you need it.

cENTERLiNE RoToR
The new Centerline rotor was designed to keep the 
center of friction consistent throughout rotation 
thereby minimizing vibration.

THIS RESULTS In:
Quiet running
Smooth engagement
Consistent performance

new

cENTERLiNE RoToR

One-piece 

140, 160, 170, 180,  
and 200mm sizes

6 bolt

ROTORS
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PREdicTivE STEERiNG™

Unique fork, axle and compression 

technologies combine at the core of 

Predictive Steering. Fork twisting is reduced 

thanks to the large-diameter TORQUE 

TUBE axle that creates an unbreakable 

bond, locking the lowers in place and 

maximizing torsional stiffness. A wider hub 

flange spacing results in a stronger, more 

responsive wheel. The new Maxle Ultimate 

completes the connection with a tighter, 

stronger clamping force than you’d expect 

with a quick release compression system. 

Compatible with the SRAM PREDICTIvE 

STEERInG hub and the RISE XX, RISE 60 

and ROAM 50 29" wheels, and featured on 

RockShox RS-1.

SPEEdBALL™

The only adjustment they’ll ever need was 

made back at the factory. Every part of the 

ball bearing comes from the exact same 

supplier—which means that each bearing 

bore can be precision machined to fit the 

bearing race exactly. With tolerances this 

tight, the days of adjusting play after every 

ride are over. SPEEDBALL™ CERAMIC 

option available with ceramic balls for faster, 

smoother and longer lasting bearings.  

 

 

douBLE TiME™ RATchET

Ratcheting up the smarts. This straight-

aligned, 4-pawl design turns the 26-tooth 

ratchet ring into 52 points of contact. The 

result: smooth 6.9-degree engagement 

without reducing tooth size or offsetting 

internal geometry—which means serious 

long-term durability.

uST TuBELESS

no tube, no-brainer. UST TUBELESS rims 

feature hooked edges designed to seal 

with UST compatible tires. The result is 

improved traction and control, less inertia 

and fewer flats. 

 

 

SoLo SPokE™

With SOLO SPOKE™, you’re never wrong. 

SRAM wheel design eliminates the need 

for different spoke lengths—one size fits 

the entire wheel. This identical-length 

design means no longer wondering whether 

you have the right front/rear/drive-side/

nondrive-side spoke handy. 

SidE SWAP™

Switching axles has never been easier. 

Threadless side caps can be installed and 

replaced by hand—no tools necessary.

SIDE SWAP™ SYMMETRICAL side caps 

refuse to take sides. The left side cap is 

identical to the right one. no need to figure 

out where each cap is going. 

 

 

xd™ dRivER BodY

XD™ is a cassette driver body design  

that allows the use of a 10-tooth small  

cog and provides an improved interface 

with the cassette. 

cARBoN TuNEd™

Strong like bull, light like carbon. Every 

CARBOn TUnED™ rim is designed with 

a distinct style of riding in mind. By 

selectively layering woven carbon fiber  

at high-stress points and using 

unidirectional fiber throughout, SRAM 

creates rims that yield a remarkable 

level of strength and durability—while 

remaining lightweight and responsive.  

 

 

TAPER coRE™

Strong in the right places. The sidewalls of 

SRAM rims are reinforced along the wings 

to withstand major impact. But the sidewalls 

then taper in along the center—reducing 

overall mass. The result is a very light rim 

with excellent dent resistance. 

SEEkER™

Get unbent. 3D forged and machined for 

lightweight strength, the flanges are angled 

towards the rim—allowing the spokes to 

be fully in-line when tensioned. The result: 

reduced spoke head breakage and better 

overall durability. 

 

 

douBLE-dEckER™

Stacked in your favor. This hub shell design 

takes straight pull spoke slots and stacks 

them two-by-two—distributing force 

perfectly around the wheel’s SOLO SPOKE™ 

design. The resulting wheel dish is wider, 

maximizing lateral stiffness while retaining 

some frontal compliance.

kARL hALL 
DESIGn EnGInEER

sRAM wheels sRAM wheels

ThE RELENTLESS PuRSuiT oF BALANcE
You don’t win by being the lightest. Or the stiffest. Or the 
toughest. You win by being the fastest. And that takes a wheel 
designed specifically for the modern mountain biker. At SRAM, 
we start with the demands of the terrain and work forward from 
there—carefully balancing each wheel’s design around five key 
attributes: weight, inertia, engagement, stiffness and durability. 
no matter where you ride, SRAM wheels will take you further.  
RISE higher. ROAM farther. RAIL harder.

JESSE JAkoMAiT 
DESIGn EnGInEER

LoGAN WEALiNG 
DESIGn EnGInEER

JiMMY WALTER 
DESIGn EnGInEER

TECHnOLOGIES
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new
—
01

RiSE xx

Available in 29" only

CARBOn TUnED™ rim for 
tubular tires

Butted stainless spokes 
for stiff responsiveness

new DOUBLE TIME™ 
ratchet mechanism for 
durable, quick engagement

SPEEDBALL™ CERAMIC 
precision bearings  
for l ight, extremely 
smooth action

Convertible to different 
axle types

Available in XD™ or 
10-speed driver body

Technologies: CARBOn 
TUnED™ TUBULAR, 
DOUBLE TIME™, 
SPEEDBALL™ CERAMIC, 
XD™ DRIvER BODY, SIDE 
SWAP™ SYMMETRICAL, 
PREDICTIvE STEERInG™

Weight: 1285g (29")

Wheel pair in lightest 
configuration

RiSE hiGhER
Engineered for sprinting 
across flats and soaring 
up hills, these wheelsets 
were born for one thing—
performance. Time to take 
your ride to new heights.

new
—
02

RiSE 60

Available in wheel sizes: 
27.5 and 29" 

Rim material: CARBOn 
TUnED™ unidirectional 
and woven carbon fiber 
composite

Rim profile: WIDE AnGLE™, 
21mm internal width, 
tubeless ready, hookless  
rim walls

Spoke count:  
24, stainless steel, 2 cross, 
SOLO SPOKE™

Durable, precision-
machined SPEEDBALL™ 
bearings

DOUBLE TIME™ ratchet 
mechanism for durable, 
quick engagement

Available in XD™ or 
10-speed driver body

Axle compatibility:  
9x100 QR, 9x10 QR OS  
or 15x100 (Front),  
10x135 QR, 12x135  
or 12x142 (Rear)

Technologies:  
CARBOn TUnED™, SOLO 
SPOKE™, SPEEDBALL™, 
DOUBLETIME™, XD™ 
DRIvER BODY, SIDE 
SWAP™ SYMMETRICAL, 
PREDICTIvE STEERInG™ 
for 29"

Weight: 1385g (27.5"), 
1430g (29")

Wheel pair in lightest 
configuration

sRAM wheels sRAM wheels
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—
01

RoAM 60

Available in all 3 wheel 
sizes: 26, 27.5 and 29" 

CARBOn TUnED™ 
unidirectional and woven 
carbon fiber, asymmetrical 
rim profile

Profile: 21mm inside, 
28mm outside rim width

UST compatible

Available with 11-speed 
XD™ driver body, 10- or 
9-speed driver body 

Aluminum nipples with 
nylon lock ring

SOLO SPOKE™ design with 
double butted, stiff 
stainless steel spokes

Durable hub internals  
with Star Ratchet 
36-tooth system

SIDE SWAP™ easy 
conversion to al l  
axle types

DOUBLE-DECKER™ hub 
shell design

Technologies: CARBOn 
TUnED™, TAPER CORE™, 
SOLO SPOKE™, SIDE 
SWAP™, DOUBLE-
DECKER™, STAR 
RATCHET™, UST 

Weight: 1515g (26"), 1570g 
(27.5"), 1650g (29")

Wheel pair in lightest 
configuration

RoAM FARThER
Fast climbs and fast descents—from 
sun up till sundown. Truly made for the 
modern mountain biker, ROAM wheels 
use a special balance of low-inertia 
design, weight and strength to excel on 
a wide variety of terrain. They’re durable 
enough for hours in the saddle, yet light 
enough for race day. 

—
02

RoAM 50

Available in all 3 wheel 
sizes: 26, 27.5 and 29" 

Lightweight aluminum rim 
with asymmetrical TAPER 
CORE™ profile

Profile: 21mm inside, 
25mm outside rim width

UST compatible

Available with 11-speed 
XD™ driver body, 10- or 
9-speed driver body 

Aluminum nipples with 
nylon lock ring

SOLO SPOKE™ design with 
double butted, lightweight 
steel spokes

Durable hub internals with 
Star Ratchet system

SIDE SWAP™ easy 
conversion to al l  
axle types

DOUBLE-DECKER™ hub 
shell design

Technologies: TAPER 
CORE™, SOLO SPOKE™, 
SIDE SWAP™, DOUBLE-
DECKER™, STAR 
RATCHET™, UST, 
PREDICTIvE STEERInG™ 
for 29"

Weight: 1475g (26"), 
1530g (27.5"), 1610g (29")

Wheel pair in lightest 
configuration

new
—
03

RoAM 40

Available in all 3 wheel 
sizes: 26, 27.5 and 29" 

Lightweight aluminum rim 
with asymmetrical TAPER 
CORE™ profile—with a 
welded joint

UST tubeless

Available in XD™ or 
10-speed driver body

User-friendly SOLO 
SPOKE™ technology

Durable, precision-
machined SPEEDBALL™ 
bearings

Strong, fast engagement 
with DOUBLE TIME™ hubs

Convertible to any  
axle type

Technologies: TAPER 
CORE™, UST TUBELESS, 
SOLO SPOKE™, 
SPEEDBALL™, DOUBLE 
TIME™, SIDE SWAP™ 
SYMMETRICAL, XD™ 
DRIvER BODY

Weight: 1560g (26"), 
1615g (27.5"), 1695g (29")

Wheel pair in lightest 
configuration

new
—
04

RoAM 30

Available in all 3 wheel 
sizes: 26, 27.5 and 29" 

Lightweight aluminum rim 
with asymmetrical TAPER 
CORE™ profile —with a 
sleeved joint

Tubeless ready 

Available in XD™ or 
10-speed driver body

User-friendly SOLO 
SPOKE™ technology

Strong and solid 
engagement with DOUBLE 
TIME™ 2-pawl ratchet

Convertible to any  
axle type

Technologies: TAPER 
CORE™, SOLO SPOKE™, 
SPEEDBALL™, DOUBLE 
TIME™, SIDE SWAP™ 
SYMMETRICAL, XD™ 
DRIvER BODY

Weight: 1730g (26"), 
1785g (27.5"), 1870g (29")

Wheel pair in lightest 
configuration

sRAM wheels sRAM wheels
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sRAM wheels sRAM wheels

RAiL 50

Available in all 3 wheel 
sizes: 26, 27.5 and 29" 

Lightweight aluminum rim 
with asymmetrical TAPER 
CORE™ profile

Profile: 23c, 28mm outside 
rim width

UST compatible

Available with 11-speed 
XD™ driver body, 10- or 
9-speed driver body 

Aluminum nipples with 
nylon lock ring

SOLO SPOKE™ design with 
double butted, stiff steel 
spokes

Durable hub internals with 
Star Ratchet system

SIDE SWAP™ easy 
conversion to all axle 
types

DOUBLE-DECKER™ hub 
shell design

Technologies: TAPER 
CORE™, SOLO SPOKE™, 
SIDE SWAP™, DOUBLE-
DECKER™, STAR 
RATCHET™, UST

Weight: 1690g (26"), 
1750g (27.5"), 1830g (29")

Wheel pair in lightest 
configuration

RAiL hARdER
Ready to attack, easy to maneuver. Built 
for aggressive All-Mountain descents, 
RAIL wheels balance the strength and 
stiffness you need with the lightness to 
climb quickly back to the top. 

—
01

x0 huB

versatile hub—light 
enough for XC, strong 
enough for All-Mountain

new DOUBLE TIME™ 
ratchet mechanism for 
durable, quick engagement

SPEEDBALL™ precision 
cartridge bearings for 
light, smooth action. no 
play adjustment needed 
for simplicity and 
convenience.

3D forged hub shell with 
SEEKER™ angled flanges 
for durability and fewer 
broken spokes

Convertible to all axle 
types, except DH

Available in XD™ or 
10-speed driver body

Available in 32 or 28 holes

Sand-blasted black  
with red label

Glossy black with  
si lver accents

Technologies: DOUBLE 
TIME™, SEEKER™, SIDE 
SWAP™ SYMMETRICAL, 
SPEEDBALL™, XD™ 
DRIvER BODY

Weight: 130g (front),  
255g (rear)

new
—
02

PREdicTivE 
STEERiNG™ huB

Dedicated hub interface  
for the inverted RS-1 fork— 
creates an unparalleled 
bond between fork and hub

Torque Tube is an 
oversized, solid aluminum 
axle that locks the forks 
lowers together

non convertible

Available for jbend spokes

28 or 32 holes

Speedball bearings for 
smooth and durable 
rotation

Technologies: PREDICTIvE 
STEERInG™, SEEKER™, 
SPEEDBALL™

Weight: 165g

—
03

x9 huB

Front Hub: 20x110, 15x100

Rear Hub: 12x142

Lightweight-machined to 
remove excess grams

Precision Cartridge 
Bearings mean low friction 
and long life in MTB 
conditions

Finish: Black Ano

Weight: 175g (front),  
395g (rear)

—
04

x7 huB

Hub Shell: Aluminum -  
Hi/Lo design, Machined 
windows on rotor side 
flange

Spoke Holes: 32 holes

Freehub Body Material: 
Steel

All of our 7- level hubs spin 
on cartridge bearings, 
providing smoother 
operation over time 

Axle Type: Quick Release

Axle Diameter: Front 9mm, 
Rear 10mm

Axle Length: Front 108mm, 
Rear 145mm

Finish: Black Ano

Weight: 180g (front),  
420g (rear)

—
05

MTh 716 FRoNT huB 
MTh 746 REAR huB

Spoke Holes: 32 holes

Hub Shell: Aluminum -  
Hi/Hi design

All of our 7- level hubs  
spin on cartridge bearings, 
providing smoother 
operation over time

Freehub Body Material: 
Steel

Same proven and durable 
mechanism as X9 12x142

Available with an XD™ 
driver body, for 11-speed 
SRAM cassettes

Front Hub: 15x100

Rear Hub: 12x142

Finish: Black Ano

Weight: 170g (front),  
360g (rear)

HUBS—
01

—
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sRAM

ACCESSORIES

Ride without limits. Go farther, master a new line, or 
conquer the drop off knowing that SRAM has you 
covered with accessories for repairs, comfort, and 
maintenance. Dial in your ride with no excuses.

chAiNS chAiN RiNGS

38T 36T 34T 32T 28T

SRAM BuTTER GuidE BRAkE PAdS RoToRS

cABLE ANd houSiNG cuTTER cABLE cuTTER WiTh cRiMPERcABLE ANd houSiNG SYSTEMS

160mm

170mm 200mm180mm

140mm

QuickviEW coMPuTERS MouNTS GRiPS hEAdSET SPAcERS

sRAM

PRODUCT OFFERInGS

NEWWhEEL PRoducT oFFERiNGS

cRoSS couNTRY TRAiL ALL-MouNTAiN FREERidE doWNhiLL

$$$

$$

$

RiSE xx

RoAM 60

RoAM 50 RAiL 50

RiSE 60

RoAM 30

RoAM 40

dRivETRAiN PRoducT oFFERiNGS

cRoSS couNTRY TRAiL ALL-MouNTAiN FREERidE doWNhiLL

$$$$$

$$$$

$$$

$$

$

xx

x4

x3

xx1

x01 x01dh

x5

x7

x0

x9

x1

NEW

NEWhYdRAuLic BRAkE PRoducT oFFERiNGS

cRoSS couNTRY TRAiL ALL-MouNTAiN FREERidE doWNhiLL

$$$$$

$$$$

$$$

$$

$

SRAM xx

SRAM x0 SRAM GuidE RS

SRAM dB5

SRAM GuidE RSc

SRAM GuidE R

Avid codE

Avid codE R

Avid dB3

Avid dB1
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SRAM xx1 dRivETRAiN

xx1 cRANkSET
xx1 x-hoRiZoN™ 
REAR dERAiLLEuR xx1 TRiGGER ShiFTER xx1 GRiP ShiFT xG-1199 cASSETTE Pc-xx1 chAiN

VARiAnts GXP and BB30: 28, 30, 
32, 34, 36, 38

Horizontal Parallelogram 
design

1X11 1X11 10-42 11-speed

weights 670g (GXP, 175mm, 
32-tooth ring)

220g 91g 143g (clamps, cable, 
JAWS™ lock-on grip), 
103g (clamps, cable) and 
40g (lock-on grip)

260g 252g (114 links)

teChnologies X-SYnC™, GXP, BB30 X-HORIZOn™, 
X-ACTUATIOn™, 
X-SYnC™, ROLLER 
BEARInG CLUTCH™, 
CAGE LOCK™

X-ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker X 
Integrated

X-ACTUATIOn™, SPEED 
METAL™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, JAWS™

X-DOME™, XD™ DRIvER 
BODY

X-SYnC™, HARD 
CHROME™

speeds 1X 1X11 11-speed 11-speed 11-speed 11-speed

CoMpAtibility 1X11 X-SYnC™ 10-42 cassette 1X11 X-ACTUATIOn™ 1X11 X-ACTUATIOn™ PC-XX1 chain and XD™ 
driver body

10-42 cassette, 1X11 
X-SYnC™ and 1X11 
X-ACTUATIOn™

MAteRiAls Carbon composite/
aluminum spider; 
AL-7075-T651 rings

Carbon fiber outer cage Carbon cover, adjustable 
carbon pull lever

Carbon cover 4130 chromoly steel (cog 
cluster), AL-7075-T6 
(largest cog)

n/a

hARdwARe AL-7075-T6; TORX T25 
and 6mm hex bolts

Titanium Titanium and aluminum n/a n/a n/a

key FeAtuRes X-SYnC™ Ceramic bearings X-ACTUATIOn™, MMX 
Compatible

JAWS™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, SPEED 
METAL™

XD™ driver body 
attachment to hub

11-speed POWERLOCK™

options 170 and 175mm arm 
lengths; 156 and 168mm 
Q-factors

n/a MatchMaker X n/a n/a n/a

SRAM x01 dRivETRAiN

x01 cRANkSET
x01 x-hoRiZoN™ 
REAR dERAiLLEuR x01 TRiGGER ShiFTER x01 GRiP ShiFT xG-1195 cASSETTE Pc-xx1 chAiN

VARiAnts GXP and BB30: 30, 32, 
34, 36, 38

Horizontal Parallelogram 
design

1X11 1X11 10-42 11-speed

weights 700g (GXP, 175mm, 
32-tooth ring)

252g 91g 143g (clamps, cable, 
JAWS™ lock-on grip), 
103g (clamps, cable) and 
40g (lock-on grip)

275g 252g (114 links)

teChnologies X-SYnC™, GXP, BB30 X-HORIZOn™, 
X-ACTUATIOn™, 
X-SYnC™, ROLLER 
BEARInG CLUTCH™, 
CAGE LOCK™

X-ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker X 
Integrated

X-ACTUATIOn™, SPEED 
METAL™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, JAWS™

X-DOME™, XD™ DRIvER 
BODY, JET™

X-SYnC™, HARD 
CHROME™

speeds 1X 1X11 11-speed 11-speed 11-speed 11-speed

CoMpAtibility 1X11 X-SYnC™ 10-42 cassette 1X11 X-ACTUATIOn™ 1X11 X-ACTUATIOn™ PC-XX1 chain and XD™ 
driver body

10-42 cassette, 1X11 
X-SYnC™ and 1X11 
X-ACTUATIOn™

MAteRiAls Carbon composite/
aluminum spider; 
AL-7075-T651 rings

Carbon fiber outer cage Aluminum cover, 
adjustable forged 
aluminum pull lever

Aluminum cover 4130 chromoly steel (cog 
cluster), AL-7075-T6 
(largest cog)

n/a

hARdwARe AL-7075-T6; TORX T25 
and 6mm hex bolts

Stainless steel Aluminum, stainless n/a n/a n/a

key FeAtuRes Carbon guard available Cartridge bearings X-ACTUATIOn™, MMX 
Compatible

JAWS™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, SPEED 
METAL™

XD™ driver body 
attachment to hub

11-speed POWERLOCK™

options 170 and 175mm arm 
lengths; Red and Black

Red and Black MatchMaker X; Red and 
Black

Red and Black n/a n/a

SRAM x1 dRivETRAiN 

x1 1400 cRANkSET x1 1200 cRANkSET x1 1000 cRANkSET
x-hoRiZoN™ REAR 
dERAiLLEuR

x-hoRiZoN™ 
TRiGGER ShiFTER

xG-1180  
MiNi cLuSTER™ 
cASSETTE Pc-x1 chAiN

VARiAnts GXP and BB30: 30, 32, 
34, 36, 38

GXP and BB30: 30, 32, 
34, 36, 38

GXP and BB30: 30, 32, 
34, 36, 38

Horizontal 
Parallelogram design

11-speed 10-42 11-speed

weights 800g (GXP, 175mm, 
32-tooth ring)

830g (GXP, 175mm, 
32-tooth ring)

850g (GXP, 175mm, 
32-tooth ring)

256g 121g (w/o clamp) 315g 258g (114 links)

teChnologies X-SYnC™, GXP, BB30 X-SYnC™, GXP, BB30 X-SYnC™, GXP, BB30 X-HORIZOn™, 
X-ACTUATIOn™, 
X-SYnC™, ROLLER 
BEARInG CLUTCH™, 
CAGE LOCK™

X-ACTUATIOn™, 
ZERO LOSS™, 
Matchmaker X 
Integrated

MInI CLUSTER™, XD™ 
DRIvER BODY, 
X-GLIDE™, JET™

X-SYnC™, 
POWERLOCK™

speeds 1X 1X 1X 11-speed 11-speed 11-speed 11-speed

CoMpAtibility 11-speed X-SYnC™ 11-speed X-SYnC™ 11-speed X-SYnC™ X-ACTUATIOn™ X-ACTUATIOn™ XX1 and X1 chains; 
XD™ driver body

X-SYnC™, all SRAM 
1X11 systems and X01 
DH 7-speed

MAteRiAls Hollow forged 6000 
series aluminum

7000 series forged 
aluminum

6000 series forged 
aluminum

Aluminum cage Aluminum cover, 
forged aluminum pull 
lever

Machined steel with 
JET™ finish, alloy 
42-tooth cog

n/a

hARdwARe 94BCD compatible 
with 30- thru 38-tooth 
X-SYnC™ rings

94BCD compatible 
with 30- thru 38-tooth 
X-SYnC™ rings

94BCD compatible 
with 30- thru 38-tooth 
X-SYnC™ rings

n/a n/a n/a n/a

key FeAtuRes Chain ring guard 
option

n/a n/a Sealed cartridge 
bearings

MMX Compatible XD™ driver body 11-speed 
POWERLOCK™

options 170 and 175mm arm 
lengths

170 and 175mm arm 
lengths

170 and 175mm arm 
lengths

n/a MatchMaker X n/a n/a

SRAM x01 dh dRivETRAiN

x01 dh cARBoN cRANkSET
x01 dh x-hoRiZoN™  
REAR dERAiLLEuR x01 dh TRiGGER ShiFTER MiNi BLock™ cASSETTE Pc-xx1 chAiN

VARiAnts GXP and BB30:  
30, 32, 34, 36, 38

Horizontal Parallelogram design 7-speed 10-24 11-speed

weights 778g (GXP, 165mm,  
36-tooth ring)

257g (short cage), 263g 
(medium cage)

91g 136g 252g (114 links)

teChnologies X-SYnC™, GXP, BB30 X-HORIZOn™, X-ACTUATIOn™ 
(7-speed), EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
(10-speed), X-SYnC™, ROLLER 
BEARInG CLUTCH™, CAGE 
LOCK™

X-ACTUATIOn™, ZERO LOSS™, 
MatchMaker X Integrated

MInI BLOCK™, X-DOME™, XD™ 
DRIvER BODY, JET™

X-SYnC™, HARD CHROME™

speeds 1X 1X7 and 1X10 7-speed 7-speed 11-speed

CoMpAtibility 11-, 7- and 10-speed X-SYnC™ X-ACTUATIOn™ (7-speed) and 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™ (10-speed)

X-ACTUATIOn™ PC-XX1 chain and XD™ driver 
body

X-SYnC™ and 1X11 
X-ACTUATIOn™

MAteRiAls Carbon composite/aluminum 
spider; AL-7075-T651 rings

Aluminum outer cage Aluminum cover, adjustable 
forged aluminum pull lever

4130 chromoly steel (cog cluster), 
AL-7075-T6 (largest cog)

n/a

hARdwARe AL-7075-T6; TORX T25 and 
6mm hex bolts

Stainless steel Aluminum, stainless n/a n/a

key FeAtuRes Carbon guard available Cartridge bearings MMX Compatible XD™ driver body 11-speed POWERLOCK™

options 165, 170 and 175mm arm lengths; 
Red and Black

7- and 10-speed; Red and Black MatchMaker X; Red and Black n/a n/a

sRAM sRAM
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SRAM xx dRivETRAiN 

xx cRANkSET
xx FRoNT 
dERAiLLEuR

xx REAR 
dERAiLLEuR xx GRiP ShiFT

xx TRiGGER 
ShiFTERS

MATchMAkER x 
[MMx]

VARiAnts 39-26 and 42-28 Direct mount, low mount 
and high mount

Medium and long cages 2X10 2X10 n/a

weights 754g (GXP, 175mm, 
39-26 tooth rings)

116g (direct mount), 118g 
(low mount) and 120g 
(high mount)

181g 287g (clamps, cable, 
JAWS™ lock-on grip), 
207g (clamps, cables) 
and 80g (JAWS™ lock on 
grips)

183g (per pair) n/a

teChnologies X-GLIDE™, GXP, BB30 EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 
X-GLIDE™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 
DIRECT ROUTE™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 
SPEED METAL™, 
ROLLInG THUnDER™, 
JAWS™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 
ZERO LOSS™, 
MatchMaker X Integrated

n/a

speeds 2X10 2X10 2X10 2X10 2X10 n/a

CoMpAtibility SRAM 10-speed chains 66-69° Seatstay angle 
15T max chain ring 
difference / 45T max 
chain ring size

10-speed EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ only, up to 
36-tooth cog

XX 2X10 or any EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ ratio RD 
and FD (incl. Rival, Force, 
RED) and MatchMaker X

XX 2X10 or any EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ ratio RD 
and FD (incl. Rival, Force, 
RED) and MatchMaker X

XX/X0/E9/E7 brakes, 
XX/X0/X9/X7 triggers; 
integrated with XLoc 

MAteRiAls Carbon composite/
aluminum spider and 
AL-7075-T651 chain rings

Steel and Forged 
AL-6061-T6

Carbon fiber, composite, 
titanium, and forged 
magnesium 

Carbon cover Carbon fiber and 
composite

AL-6061-T6

hARdwARe AL-7075-T6, TORX® T25 
and 6mm hex bolts

AL-7075-T6 and titanium, 
TORX® T25 bolts

AL-7075-T6 and titanium; 
TORX® T25 bolts

n/a AL-7075-T6 and stainless 
steel; TORX® T25 bolts

Titanium TORX® T25 
bolts

key FeAtuRes BlackBox Ceramic 
Bearings standard; 
120/80 BCD; 6mm thick 
chain ring

Designed for 2X10 Titanium spring, sealed 
ceramic pulley bearings; 
93mm cage length

JAWS™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, SPEED 
METAL™

Lever blade adjustable Ambidexterous mounting 
adjustability and clean 
cockpit

options 170 and 175mm arm 
lengths; 156 and 166mm 
Q-factors (GXP); 156 and 
164mm Q-factors (BB30)

31.8, 34.9 and 38.1mm 
clamp sizes; top or 
bottom pull

n/a n/a MatchMaker X Shifter + brake or shifter 
+ brake + XLoc

SRAM x9 dRivETRAiN

x9 cRANkSET x9 FRoNT dERAiLLEuR
x9 TYPE 2.1 
REAR dERAiLLEuR x9 REAR dERAiLLEuR x9 TRiGGER ShiFTERS

VARiAnts GXP, GXP PressFit, BB30, and 
PressFit 30; 2X10: 34-22, 36-22, 
38-24, 39-26, 42-28; 3X10: 44-33-
22; 100mm axle: 34-22, 36-22

2X10 or 3X10, low direct mount, 
high direct mount, low clamp, 
and high clamp

Short, medium and long cages Short, medium and long cages 2X10 and 3X10

weights 842g (GXP, 175mm, 38-24 tooth 
rings)

160g 250g 204g (medium cage) 232g (per pair) 

teChnologies X-GLIDE™, OCT, GXP, BB30 EXACT ACTUATIOn™, X-GLIDE™ EXACT ACTUATIOn™, ROLLER 
BEARInG CLUTCH™, CAGE 
LOCK™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, DIRECT 
ROUTE™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS™, MatchMaker 
Compatible

speeds 2X10 and 3X10 2X10 and 3X10 10-speed 10-speed 2X10 and 3X10

CoMpAtibility SRAM X-GLIDE™ 2X10 and 3X10 SRAM X-GLIDE™ 2X10 and 3X10 
shifters and components

10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
only, up to 36-tooth cog

10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
only, up to 36-tooth cog

10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
rear, 2- or 3-speed X-GLIDE 
front

MAteRiAls Hollow forged AL-6066 with 
forged aluminum spider, AL-7075 
chain rings and CnC-machined

Aluminum body and steel cage Aluminum, steel and carbon 
outer cage

Aluminum, steel and carbon 
outer cage

Aluminum

hARdwARe Aluminum Steel Steel Steel Steel

key FeAtuRes X-GLIDE™ front shifting, hollow 
forged arm and forged spider

Mounting options for most 
existing bike frames, X-GLIDE™ 
shift technology

Carbon outer cage and 36-tooth 
compatible

Carbon outer cage and 36-tooth 
compatible

Forged pull lever, external cable 
change and new internals

options 170, 175, 180mm arm lengths High and low clamp,  
high and low direct mount

Short, medium and long cages Short, medium and long cages MatchMaker Compatible

SRAM x7 dRivETRAiN

x7 cRANkSET x7 FRoNT dERAiLLEuR
x7 TYPE 2.1  
REAR dERAiLLEuR x7 REAR dERAiLLEuR x7 TRiGGER ShiFTERS

VARiAnts GXP, GXP PressFit, BB30, and 
PressFit 30; 2X10: 34-22, 36-22, 
38-24, 39-26, 42-28;  
3X10: 44-33-22; 3X9

Low direct mount, high direct 
mount, low clamp, and high 
clamp

Aluminum and carbon cage 
options

Aluminum and carbon cage 
options

Front: 2X and 3X Rear: 10- and 
9-speed

weights 872g (GXP, 175mm, 38-24 tooth 
rings)

137g 239g (carbon long cage) 239g (carbon long cage) 232g (per pair) 

teChnologies X-GLIDE™, GXP, BB30 X-GLIDE™, EXACT ACTUATIOn™ EXACT ACTUATIOn™, DIRECT 
ROUTE, ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™, CAGE LOCK™

DIRECT ROUTE, SRAM 10-speed 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 9-speed 1:1 
ACTUATIOn 

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, ZERO 
LOSS and MatchMaker 
Compatible

speeds 2X10, 3X10 and 3X9 2X10, 3X10 and 3X9 10-speed 10- and 9-speed 2X10, 3X10 and 3X9

CoMpAtibility Performance optimized with 
SRAM chains

SRAM double and triple front 
derailleurs

10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
shifters

10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
and 9-speed 1:1 ACTUATIOn 
shifters

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ rear 
derailleurs; SRAM double and 
triple front derailleurs

MAteRiAls AL-7050 crank arms and 
AL-7075 chain rings; S1400: 
hollow forged AL-6066 crank 
arms and AL-7075 chain rings

Steel cage and AL-6061 clamp Alloy B-Knuckle, alloy links, high 
strength grilon composite 
P-Knuckle, serviceable sealed 
pulleys, and 3k carbon cage

Alloy B-Knuckle, alloy links, high 
strength grilon composite 
P-Knuckle, serviceable sealed 
pulleys, and 3k carbon cage

Aluminum and composite 
components

hARdwARe Aluminum, 5 and 8mm hex Stainless steel AL-7075 B-Bolt, 5mm hex AL-7075 B-Bolt, 5mm hex Stainless steel, 5mm hex 

key FeAtuRes X-GLIDE™ Top and Bottom 10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
and 9-speed 1:1 ACTUATIOn

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 1:1 
ACTUATIOn and Impulse 
Technology 

options 170, 175 and 180mm arm lengths 31.8, 34.9 and 38.1mm high and 
low clamp sizes; high direct 
mount; low direct mount; S1, S2 
and S3

Short, medium and long cages Short, medium and long cages MatchMaker Compatible

SRAM x5 dRivETRAiN
x5 cRANkSET x5 FRoNT dERAiLLEuR x5 REAR dERAiLLEuR x5 TRiGGER ShiFTERS

VARiAnts GXP, GXP PressFit, BB30, PressFit 30; 
2X10: 34-22, 36-22, 38-24, 39-26, 42-28; 
3X10: 44-33-22; 3X9;  
100mm axle: 34-22, 36-22 

High clamp and low clamp Aluminum Cage Front: 2X and 3X  
Rear: 10- and 9-speed

weights 921g (GXP, 175mm, 38-24 tooth rings) 179g 295g 250g (per pair)

teChnologies 1:1 ACTUATIOn, X-GLIDE™, GXP, BB30 X-GLIDE™ EXACT ACTUATIOn™ (10-speed), 1:1 
ACTUATIOn (9-speed), MatchMaker 
Compatible

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ (10-speed), 1:1 
ACTUATIOn (9-speed), ZERO LOSS™, 
MatchMaker Compatible

speeds 2X10, 3X10 and 3X9 2X10, 3X10 and 3X9 10- and 9-speed 2X10, 3X10 and 3X9

CoMpAtibility Performance optimized with SRAM 
chains

SRAM double and triple front shifters 10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ and 
9-speed 1:1 ACTUATIOn shifters

10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ rear 
derailleurs; SRAM double and triple front 
derailleurs

MAteRiAls AL-6061 crank arms and AL-7075 chain 
rings; S1400: hollow forged AL-6066 
crank arms and AL-7075 chain rings

Steel cage and forged AL-6061 clamp Alloy B-Knuckle, alloy links and high 
strength grilon composite P-Knuckle

Aluminum composite components

hARdwARe Aluminum, 5 and 8mm hex Stainless steel AL-7075 B-Bolt, 5mm Hex Stainless steel, 5mm hex 

key FeAtuRes X-GLIDE™ and GXP with gutter seal Top and Bottom and X-GLIDE™ 10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™ and 
9-speed 1:1 ACTUATIOn

10-speed EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 9-speed 
1:1 ACTUATIOn and Impulse Technology 

options 170 and 175mm arm lengths 31.8 or 34.9mm, high or low clamp sizes Medium and long cage MatchMaker Compatible

sRAM sRAM

SPECIFICATIOnS

SRAM x0 dRivETRAiN 

x0 cRANkSET
x0 FRoNT 
dERAiLLEuR

x0 TYPE 2.1 REAR 
dERAiLLEuR

x0 REAR 
dERAiLLEuR x0 GRiP ShiFT

x0 TRiGGER 
ShiFTERS

MATchMAkER x 
[MMx]

VARiAnts GXP, GXP PressFit, 
BB30, and PressFit 
30; 2X10: 34-22, 
36-22, 38-24, 39-26 
42-28; 3X10: 
44-33-22

2X10, 3X10, low direct 
mount, high direct 
mount, low clamp, and 
high clamp

Short, medium and 
long cages

Short, medium and 
long cages

2X10 and 3X10 2X10 and 3X10 n/a 

weights 774g (GXP, 175mm, 
38-24 tooth rings)

130g 235g 203g 287g (clamps, cable, 
JAWS™ lock-on grip), 
207g (clamps, cables) 
and 80g (JAWS™ lock-
on grips)

232g (per pair) n/a 

teChnologies X-GLIDE™, GXP, BB30 X-GLIDE™, EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 
ROLLER BEARInG 
CLUTCH™, CAGE 
LOCK™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™ EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 
SPEED METAL™, 
ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, JAWS™

EXACT ACTUATIOn™, 
ZERO LOSS™, 
MatchMaker X 
Integrated

n/a 

speeds 2X10 and 3X10 2X10 and 3X10 10-speed 10-speed 2X10, 3X10 2X10 and 3X10 n/a 

CoMpAtibility SRAM X-GLIDE™ 2X10 
and 3X10

SRAM X-GLIDE™ 2X10 
or 3X10 shifters and 
components

10-speed EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ only, up 
to 36-tooth cog

10-speed EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ only,  
up to 36-tooth cog

2X10, 3X10 or any 
EXACT ACTUATIOn™ 
ratio RD and FD (incl. 
Rival, Force, RED), 
MatchMaker X

10-speed EXACT 
ACTUATIOn™ rear, 
2- or 3-speed 
X-GLIDE™ front

XX/X0/E9/E7 brakes, 
XX/X0/X9/X7 
triggers; integrated 
with XLoc 

MAteRiAls Carbon fiber 
composite with 
forged aluminum 
spider, AL-7075 CnC 
chain rings

Forged aluminum, 
stainless, and high 
strength steel

Forged alloy, 
composite carbon 
fiber, titanium, and 
stainless steel

Forged alloy, 
composite carbon 
fiber, titanium, and 
stainless steel

Aluminum cover Aluminum and 
composite

AL-6061-T6 

hARdwARe Aluminum Stainless steel Stainless steel and 
titanium

Stainless steel and 
titanium

n/a Stainless / alloy Stainless TORX® T25 
bolts 

key FeAtuRes X-GLIDE front 
shifting, high strength 
and stiffness

Mounting options for 
most existing bike 
frames, X-GLIDE shift 
technology

Carbon outer cage, 
new limit screw and 
outer link design, 
36-tooth compatible

Carbon outer cage, 
new limit screw and 
outer link design, 
36-tooth compatible

JAWS™, ROLLInG 
THUnDER™, SPEED 
METAL™

Forged adjustable pull 
lever and high 
strength alloy cover

Ambidextrous 
mounting adjustability 
and clean cockpit 

options 170 and 175mm arm 
lengths; Silver, Red 
and Black

n/a Silver, Red and Black Silver, Red and Black Silver and Red Silver, Red and Black Shifter + brake or 
shifter + brake + XLoc 
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cASSETTES (10-SPEEd)
xG-1099 xG-1080 PG-1070 PG-1050 PG-1030

VARiAnts 11-32 and 11-36 11-36 11-32, 12-32, 11-36, and 12-36 11-23, 11-25, 11-26, 11-28, 11-32, 
11-36, and 12-36

11-36

weights 185g (11-32), 208g (11-36) 239g (11-36) 360g (12-36) 299g 395g

teChnologies X-DOME™, X-GLIDE™ X-GLIDE™ PowerGlide II PowerGlide II PowerGlide

speeds 10-speed 10-speed 10-speed 10- and 9-speed 10- and 9-speed

MAteRiAls 4130 chromoly steel (cog cluster), 
AL-7075-T6 (largest cog)

4130 chromoly steel (cog cluster), 
AL-7075-T6 (largest cog)

Aluminum spider with steel cogs Aluminum spider with steel cogs Aluminum spider with steel cogs

hARdwARe AL-7075-T6 lockring Aluminum lockring Aluminum lockring Steel lockring Steel lockring

BoTToM BRAckETS
GxP PRESSFiT GxP BB 30 MTB PRESSFiT 30

options Ceramic / Team / XR / GXP100 DH 104.5/107mm, Fat Bike 121mm n/a n/a

bb shell 68 / 73 / 83/ 100mm 89.5/92mm, DH 104.5/107mm, Fat Bike 121mm 73 / 83mm 73 / 83mm

Cup thReAds BC-1.37" n/a n/a n/a

ChAinline 49 / 51 MTB 49 / 51 MTB 49 / 51 MTB 49 / 51 MTB

spACeR 1 / 1 n/a 1 DS 1 DS

chAiN (10-SPEEd)
Pc-1091R Pc-1091 Pc-1071 Pc-1051 Pc-1031

VARiAnts 10-speed 10-speed 10-speed 10-speed 10-speed

weights 251g (114 links) 260g (114 links) 260g (114 links) 272g (114 links) 272g (114 links)

teChnologies 10-speed POWERLOCK™ 10-speed POWERLOCK™ 10-speed POWERLOCK™ 10-speed POWERLOCK™ 10-speed POWERLOCK™

sRAM sRAM

SPECIFICATIOnS

SRAM dB BRAkES 
dB5

weight 390g

teChnologies Directlink™, Pure Bladder™, Timing Port Closure

CoMpAtibility MatchMaker X

CAlipeR 2-Piston caliper

key FeAtuRes Tooled Reach Adjust

ColoRs Gloss Black or White

SRAM xx ANd x0 BRAkES
xx x0

weight 290g 310g

intended uses XC XC/TR

ColoRs Obsidian Black Silver and Red

RotoR sizes CenterLine: 140, 160 and 180mm CenterLine: 140, 160, 170, 180, and 200mm

tApeRboRe teChnology™ Yes Yes

tRi-Align™ CAlipeR 

positioning systeM™

n/a n/a

pAd type Organic, top loading with aluminum backing plate Organic, top loading with aluminum backing plate

Fluid type DOT 5.1 DOT 5.1 

CARbon FibeR leVeR 

blAde

Yes Yes

ContACt point 

AdJustMent

n/a n/a

ClAMp design / 

MAtChMAkeR 

CoMpAtibility

Split clamp / MatchMaker X Compatible Split clamp / MatchMaker X Compatible

poweR ReseRVe geoMetRy Yes Yes

ReACh AdJustMent 3mm hex (tooled) 3mm hex (tooled)

AMbideXtRous Yes Yes

AdditionAl FeAtuRes Ti Torx bolts, 2-piston, 2-piece caliper, and Banjo Adjust Ti Torx Bolts, 2-piston, 2-piece caliper and Banjo Adjust

SRAM GuidE BRAkES
GuidE RSc GuidE RS GuidE R

weight 375g 380g 375g

teChnologies SwingLink™, Pure Bladder™, Timing Port Closure, Lever 
Pivot Bearings

SwingLink™, Pure Bladder™, Timing Port Closure DirectLink™, Pure Bladder™, Timing Port Closure

CoMpAtibility MatchMaker X MatchMaker X MatchMaker X

CAlipeR Guide 4-piston caliper Guide 4-piston caliper Guide 4-piston caliper

key FeAtuRes Contact Point Adjust, Tool–free Reach Adjust Tool–free Reach Adjust Tool–free Reach Adjust

ColoRs Polished Silver Ano, Black Ano Black Black

SRAM RiSE WhEELS
RiSE xx RiSE 60

W
E

iG
h

T FRont 29" - 583g 27.5" - 635g 
29" - 655g

FRont pRediCtiVe steeRing 29" - 623g (PS) 29" - 675g (PS)

ReAR 29" - 702g 27.5" - 750g 
29" - 775g

pAiR 29" - 1285g 27.5" - 1385g 
29" - 1430g

R
iM

MAteRiAl Unidirectional and woven carbon fiber and high impact resin Unidirectional and woven carbon fiber composite CARBOn 
TUnED™

pRoFile Symmetrical Tubeless Ready - Hookless design - asymmetrical profile 
2.5mm offset

Finish UD fiber, bake-on decals, matte clear coat Bake-on decals and matte clear coat

height 30mm 24.7mm

inteRnAl width n/a 21mm, WIDE AnGLE™

eXteRnAl width 25mm 24.8mm

Joint n/a n/a

dRilling Standard Traditional with tubeless tape

S
P

o
k

E type Sapim CX-Ray – straight pull Sapim CX-Ray – straight pull

MAteRiAl Stainless steel double butted Stainless steel

seCtion 2.0 / 1.5 / 2.0 Double butted 2.0 / 1.5 / 2.0

shApe Oval Oval

Finish Black chrome Black chrome

Count FRont And ReAR 24 24

spoke length Count 2 SOLO SPOKE™

lACing FRont And ReAR 2 cross 2 cross

hub Retention Drilled holes Drilled holes

N
iP

P
L

E
S MAteRiAl Aluminum Aluminum

type External External

Finish Black Ano Black Ano

Anti-RotAtion nylon thread locker nylon thread locker

h
u

B
S hub shell MAteRiAl Aluminum Aluminum

hub shell Finish Dual Tone: Black Ano, second machining and Arctic Grey Ano Black Ano – matte / glossy finish

AXle MAteRiAl Tapered aluminum Tapered aluminum

beARing type SPEEDBALL™ CERAMIC cartridge 2RS SPEEDBALL™ cartridge bearings 2RS

beARing QuAntity 2 (front) and 4 (rear) 2 (front) and 4 (rear)

dRiVeR body MAteRiAl Aluminum Aluminum

dRiVeR MeChAnisM / type DOUBLE TIME™ - 4 pawls DOUBLE TIME™ - 4 pawls

spRings Individual leaf springs Individual leaf springs

engAgeMent points 52 52

engAgeMent degRees 6.9° 6.9°

c
o

M
P

A
T

iB
iL

iT
Y tiRe type Tubular Clincher Tubeless ready

etRto diMension Tubular 622x25 27.5" - 584x21ss 
29" - 622x21ss

CAssette XD™ driver body 11-speed / 10- and 9-speed XD™ driver body 11-speed / 10- and 9-speed

RotoRs International standard 6 bolts International standard 6 bolts

FRont AXle CoMpAtibility 9x100 QR / 9x100 QR OS / 15x100 9x100 QR / 9x10 QR OS / 15x100

ReAR AXle CoMpAtibility 10x135 QR / 12x142 10x135 QR / 12x135 / 12x142

ConVeRtibility SIDE SWAP™ SYMMETRICAL SIDE SWAP™ SYMMETRICAL
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SRAM RoAM WhEELS
RoAM 60 RoAM 50 RoAM 40 RoAM 30 

W
E

iG
h

T FRont 26" - 715g 
27.5" - 740g 
29" - 785g

26" - 680g 
27.5" - 705g 
29" - 750g

26" - 720g 
27.5" - 745g 
29" - 785g

26" - 805g 
27.5" - 830g 
29" - 875g

FRont pRediCtiVe steeRing n/a 29" - 790g (PS) n/a n/a

ReAR 26" - 800g 
27.5" - 830g 
29" - 865g

26" - 795g 
27.5" - 825g 
29" - 860g

26" - 840g 
27.5" - 870g 
29" - 910g

26" - 925g 
27.5" - 955g 
29" - 995g

pAiR 26" - 1515g 
27.5" - 1570g 
29" - 1650g

26" - 1475g 
27.5" - 1530g 
29" - 1610g

26" - 1560g 
27.5" - 1615g 
29" - 1695g

26" - 1730g 
27.5" - 1785g 
29" - 1870g

R
iM

MAteRiAl CARBOn TUnED UD and woven 
carbon fiber

Aluminum 6061 T6 Aluminum 6061 T6 Aluminum 6061 T6

pRoFile UST - asymmetrical 2.5mm offset 
- TAPER CORE™

UST - asymmetrical 2.5mm offset 
- TAPER CORE™

UST Tubeless - Asymmetrical 2.5mm 
offset - TAPER CORE™

Tubeless Ready - Asymmetrical 
2.5mm offset - TAPER CORE™

Finish Bake-on decals and clear coat Sand blasted Black Ano with 
bake-on decals

Brushed - Black Ano Brushed - Black Ano

height 26mm 21mm 21mm 21mm

inteRnAl width 21mm (21c) WIDE AnGLE™ 21mm (21c) WIDE AnGLE™ 21mm (21c) WIDE AnGLE™ 21mm (21c) WIDE AnGLE™

eXteRnAl width 28mm 25.5mm 25.5mm 25.5mm

Joint n/a Welded Welded Sleeved

dRilling Traditional with tubeless tape Traditional with tubeless tape Traditional with tubeless tape Traditional with tubeless tape

S
P

o
k

E type Sapim CX-Sprint - straight pull Custom - straight pull Custom - straight pull Custom - straight pull

MAteRiAl Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel

seCtion 2.2 / 1.7 / 2.0 2.2 / 1.5 / 2.0 Double butted 2.0 / 1.8 / 2.0 Straight gage 2.0

shApe Flat Flat Bladed Bladed

Finish Black chrome Black chrome Black oxide Black oxide

Count FRont And ReAR 24 24 24 24

spoke length Count SOLO SPOKE™ SOLO SPOKE™ SOLO SPOKE™ SOLO SPOKE™

lACing FRont And ReAR 2 cross 2 cross 2 cross 2 cross

hub Retention Drilled hole in spoke paddle Drilled hole in spoke paddle n/a n/a

N
iP

P
L

E
S MAteRiAl Aluminum Aluminum Alloy Brass

type External External External External

Finish Black Ano Black Ano Black Ano Black ED

Anti-RotAtion nylon thread locker nylon thread locker Taper Grip nipples Taper Grip nipples

h
u

B
S hub shell MAteRiAl Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum

hub shell Finish Black Ano - matte / glossy finish Black Ano - matte / glossy finish Black Ano Black Ano

AXle MAteRiAl Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum

beARing type Cartridge bearings 2RS Cartridge bearings 2RS SPEEDBALL™ cartridge bearings 
2RS

SPEEDBALL™ cartridge bearings 
2RS

beARing QuAntity 2 (front) and 4 (rear) 2 (front) and 4 (rear) 2 (front) and 4 (rear) 2 (front) and 4 (rear)

dRiVeR body MAteRiAl Aluminum / Black Ano Aluminum / Black Ano Aluminum / Black Ano Aluminum / Black Ano

dRiVeR MeChAnisM / type Star Ratchet 36-tooth Star Ratchet DOUBLE TIME™ - 4 pawls DOUBLE TIME™ - 2 pawls

spRings 2 coil springs 2 coil springs Individual leaf springs Individual leaf springs

engAgeMent points 36 18 52 26

engAgeMent degRees 10° 20° 6.9° 13.8°

c
o

M
P

A
T

iB
iL

iT
Y tiRe type Clincher UST Clincher UST Clincher UST Clincher Tubeless ready

etRto diMension 26" - 559x21c 
27.5" - 584x21c 
29" - 622x21c

26" - 559x21c 
27.5" - 584x21c 
29" - 622x21c

26" - 559x21c 
27.5" - 584x21c 
29" - 622x21c

26" - 559x21c 
27.5" - 584x21c 
29" - 622x21c

CAssette XD™ driver body 11-speed /  
10- and 9-speed

XD™ driver body 11-speed /  
10- and 9-speed

XD™ driver body 11-speed /  
10- and 9-speed

XD™ driver body 11-speed /  
10- and 9-speed

RotoRs International standard 6 bolts International standard 6 bolts International standard 6 bolts International standard 6 bolts

FRont AXle CoMpAtibility 9x100 QR / 15x100 / 20x110 9x100 QR / 15x100 9x100 QR / 9x10 QR OS / 15x100 / 
20x110

9x100 QR / 9x10 QR OS / 15x100 / 
20x110

ReAR AXle CoMpAtibility 10x135 QR / 12x142 10x135 QR / 12x142 10x135 QR / 12x135 / 12x142 10x135 QR / 12x135 / 12x142

ConVeRtibility SIDE SWAP SIDE SWAP SIDE SWAP™ SYMMETRICAL SIDE SWAP™ SYMMETRICAL

SRAM huBS 

SPEciFicATioNS
PREdicTivE  
STEERiNG huB x0 x9 x7

MTh 716  
FRoNT huB

MTh 746  
REAR huB

weight 165g 130g (front) / 255g (rear) 175g (front) / 395g (rear) 180g (front) / 420g (rear) 170g 360g

dRiVeR 

CoMpAtibility

n/a XD™ driver body 11-speed 
/ 10- and 9-speed

10-, 9- and 8-speed 10-, 9- and 8-speed n/a XD™ driver body 11-speed 
/ 10- and 9-speed

spoke holes 28 or 32 28 or 32 28 or 32 32 32 32

RotoR 

CoMpAtibility

International standard  
6 bolts

International standard  
6 bolts

International standard  
6 bolts

International standard  
6 bolts

International standard  
6 bolts

International standard  
6 bolts

AXle PREDICTIvE STEERInG™ Front: 20x110mm, 
15x100mm, QR Rear: 
12x135mm, 12x142mm, QR 
Convertible to any axle 
option

Front: 20x110mm, 
15x100mm, QR Rear: 
12x135mm, 12x142mm, QR

Front QR Rear QR 15x100mm 12x142mm

Finish Black Black, Red and sand blasted; 
Black, Silver and polished

Black Ano or White Black Ano Black Ano Black Ano

SRAM RAiL WhEELS 
RAiL 50

W
E

iG
h

T FRont 26" - 800g 
27.5" - 830g 
29" - 870g

FRont pRediCtiVe steeRing n/a

ReAR 26" - 890g 
27.5" - 920g 
29" - 960g

pAiR 26" - 1690g 
27.5" - 1750g 
29" - 1830g

R
iM

MAteRiAl Aluminum 6061 T6

pRoFile UST - Asymmetrical 3mm offset - TAPER CORE™

Finish Sand blasted Black Ano with bake-on decals

height 21.5mm

inteRnAl width 23mm (23c) WIDE AnGLE™

eXteRnAl width 28mm

Joint Welded

dRilling Traditional with tubeless tape

S
P

o
k

E type Custom – straight pull

MAteRiAl Stainless steel

seCtion 2.2 / 1.7 / 2.0

shApe Flat

Finish Black chrome

Count FRont And ReAR 24

spoke length Count SOLO SPOKE™

lACing FRont And ReAR 2 cross

hub Retention Drilled hole in spoke paddle

N
iP

P
L

E
S MAteRiAl Aluminum

type External

Finish Black Ano

Anti-RotAtion nylon thread locker

h
u

B
S hub shell MAteRiAl Aluminum

hub shell Finish Black Ano - matte / glossy finish

AXle MAteRiAl Aluminum

beARing type Cartridge bearings 2RS

beARing QuAntity 2 (front) and 4 (rear)

dRiVeR body MAteRiAl Aluminum / Black Ano

dRiVeR MeChAnisM / type Star Ratchet

spRings 2 coil springs

engAgeMent points 18

engAgeMent degRees 20°

c
o

M
P

A
T

iB
iL

iT
Y tiRe type Clincher UST

etRto diMension 26" - 559x23c 
27.5" - 584x23c 
29" - 622x23c

CAssette XD™ driver body 11-speed / 10- and 9-speed

RotoRs International standard 6 bolts

FRont AXle CoMpAtibility 9x100 QR / 15x100 / 20x110

ReAR AXle CoMpAtibility 10x135 QR / 12x142

ConVeRtibility SIDE SWAP™

sRAM sRAM

SPECIFICATIOnS
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WHAT’S YOUR LINE? 
RockShox was born out of a belief that the mold was 
meant to be broken. We know one size does not fit 
all. We know even the longest rides are too short to 
worry about your equipment. Our patented designs 
push the limits to bring the utmost in performance, 
control and adjustability to every product in our 
line. From our Charger Damper™ to the easiest to 
use thru-axle on the market, the Maxle, we believe 
race-proven technologies shouldn’t just be for 
racers. Being on the leading edge of technology 
isn’t just our history. It’s our future.



IT STARTED WITH 1
It started as a simple idea: Increase the fun factor 

by adding suspension to the mountain bike. But 

most mountain bikers of the late 1980s were, well, 

cyclists, not motocross riders and they were bound 

to the notion that adding ‘shock absorbers’ to their 

mountain bikes would make them heavier, less 

efficient and slower.

A chance test ride on a borrowed bike in Durango, 

Colorado, in 1988 became the catalyst for revolution. 

John Tomac was hanging out with Greg “HB” 

Herbold in Durango, when a sales rep looking to 

ink a Duegi shoe contract with Tomac paid them a 

visit. It just so happened that the rep was sporting 

a first-generation RockShox RS-1 on the bike 

perched on the roof of his shiny new Volkswagen. 

Willing to do whatever it took to get the deal done, 

the rep agreed to let the two mountain-bike pros 

test his bike. So they went and rode ‘The Ridge’, 

trading bikes several times during the ride. 

“ I knew right away that it was going to be a big 

deal,” HB recalls.

Johnny T, on the other hand, was slightly less 

enthusiastic about embracing the change. Though he 

agreed that the ride was better, the shift in geometry 

and body position on the bike concerned him.

With the shoe deal signed and the bike back on the 

roof, everyone said their goodbyes. But before the 

rep could even make his way down the driveway, 

the seals on his precious RS-1 let go. Oil shot into 

the air and back down through the car’s sunroof—

and all over the passenger seat of the brand-new 

car. Despite the hiccup, HB called RockShox 

founder Paul Turner in an attempt to score himself 

an RS-1. There was initially a bit of dodging on 

Turner’s part, but HB’s persistence ultimately paid 

off and Turner agreed to give him a fork. HB hit the 

road in his ’55 Ford and made for Boulder. 

When he got to Turner’s Boulder garage, he learned 

that he would have to actually put the forks 

together himself—and that a couple trips to the 

local hardware store would be required before 

assembly was complete. As HB remembers it, there 

were “like, lawnmower main-shaft seals as the oil 

seal.” Further, Turner put him to work moving boxes 

around before he was allowed to return to Durango 

with his new RS-1.

Despite this inauspicious beginning, HB and 

Turner became fast friends. Suspension savvy 

from his own motorcycle background, HB became 

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

RockShox’s official unofficial tester and flag bearer. 

He was perhaps the first person outside RockShox 

headquarters to start tinkering with the new 

suspension. He believed it was going to be a big 

deal, but also knew it had a ways to go.

“ I think I had it like two weeks before I started taking 

the whole thing apart,” he recalls. Turner told him 

not to mess with it, but it was already too late.

TESTING
In the spring of 1989, equipped with a card table, 

a cooler, a small toolbox and a bike stand—”we 

didn’t even have any chairs”—the RockShox crew 

headed for Moab, Utah, to conduct their first 

official test session. To the XC-focused mountain-

bike scene of the late ‘80s, the RS-1 would only be 

acceptable if it didn’t move too much. So, the trick 

was to create a fork that actually worked when it 

encountered terrain, but also had the right amount 

of hydraulic lockout, to keep it from bobbing under 

pedaling loads. 

Testing done, HB set out to campaign the entire ’89 

season on the RockShox RS-1. The NORBA National 

at Crystal Mountain, Washington was a perfect 

competition trial for the new fork. It started with a 

brutal climb followed by a steep, rutted and rocky 

descent designed to test the riders’ fitness and 

bike-handling skills. As is often the case, a small 

group of pros showed up a week early, in order to 

find their legs and learn the course. HB was there, 

as was Dave Wiens.

“ HB was constantly tinkering with this RockShox,” 

remembers Wiens. “He goes, ‘This is the future, 

dude. These are so sweet.’”

Against the fittest and fastest cross-country stars 

of the era, HB only conceded a handful of spots 

by the summit of the first climb. Once pointed 

downhill, however, he was able to make quick work 

of passing every rider ahead of him and entered 

the start-finish stadium in the lead. Though HB 

blew up a bit on the final lap, he still rolled across 

the line in seventh place. He’d proven, at least 

to a forward thinking few, that suspension was a 

competitive advantage.

Even so, the RS-1 still required a lot of work to be 

reliable. The oil seals had a tendency to let go and 

the brake arches were inclined to bend or break in 

a crash.

“ I had to rebuild that thing every day, I think,” HB 

remembers. “That whole year, ’89, I was pretty 

much covered with automatic transmission fluid...

but it was worth it.”

THE WORLD
“ In 1990, I went to Park City about four to six weeks 

ahead of the [NORBA National],” says Wiens. “I 

was going to visit my grandparents in Idaho, so I 

stopped by there to ride the course. I just noticed 

that it was that dirt that gets big holes in it and 

gets really chewed up when it’s really dry. I said 

to myself, ‘Man, I want one of those RockShox for 

this race.’”

After an introduction via HB, Wiens headed to Paul 

Turner’s garage, where he got set up with an RS-1. 

The drive to Boulder and decision to compete at the 

Park City National with Turner’s fork turned out to 

be a good one, too. Wiens crossed the finish line 

ahead of everyone else and collected a first NORBA 

National victory for both himself and RockShox. 

By the time the first UCI World Mountain Bike 

Championships rolled around later that year in 

Durango, it seemed that the entire world was 

clamoring to get its hands on an RS-1. Demand for 

the things was so high in the days leading up to 

the world championships that bike shops close to 

the event were able to sell their forks for well over 

the suggested retail price. 

Ned Overend, of course, took top honors in the 

inaugural UCI World Mountain Bike Championships 

cross country, claiming the title on his Specialized 

that featured a modified, lighter-weight RS-1.

His initial experience with the fork, however, was 

a rocky one. Asked to give it a try, he, like HB 

and Tomac, headed for ‘The Ridge’. He reasoned 

that if he was going to test this suspension fork, 

he should test it on one of the gnarliest trails 

available, as fast has he could go. He went over 

the bars and wound up with a giant hematoma on 

his arm.

“ I’m looking at it and thinking, ‘I broke my goddamn 

arm.’ And it was the middle of summer, right in 

the middle of race season, and I’m thinking, ‘I’ve 

just thrown away my entire race season…1990: 

That would’ve been a bad year to throw away for a 

broken arm.”

Though frustrated, Overend did realize an 

advantage. He tested the fork again and obviously 

opted to ride it at the worlds. 

By the time the worlds came around, HB had 

become a master at tuning the RS-1. Not only was 

his fork much more plush than those on the XC 

bikes, it also had more travel than the purely XC 

version—a whopping 10 millimeters more—giving 

his RS-1 an incredible 60 millimeters of travel.

The downhill course, which had been claiming 

riders to high-speed crashes, was 2.86 miles in 

length. HB scorched it in 6:37.75—more than three 

seconds faster than anyone else—and claimed the 

rainbow jersey of UCI World Champ. 

In that moment, the two years he’d lived while 

covered in oil, the countless hours spent fiddling 

with fork parts, and the endless conversations with 

naysayers were all justified. Drive, determination 

and a fork called the RS-1 had just changed the 

sport of mountain biking—forever. 

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks
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new 
 

RS-1
When it came time to best our XC platform, it meant  
re-evaluating every element that defines the most winning 
XC fork in world cup history. A ruthless approach to 
material optimization, an ultra efficient energy saving 
lockout and quite possibly the world’s lightest air spring 
– all designed to enable riders to find their next line. The 
outcome was something unexpected. A fork that ushers in a 
new-generation philosophy to XC rider efficiency, packaged 
in a chassis design never before seen by RockShox. RS-1 
harnesses 25 years of creativity, refinement, and the 
courage to tackle the biggest engineering challenge of 
mountain bike suspension to date: the inverted chassis.
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MODEL
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT SPRING DAMPER DAMPER ADjUST AxLE STEERER STANcHIONS cHASSIS cOLORS

RS-1 29" 80mm 
100mm, 
120mm

1666g Solo Air Accelerator Rebound, XLoc remote 
lockout (Sprint or Full 
Sprint)

15mm Maxle Ultimate tied to 
PREDICTIVE STEERING™ hub  
with Torque Tube technology*

Tapered 
carbon

32mm 
aluminum, 
Fast Black

One piece 
carbon fiber 
upper 

Black, 
Diffusion 
Black

*PREDICTIVE STEERING™ hub sold separately and also available on SRAM RISE XX, RISE 60, ROAM 50 wheels
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A DAMPER DESIGNED FOR AccELERATION
Contrary to popular belief, rewriting the rulebook isn’t all 
upside. After designing the fork chassis from the ground 
up, it meant developing an all-new damper to eek every 
percent of performance out of the RS-1. A tall order, but 
one that RockShox fully embraced.

We started by reevaluating how XC athletes produce 
efficient power and navigate course conditions while 
fatigued. We created a firmer lockout for moments of 
maximum sprint efficiency. We eliminated material 
redundancies by housing the circuit in a sealed cartridge, 
reducing weight. Then air was eliminated from the damper 
circuit ensuring absolute consistency. The Dig Valve’s 
compression tune was created to manage diving during 
successive hits and heavy braking. We added the Rapid 
Recovery system to keep the fork riding high, in the 
plushest part of the travel. We even made the cartridge 
easily serviceable in the race pits or at your local shop. We 
believe the Accelerator Damper crystallizes the performance 
of RS-1 by helping riders turn every pedal stroke into 
acceleration towards the top step of the podium.
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PREDIcTIVE STEERING
THE MISSING LINk 
For decades, engineers wanting to reap the benefits of 
inverted designs had to choose between light and flexy, 
or torsionally stiff and heavy. A dilemma that hindered 
the performance gains of inverted forks from being 
fully realized. Now we can’t claim to have invented the 
inverted suspension chassis. But we can claim to be the 
first company to deliver a design that’s light enough 
for the World Cup, while simultaneously delivering a 
stiffer chassis than traditional forks. The break-through 
technology centers around a reimagined dropout/wheel 
interface. PREDICTIVE STEERING features a stock 15mm 
Maxle Ultimate mated with a solid oversized axle running 
through the hub, the Torque Tube. When the system is 
clamped with the corresponding dropout, the Torque Tube 
axle becomes a structural part of the fork, providing 
unparalleled stiffness. Fork leg twisting is minimized. And, 
since PREDICTIVE STEERING technology only adds material 
around the dropouts and on the hub’s axle, the weight 
difference compared to a standard 15mm through axle 
setup is minimal, while providing an unprecedented level 
of torsional stiffness for a lightweight, inverted fork. This 
technology gives even the best riders room to find a new 
line. And it’s only available on RS-1.

AVAILABLE IN: 
RISE XX, RISE 60 - 29", ROAM 50 - 29",  
PREDICTIVE STEERING hub

PREDIcTIVE STEERING

MAxLE ULTIMATE LOWER LOWER+ + + +HUbTORqUE TUbE
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SID
When you’re on the hunt for cross-country podiums, the 
SID is like a blowgun – ultra light, sleek and capable of 
delivering a deadly blow. SID World Cup’s carbon crown-
steerer unit provides precision of direction while our Motion 
Control DNA damping system yields unparalleled plushness 
and control you’d only expect from a heavier fork. Its super 
light integrated design optimizes every fiber of carbon, 
every molten drop of magnesium and every hard-forged 
element of aluminum to help you win the battle against 
fatigue, and your competition. Happy hunting!

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

WORLD cUP 
xx

26", 
27.5", 
29"

80mm, 
100mm, 
120mm

1346g – 26" 
1398g – 27.5"
1485g – 29"

Solo Air

External rebound,  
open and lockout  
with floodgate via  
XLoc remote

9mm QR
(26" or 29") 
or 15x100 
Maxle Lite

Carbon fiber,  
1.5 to 1-1/8" 
tapered

1 piece  
carbon fiber 
crown-steerer

32mm, 
Fast 
Black

XLoc Sprint, 
XLoc Full 
Sprint

Black, White, 
Diffusion 
Black

WORLD cUP
1301g – 26" 
1349g – 27.5"
1400g – 29"

External rebound, low 
speed compression,  
3 position compression 
(Open/Platform/Lock)

N/A

xx
1400g – 26"
1630g – 27.5"
1633g – 29"

External rebound,  
open and lockout  
with floodgate via  
XLoc remote

Aluminum, 
1-1/8" or 1.5 to 
1-1/8" tapered

Forged, hollow 
6061 T-6 
aluminum

XLoc Sprint, 
XLoc Full 
Sprint

RcT3
1355g – 26"
1630g – 27.5"
1588g – 29"

External rebound, low 
speed compression,  
3 position compression 
(Open/Platform/Lock)

N/A

RLT

26", 
29"

1351g – 26"
1584g – 29"

External rebound, low 
Speed compression to 
‘Lock’ with external 
floodgate PushLoc 

Sprint

RL
1351g – 26"
1584g – 29"

External rebound, low 
speed compression to 
‘Lock’ with external 
floodgate

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm steerer

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING  
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

RLT
26", 
27.5", 
29"

80mm, 
100mm,  
120mm

1586g – 26"
1622g – 27.5" 
1662g – 29"

Solo Air

External rebound, lockout, 
threshold, low speed 
compression to lock with 
internal floodgate

9mm QR or 
15x100 
Maxle Lite

1-1/8" 
aluminum, 1.5 to 
1-1/8" tapered 
aluminum

Forged hollow 
AL66 TV 
aluminum

32mm,  
Fast Black

PushLoc 
Sprint

Black, White, 
Diffusion 
Black

RL
1586g – 26"
1622g – 27.5" 
1664g – 29"

External rebound, lockout, 
low speed compression to 
lock with external floodgate

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm steerer

REbA
The Reba is no prima donna. Even though it’s available 
with a host of race-worthy technologies, this cross country 
fork doesn’t need the promise of a podium to give its all. 
It expects to be ridden every day. Which is just what you’ll 
want to do once you experience its supreme versatility. 
From quad-burning climbs to grin-inducing descents,  
the Reba is the ultimate trail warrior for daily duty.
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The noise came from different places in camp—all 

points on the compass outside my tent. Words do 

not exist to describe the utter unholiness of the 

sound, but suffice to say it changed in tone and 

intensity from something eerily innocent, even 

birdlike, to a sound that was and full of demonic 

rage. At times I was sure that something or 

someone was being devoured whole. It went on for 

minutes at a time and then the monster seemed 

to stop to catch its breath. And just about when I 

felt it was safe to relax, the terrifying chorus would 

begin again. 

I knew I wasn’t dreaming, and I was pretty sure 

that what I was hearing was some sort of earthly 

animal, but if a giant purple kangaroo with wings 

and a forked tongue had ripped open my tent and 

demanded that I hand over my soul, I wouldn’t 

have been surprised. 

Morning finally broke and amidst speculation as 

to what kind of animal had breached our camp—

and after making sure that none of number had 

been carried off to a cave and eaten—we began 

packing our gear and getting ready for the day’s 

ride. Perhaps it was the booster shot of adrenaline, 

but despite having consumed two gallons of 

margaritas and an unknown quantity of beer the 

night before, the gear was stowed, the bikes were 

loaded and everyone was ready to go at least 30 

minutes before our intended departure time. That 

never happens. 

It was ride-day number two of our Fat Bike 

adventure and we were ready to go shred the 

Arizona desert like it had never been shredded 

before. Planned by Overland Journal senior editor 

Christophe Noel, the trip was focused on the 

new RockShox Bluto fork and Salsa Cycles’ new 

Bucksaw full-suspension Fat Bike. 

On day one we had departed Prescott, Overland 

Journal’s base of operations, for Sedona, and 

settled in on the bikes while riding some of 

the area’s tamer trails. We spent this first day 

adjusting to the new bikes and being amazed at 

the noise the giant tires make. Christophe chose 

routes for the trip to give us the most varied terrain 

we could find over the course of the three days. He 

also designed the transfers to keep the three trucks 

off the pavement as much as possible. 

Before the trip, I had little experience aboard a 

Fat Bike—and that was by design. I had ridden 

them, but hadn’t developed any sort of affinity for 

the things. The few I had ridden were bouncy and 

quirky and sluggish and, other than having two 

wheels and pedals, didn’t really feel like mountain 

bikes. Plus, it was just all too easy to relegate them 

to snow or beach duty and move on to something 

else. With suspension in the equation, however, I 

thought it might be possible to tame that bounce, 

and I was ready to give the Fat Bike another shot. 

By the end of the first day, I was a Fat Bike convert.

Now we were headed to a stretch of the Pacific 

Crest Trail (PCT). Though the novelty of riding 

the full-suspension Fat Bikes hadn’t completely 

subsided, day two of the trip was more about 

riding. On the PCT we started to experience 

mountain biking with seemingly limitless traction. 

It was incredible how well they climbed; ledgy, 

technical sections that would normally give even 

an expert rider fits became something to simply 

point at and roll over. And though our ride was 

no downhiller’s dream—it felt like we were going 

up even when we were losing elevation—the 

incredible stopping power of a full-suspension  

Fat Bike is pretty inspiring. Descending for 

dummies? Maybe. 

The transfer after our second day of riding took 

us to the former gold-mining town of Crown king. 

Getting to this place requires about an hour of 

serious dirt road driving from any direction, and 

once you’re there, about all you’ll find is a bar and 

a few campsites. But the mountain air and good 

company at the Crown king Saloon make it totally 

worth the trip.

Time in the truck also gave us the chance to 

connect a real live animal to the sounds that had 

generated so much fear the night before. Just a 

wee bit of internet searching revealed that my 

winged, fork-tongued purple monster had in fact 

been a mountain lion—or maybe even an army  

of them. 

After the terrifying, close encounter with wildlife 

the night before, the friendly atmosphere in the 

Crown king Saloon was just what the doctor 

ordered. In continuous operation for more than  

100 years, it claims the title of oldest bar in 

Arizona. The place was packed with folks from  

all walks of life—and no one seemed bothered at 

all by the size or diversity of the crowd.

We quenched our thirst, filled up on some proper 

American tavern cuisine and then stayed a while 

longer to listen to the band. They were tight and 

talented, and faithfully belted out 60s and 70s rock 

‘n’ roll covers with hardly a break between songs. 

The music was so good, in fact, that a couple of 

us had to be dragged out of the place, so that 

everyone else could get back to our camp. 

The final day of our Fat Bike adventure began with 

a leisurely breakfast and a lengthy transfer back to 

the outskirts of Prescott. There were quicker ways 

to get back, but in keeping with our mission to 

avoid asphalt whenever possible, we took the long 

way. Being part of a slow-moving caravan on the 

rough old mining roads completely enhanced the 

experience. In fact, I doubt anyone in our group was 

ready for the dirt to end and the pavement to begin. 

The riding on our last day began with a high-speed 

descent that seemed completely littered with baby-

heads. Not a purpose-built mountain-bike trail, it 

gave us several minutes of wide-open double track, 

water bars, small drops and slow switchbacks. 

We charged the downhill as hard as we could and 

the beauty of the fully suspended Fat Bike shone 

through. Not once did I worry about putting a wheel 

wrong, because it seemed almost impossible. Or 

maybe it’s because I’d nearly been something’s 

meal less than 48 hours before and my priorities 

had changed—things like crashing in an endless 

rock garden had become trivial. Nope, it was the 

bike and the Bluto.

After the descent, we were treated to some fast-

flowing singletrack before ultimately dropping out 

onto the road, just a mile or so from our hotel. As 

much as a cold beverage, a hot shower and a soft 

bed sounded good after a couple nights of sleeping 

in a tent, I wasn’t quite ready for the adventure to 

end. I had experienced a new way to get there and 

an exciting new way to ride—and I wanted more. 

You can have the mountain lions, though.
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MODEL* WHEEL SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER OFFSET TIRE cLEARANcE cOLORS

RcT3

26"
80mm, 
100mm, 
120mm

1800g

Solo Air

Rebound, low speed compression, 
3 position compression (Open/
Platform/Lock) 15x150  

Maxle Lite
Tapered 51mm 4.8" max

Black, White, 
Diffusion 
Black

RL 1796g
Crown or remote (PushLoc) 
compression to lockout, rebound

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm steerer

new 
 

bLUTO
You’ve probably observed more and more riders are on bikes 
that look “different” on your trails. Bikes that have wheels 
and tires of gigantic proportion – and we’re not talking 
about 29ers here. The thing is, even though Fat Bikes were 
first created to float on top of snow and sand, they’re just 
too damn fun not to ride on dirt. So how do you amplify your 
Fat Bike adventures even further? With a supercharged, 
ultra efficient, first of its kind fat suspension fork called 
Bluto. We started with the features you’ve come to love 
from RockShox: Rapid Recovery rebound, Fast Black 
aluminum upper tubes, the infinitely tunable Solo Air 
spring, stout 15mm Maxle Lite, remote or crown adjustable 
damper, and tapered steerer tube. Then, the chassis got the 
fat treatment by reengineering it to meet the unique needs 
of fat tires and wheels. Everything from crown, to arch, to 
axle has been optimized to tackle the increased torsional 
loads of its wide stance. With more traction and control 
than ever before, you’ll never be happier you went fat.

REcON
Not every XC rider is as addicted to riding as we are.  
But that doesn’t mean they want to ride suspension that’s 
“casual”. So we created the Recon. With two models to 
choose from, up to 120mm of plush travel, 27.5" options, 
and advanced features like a stiff tapered steerer and 
aluminum upper tubes, the Recon is a singletrack force to 
be reckoned with.

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

GOLD RL
26", 
27.5", 
29" 80mm, 

100mm, 
120mm

1805g – 26"(SA)
1964g – 26" (Coil)

Solo Air, 
Coil

External rebound, low 
speed compression to 
‘Lock’ 9mm QR or 

15x100 
Maxle Lite

1-1/8" steel, 1-1/8" 
aluminum, 1.5 to 
1-1/8" tapered 
aluminum

Forged 6061 
T-6 aluminum 32mm 

straight 
wall 
aluminum

PushLoc 
Sprint Black, White, 

Diffusion 
Black

GOLD TK

1776g – 26"(SA)
1935g – 26" (Coil)
1830g – 27.5"
1755g – 29" External rebound, 

Turnkey lockout

Forged 6061 
T-6 aluminum

SILVER TK
26", 
29"

2069g – 26"(SA)
2228g – 26" (Coil)
2186g – 29"

9mm QR or 
15mm 
Maxle

1-1/8" aluminum, 1.5 
to 1-1/8" tapered 
aluminum

Forged 6061 
T-6 hollow 
aluminum

32mm 
tapered 
wall steel

PopLoc 
Sprint

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm steerer

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks
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xc 32
You’re a no-nonsense mountain biker. You push 
yourself hard and your equipment even harder. 
You want a lightweight fork you can count on 
to raise your game. You want a fork with the 
performance that’ll help you beat your riding 
buddies without beating up your checking 
account. With its sturdy 32-millimeter upper 
tubes, stiff, forged aluminum crown and the 
traction-packed feel of its coil spring, XC 32  
is just the fork you’ve been looking for.

xc 30
A day of slicing through sweet ribbons of 
singletrack on a bike sporting our XC 30 will leave 
you smiling—all the way to the bank. Proven 
plushness and ease of setup means more time on 
the trail and less time tinkering. Lightweight and 
packed full of legendary RockShox technology, 
the XC 30 is sure to boost the level of your ride 
without boosting your wallet in the process.

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING 
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

xc 32 TK
26", 
27.5", 
29"

80mm, 
100mm, 
120mm

2180g – 26"
2281g – 27.5" 
2322g – 29"

Solo Air,
Coil

External rebound, 
Turnkey lockout

9mm QR, 
15mm 
Maxle

1-1/8" steel, 1-1/8" 
aluminum, 1.5 to 
1-1/8" tapered 
aluminum

Forged 6061 
T-6 aluminum

32mm 
straight 
wall steel

PopLoc 
Sprint

Black, 
White, 
Diffusion 
Black

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm steerer

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING 
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

xc 30 TK
26", 
27.5", 
29"

80mm, 
100mm, 
120mm

2180g – 26"
2200g – 27.5" 
2322g – 29"

Solo Air,
Coil

External rebound, 
Turnkey lockout

9mm QR

1-1/8" steel, 1-1/8" 
aluminum, 1.5 to 
1-1/8" tapered 
aluminum

Forged 6061 
T-6 aluminum

30mm 
straight 
wall steel

PopLoc 
Sprint

Black, 
White, 
Diffusion 
Black

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm steerer

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING 
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

30 GOLD TK
26", 
27.5", 
29"

80mm, 
100mm, 
120mm

1660g – 26" 
1842g – 27.5" 
1828g – 29"

Solo Air
External rebound, 
Turnkey lockout

9mm QR

1-1/8" steel, 1-1/8" 
aluminum, 1.5 to 
1-1/8" tapered 
aluminum

Forged 6061 
T-6 externally 
pocketed 
aluminum

30mm 
straight 
wall steel

PopLoc 
Sprint

Black, 
White, 
Diffusion 
Black

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm 1-1/8" aluminum steerer, 9mm QR lower leg, Solo Air

xc 28
Riding a bike equipped with our XC 28 fork should 
almost get you arrested on the spot. There’s so 
much advanced technology in our most affordable 
cross-country fork, it’s practically a steal. But 
don’t let that stop you from enjoying its plush, 
predictable ride. If anyone should get arrested, 
it’s the accountants who under priced it. 

30
Light (actually, very light)? Check. Easy to set 
up? Check. RockShox ride quality? Check. All 
wheel sizes compatible? Check. Too good to be 
true? Not if you are referring to the RockShox 30 
Gold. Aluminum upper tubes are light, very light 
– that’s what we use in our top-of-the-line forks 
such as SID, and now 30 Gold. And RockShox’s 
proven Solo Air spring technology delivers the 
easiest and most precise setup.

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING 
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

xc 28 TK MG
26", 
29" 80mm, 

100mm,
120mm

2223g – 26"
2263g – 29"

Coil
External rebound, 
Turnkey lockout

9mm QR
1-1/8" steel, 1-1/8" 
aluminum

Forged 6061 
T-6 aluminum

28mm 
straight 
wall steel

PopLoc 
Sprint

Black, 
White, 
Diffusion 
Blackxc 28 TK 26" 2472g – 26"

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm 1-1/8" aluminum steerer, 9mm QR lower leg, Solo Air
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MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN UPPER TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

WORLD cUP 
xx

26"
130mm,  
140mm,
150mm

1524g – 26"

Solo Air, 
Dual 
Position Air

External rebound, open 
and lockout with 
floodgate via XLoc 
remote

9mm QR
(26") or 
15x100 
Maxle Lite

Carbon fiber,  
1.5 to 1 1/8" 
tapered (26")

1 piece carbon 
fiber 
crown-steerer 
(26")

32mm with  
sag gradients, 
Fast Black

XLoc Sprint, 
XLoc Full 
Sprint

Black, White, 
Diffusion 
Black

WORLD cUP 1301g – 26"

External rebound, low 
speed compression, 3 
position compression 
(Open/Platform/Lock)

NA

xx

26", 
27.5", 
29"

120mm, 
130mm,  
140mm,
150mm 
(26", 27.5")

1400g – 26"
1630g – 27.5"
1633g – 29"

External rebound, open 
and lockout with 
floodgate via XLoc 
remote

Aluminum,  
1 1/8" or 1.5 to  
1 1/8" tapered

Forged, hollow 
6061 t-6 
aluminum

XLoc Sprint, 
XLoc Full 
Sprint

RcT3
1736g – 26"
1780g – 27.5"
1834g – 29"

External rebound, low 
speed compression, 3 
position compression 
(Open/Platform/Lock)

NA

RLT
1736g – 26"
1780g – 27.5"
1834g – 29"

External rebound, low 
speed compression to 
‘Lock’ with external 
floodgate PushLoc 

Sprint

RL
1736g – 26"
1780g – 27.5"
1834g – 29"

External rebound, low 
speed compression to 
‘Lock’

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm steerer

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

REVELATION
It doesn’t take a psychiatrist to see the Revelation has a 
serious split-personality disorder. Thanks to Dual Position 
Air spring system with 30mm of sag-to-sag, on-the-fly 
travel adjustment, one minute the Revelation is an ultra-
lightweight, lethal trail fork, the next it’s a long-travel 
cross country fork. This identity crisis is perfect for riders 
who can’t decide whether they want to be cranking up 
lung-burning ascents, or blasting down banger descents. 
Because either way, our lightest trail fork (or heavy-duty 
cross country fork) fits the bill.

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING  
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES REMOTE cOLORS

GOLD
26", 
27.5", 
29"

130mm, 
140mm, 
150mm 
(26" only)

1752g – 26"
1778g – 27.5"
1806g – 29"

Solo Air
External rebound, 
Turnkey lockout

15mm 
Maxle, 
9mm QR 
(26" only

1.5" to 1-1/8" tapered 
aluminum, 1-1/8" steel 
or 1-1/8" aluminum  
(26" only)

Forged, 
hollow 6061 
t-6 aluminum

Straight wall 
aluminum

PushLoc 
Sprint

Black, White, 
Diffusion 
Black

SILVER
2133g – 26"
2179g – 27.5"
2220g – 29"

15mm 
Maxle

PopLoc 
Sprint

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

SEKTOR
While there may not be any podiums out on the trail, there’s 
no denying the ultra light weight, stiffness, and damping 
technologies of our World Cup level forks will give you the 
competitive edge against the locals at your trail. But that 
edge comes at a premium price, which is why savvy trail 
riders run the Sektor. It rewards you with the same damper 
performance and chassis structure as our exotic race 
products, only without the exotic materials – and price. So 
while you’ll pay a slight weight penalty, you’ll still be able 
to pay for a few pints after your ride.
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PIKE
It is the new-school all-mountain and enduro riders’ 
weapon of choice. It has received critical acclaim by the 
global mountain-bike media. It came out of the box and 
marched its way to an Enduro World Series overall title. 
And with good reason. PIkE was engineered to provide the 
plushest, most high-performance ride quality imaginable. 
Its Charger DamperTM with Rapid Recovery keeps you 
riding high in the travel, where the feel is plushest, and 
maintains your bike’s natural geometry. Its stiffness to 
weight to travel ratios are unbeatable, meaning you get a 
lot more from a lot less. Better control from fewer and more 
intuitive rider inputs allow you to charge harder. Which 
equals time and energy for more laps. If all-mountain 
riding and enduro racing is how you describe a good day in 
the saddle, then PIkE should be on your ride. 
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MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES

MAxIMUM 
ROTOR SIZE cOLORS

RcT3
26"

150mm, 
160mm

1835g – 26"

Dual 
Position Air, 
Solo Air

External rebound, low 
speed compression, 
3-position compression 
(Open/Pedal/Lock)

Maxle Lite 
15mm

Tapered 
aluminum

Forged, hollow 
7050 aluminum

35mm, 
tapered wall 
aluminum

200mm
Black, White, 
Diffusion 
Black

1861g – 27.5"

27.5"

130mm, 
140mm, 
150mm, 
160mm

1876g – 29" 

Rc
External rebound, low 
speed compression to 
‘Lock’

1835g – 26"

 29"

120mm, 
130mm, 
140mm, 
150mm, 
160mm

1861g – 27.5" 

1876g – 29" 

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on Solo Air, 265mm tapered aluminum steerer, 15mm Maxle

  cHARGER DAMPER™

PERFORMANCE FOCUSED
•  No compromise for lockout: The efficiency circuits (Pedal 

and Lock) sit behind the performance damping, meaning no 
sacrifice in bump performance for shredding downhill while 
keeping the ability to maintain pedaling stability for those 
leg burning climbs.

• Rapid Recovery: More control with less energy.

BLADDER CHARGED
•  Extruded bladder design is insanely durable, resists 

damping change during extended downhills and has 
virtually zero pressure offset for small bump sensitivity.

TRAIL TUNED
•  RCT3 features Open with an adjustable low speed 

compression, Pedal and Lock.
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Compression Assembly

Rebound Assembly
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LYRIK
It’s no secret the Lyrik got a chip on its shoulder. It’s got 
something to prove: That a single-crown trail fork can take 
gravity-induced punishment like a heavyweight downhill 
fork, but in a weight-saving package that doesn’t punish 
you with every pedal stroke back to the top. So if you’re 
hungry to conquer every line in your path, from rolling 
singletrack to rock gardens, the go-anywhere, do-anything 
Lyrik is the one fork that’ll get you there and back with 
equal ease.

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN

UPPER 
TUbES

MAxIMUM 
ROTOR SIZE cOLORS

Rc2L

26" 170mm

2180g – SA Solo Air
External rebound, high 
speed compression, low 
speed compression, 
floodgate switch with 
internal floodgate

20x110mm 
Maxle

1-1/8" aluminum, 
tapered aluminum

Forged, hollow 
AL 66 TV 
aluminum

35mm, 
straight 
wall 
aluminum

210mm
Black, White, 
Diffusion 
Black

2369g – Coil Coil

Rc2 DH

2180g – SA Solo Air
External beginning stroke 
rebound, ending stroke 
rebound, high speed 
compression, low speed 
compression

2369g – Coil Coil

Rc
2168g – SA 
2357g – Coil

Solo Air External rebound, low speed 
compression Coil

R
2127g – SA 
2316g – Coil

Solo Air
External rebound

Coil

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm tapered aluminum steerer, 15mm Maxle
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new 
 

PIKE Dj
Jumps are getting bigger, tricks are evolving further, and 
the slopestyle and dirt jumping crowd needs a fork that 
facilitates this progression. Enter PIkE DJ: little brother to 
the award winning PIkE, with the stout 35mm chassis, it 
is light enough to boost higher, and stiff enough to shred 
berms harder, available in 100 and 140mm travel versions. 
The custom tuned Charger Damper™ stands up on jump faces 
and the specific Solo Air system provides heaps of bottom-
out progression to help butter the landings. Everything you 
love in PIkE, but cleared for the biggest take offs.

MODEL
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN UPPER TUbES cOLORS

Dj 26"
100mm, 
140mm

1845g Solo Air
External rebound, low 
speed compression

15x100mm 
Maxle Ultimate

Tapered 
aluminum

Forged, hollow 
7050 aluminum 

35mm aluminum, 
Fast Black

Black, White, 
Diffusion Black

**Weight Based On: Weight based on 100mm travel, 265mm tapered aluminum steerer, 15mm Maxle
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CHARGE HIGHER 
The most refined damper ever produced by RockShox, 
acclaimed worldwide on PIkE and BoXXer, gets the 
frequent flyer treatment on PIkE DJ. An extra firm 
compression tune provides the level of support and 
confidence required by today’s slopestyle and dirt jump 
riders. Our trademark Rapid Recovery rebound tune, 
with beginning stroke rebound adjustment, helps control 
the landings, while Charger’s sealed design with an 
expandable rubber bladder keeps PIkE DJ’s performance 
constant run after run. A low speed compression adjuster 
makes it easy to adapt to all course conditions, from 
smooth hardpack jumps to rough slopestyle courses.

PROGRESSION NEVER STOPS 
For the 100mm travel version, PIkE DJ’s specifically 
developed Solo Air top cap gives riders a highly progressive 
feel, equivalent to having five Bottomless Tokens installed 
in a standard 26" PIkE, while remaining highly tunable 
with additional Tokens. What does this mean? A fork that 
will be predictable on every take off and landing without 
ever slamming through all the travel.

FREQUENT FLYERS WELCOME 
Available in 100 and 140mm travel versions, with a 
tapered steerer and 15mm Maxle Ultimate, PIkE DJ is the 
ideal match for modern and progressive dirt jumping and 
slopestyle bikes.
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MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN UPPER TUbES cOLORS

RcT

26"

80mm, 
100mm, 
140mm

2016g Solo Air
External rebound, low 
speed compression with 
floodgate

20x110mm 
Maxle Lite

1-1/8" aluminum
Forged 6061 
T-6 aluminum

Straight wall 
aluminum

Black, White, 
Diffusion Black, Pink 
is Punk

Rc
80mm, 
100mm

2473g

Coil

External rebound, low 
speed compression with 
floodgate Tapered wall 

steerer
R 2427g External rebound

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm 1-1/8" aluminum steerer, 9mm QR lower leg, Solo Air

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

ARGYLE
Unlike those tragic turtlenecks you still see people walking 
around in, the Argyle fork never goes out of style. Because 
when it comes to jumping, performance isn’t a fad, it’s a 
necessity. And the Argyle performs like no other, offering 
ultimate control in a lightweight package complete with 
sturdy 32mm upper tubes, a Maxle Lite thru axle, and 
externally adjustable Motion Control Damping that makes 
the sky the limit.

RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

DOMAIN
The Domain is a masochist, plain and simple. It expects 
to take a beating, and just keeps coming back for more. 
Which is a good thing for beginner gravity riders, and 
those working their way up the ranks. Because the journey 
is grueling. But every rider from World Cup DH pros to 
Red Bull Rampage finalists had to start somewhere. 
And having a fork that can handle all the missteps and 
miscalculations you’ll make along the way will help give 
you the confidence you need to push through to the podium.

MODEL*
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT** SPRING

DAMPING  
ADjUSTMENTS AxLE STEERER cROWN UPPER TUbES cOLORS

Rc cOIL

26"
160mm, 
180mm

2827g

Coil

External rebound, low 
speed compression

20x110mm 
Maxle Lite

1-1/8" steel, 1-1/8" 
aluminum, tapered 
aluminum

Forged, hollow 
AL 66 TV 
aluminum

Tapered wall steel
Black, White, 
Diffusion Black

R cOIL 2801g External rebound

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 265mm steerer
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MODEL
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT SPRING DAMPER DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS AxLE UPPER TUbES cOLORS

WORLD cUP

26", 
27.5"

200mm

2585g – 26"
Solo Air

Charger
External beginning stroke 
rebound, low speed 
compression

20mm Maxle Lite DH
35mm aluminum Fast 
Black

Black, White,  
Diffusion Black

2637g – 27.5"

TEAM
2890g – 26"

Coil
2942g – 27.5"

Rc
2882g – 26" Motion 

Control IS

External beginning stroke 
rebound, low speed 
compression2934g – 27.5"
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new 
 

bOxxER 
For nearly two decades, BoXXer has been piloted to the 
top step of the podium at downhill World Cup races and 
freeride events more than any other fork. With such a 
legacy, it’s no doubt the new BoXXer has already proven 
itself with Steve Smith’s World Cup overall victory and kyle 
Strait’s Rampage win in 2013. The new BoXXer features the 
new Charger Damper™, new air and coil spring systems, 
Rapid Recovery™ rebound, Fast Black stanchions and 
27.5" options. And guess what: the lightest production 
downhill fork on the market is getting a whole lot lighter.
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cHARGER DAMPER™

BUILT FOR CHARGING  
Initially developed for the worldwide acclaimed RockShox 
Pike, the Charger Damper™ found its way onto BlackBox 
athletes’ bikes during the 2013 season. Simply put, the 
consistency, traction and small bump sensitivity of the 
Charger Damper™ were an instant hit with all our riders, 
including overall World Cup Champion Steve Smith.

The Charger is RockShox’s most refined damper, and its 
sealed construction with an expandable rubber bladder 
ensures damping consistency, reduces vibration and is 
almost 100 grams lighter than the previous BoXXer damper. 
Adjustment is easy and intuitive, with a single compression 
adjuster and a beginning stroke rebound adjuster with a 
factory set Rapid Recovery™ tune. The internal shim stacks 
can be re-tuned for light or firm compression and rebound 
settings. The Charger Damper™ equips the World Cup and 
Team models of the new BoXXer.

Emmeline Ragot and Troy brosnan 
Winners, Fort William World Cup 2014
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RoCkshoX suspension FoRks

DOMAIN Dc 
Gravity riders and bike park regulars are tough. They can 
take a good beating and come back for more. Domain Dual 
Crown is just like them: its burly 35mm steel stanchions, 
coil spring and proven damper can handle all the use and 
abuse of evolving riding skills and not-so-well calculated 
landings. The addition of a 27.5" option on both models 
puts Domain Dual Crown ahead of its game as a perfect 
match for all current gravity bikes.

MODEL
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT SPRING DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS AxLE UPPER TUbES cOLORS

Rc

26", 
27.5"

200mm

3445g – 26"

Coil

External rebound, low speed 
compression with floodgate fixed at 
high threshold

20mm Maxle Tapered wall steel
Black, White,  
Diffusion Black

3497g – 27.5"

R
3422g – 26"

External rebound
3474g – 27.5"
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new 
 

PARAGON
The Paragon suspension fork combines premium level 
performance and features mountain bikers have come 
to expect from RockShox, now with a purpose-built 700c 
trekking design. The heart of the new Paragon lies in its 
ability to take the edge off of both road and trail. Less 
vibration is transferred to the rider, increasing their 
comfortable trekking range. Our lightweight, infinitely 
tunable Solo Air spring allows the rider to fine tune the 
fork to meet their personal preference. Paired with the 
in-ride adjustable lockout for those cherished stretches 
of fresh pavement on the journey, Paragon makes trekking 
both smart and simple. Its thoughtful design combines 
a unique light mount on the fork brace and fender and 
rim/disc specific mounts integrated into the fork legs. 
Even the dynamo wiring runs under a sleek integrated 
cover down the fork leg, keeping it safe and concealed. 
Paragon ushers in a new era in trekking performance 
and efficiency – make the most out of every kilometer, no 
matter where the journey leads.

MODEL
WHEEL 
SIZE TRAVEL WEIGHT SPRING DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS STEERER cROWN UPPER TUbES REMOTE

MAxIMUM  
ROTOR SIZE cOLORS

GOLD 700c
50mm, 
56mm

1846g Solo Air Turnkey

Air Pressure, 
remote or crown 
activated Turnkey 
lockout

1.5" to 
1-1/8" 
tapered 
aluminum

Forged, 
pocketed 
aluminum

30mm straight 
wall aluminum, 
low friction 
anodized

PopLoc Sprint 180mm
Black, White, 
Diffusion 
Black
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RoCkshoX teChnologies

RAPID REcOVERY™ IS MORE cONTROL WITH LESS WORK

SAME RIDE WITH RAPID RECOVERY™  
1. Ride height is maintained, leaving more available suspension for each bump. 
2. Wheel maintains better contact with the ground. 
3. Less energy is transferred to rider increasing control and decreasing fatigue.

SUCCESSIVE BUMPS WITH STANDARD SUSPENSION 
1. Wheel does not recover fully from impact leaving a gap between it and the ground. 
2.  Suspension “packs up” as your body mass pushes the suspension down, reducing ride 

height and available travel for next bump.
3.  Pushed into the suspension you are in a firmer part of the spring curve. More bump 

energy is now transferred to the rider’s body to absorb and control.

1

2

3

1

2

3
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new 
 

MONARcH DEbONAIR
It’s ok to be soft. DebonAir is not ashamed to give way 
under the weakest push. In fact, it makes Monarch and 
Monarch Plus shocks plusher than ever, right from the 
start. It might seem a weakness, until you take DebonAir 
to the trail. The connection between your bike and the 
terrain will be seamless, as your DebonAir equipped shock 
absorbs every little hit without any harsh feeling on your 
body. A shock so soft, you can push way harder.

DebonAir will be available as an option on Monarch RT3 
and as the standard configuration on Monarch Plus RC3.

MORE LINEAR SPRING CURVE
•  Lower force levels to move the shock into its travel 1st  

1/3 of travel is what riders are most sensitive to

MORE TRACTION AND CONTROL
•  No chop on initial hit better traction; rear wheel stays on 

the ground reacting to small bumps

DEBONAIR UPGRADE kIT
•  Air can upgrade for any MY14 Monarch/Monarch Plus and 

MY13 Monarch RT3 
• Monarch/Monarch Plus DebonAir upgrade kit
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MONARcH
The Monarch is a wolf in sheep’s clothing. Its lightweight 
design not only delivers silky smooth travel, but thanks 
to a redesigned Solo Air spring with updated damping 
controls, it also delivers a spring rate you’d generally only 
get from a much heavier coil shock. So you get a durable, 
fully adjustable shock capable of smoothing out the most 
aggressive trails, while simultaneously saving you weight 
for epic cross country riding. In other words, the perfect 
balance of performance and efficiency. So don’t be fooled 
by its appearance. Like the wolf, its packaging doesn’t 
always reveal what’s inside.

RoCkshoX suspension shoCks

MONARcH PLUS
Unlike a dirt-bike, the Monarch Plus rear shock has no rev-
limiter. Because with its fusion of the Monarch’s exemplary 
light weight with an updated Solo Air system, and a damper 
design similar to the Vivid Air, the Plus will have you 
bombing all-mountain trails like it was born to downhill. 
In other words, you’re going to need some serious stopping 
power to slow this freight train down. So it might be time to 
look at some four-piston brakes for your steed.

MODEL* WEIGHT** SIZE (EYE-TO-EYE/TRAVEL) SPRING/SPRING OPTIONS DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS cOLOR

Rc3 335g
190x51mm, 200x51mm, 
200x57mm, 216x63mm

DebonAir, High Volume Solo Air, Standard Solo 
Air/Air pressure via Schrader Valve

External rebound, 3-position compression  
(Open, Pedal, Lock)

Black

MONARcH PLUS 
Rc3 SPEcIALIZED 
MOUNT

335g
195x64mm, 195x51mm, 
216x57mm, 216x63mm

DebonAir, Solo Air with AutoSag

MONARcH PLUS 
Rc3 TREK MOUNT

335g 210x60mm DebonAir/Air pressure via Schrader Valve

R 335g
190x51mm, 200x51mm, 
200x57mm, 216x63mm

DebonAir, High Volume Solo Air, Standard Solo 
Air/Air pressure via Schrader Valve

External rebound

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on RC3 216x63, standard air can, no hardware
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MODEL* WEIGHT** SIZE (EYE-TO-EYE/TRAVEL) SPRING/SPRING OPTIONS DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS cOLOR

xx 205g

152x31mm,  
165x38mm,  
184x44mm,  
190x51mm,  
200x51mm,  
200x57mm,  
216x63mm

Standard, high volume, standard with high volume 
eyelet, high volume with high volume eyelet

External rebound and XLoc Full Sprint 
hydraulic remote lockout w/floodgate

Black

RT3 215g
Standard, high volume, standard with high volume 
eyelet, high volume with high volume eyelet, Debonair

External rebound, 3 position compression 
(Open/Pedal/Lock)

RL 215g
Standard, high volume, standard with high volume 
eyelet, high volume with high volume eyelet

External rebound, 2 position compression 
(Open/Pedal)

RT 215g
Standard, high volume, standard with high volume 
eyelet, high volume with high volume eyelet

External rebound, 2 position compression 
(Open/Pedal)

R 290g
Standard, high volume, standard with high volume 
eyelet, high volume with high volume eyelet

External rebound

RT3 – SPEcIALIZED 
MOUNT

215g 197x48, 197x51 Solo Air AutoSag
External rebound, 3 position compression 
(Open/Pedal/Lock)

RT3 – TREK MOUNT 215g 184x48, 197x57 DebonAir
External rebound, 3 position compression 
(Open/Pedal/Lock)

*Not all configurations available, please refer to Aftermarket Product Offering for complete information
**Weight based on 165x38, standard air can, no hardware
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RoCkshoX suspension shoCks

VIVID
The legendary Vivid is like a “Trail Whisperer.” Even in the 
most impossible situations, our most rugged coil shock 
always knows just the right way to get it done. Any trail, 
any time. Nothing shakes the Vivid’s confidence. From 
downhill racing to extreme freeride, the Vivid combines 
extreme durability with the precise adjustments that matter 
when you’re going big. Laser-etched controls let you dial in 
beginning and ending-stroke rebound as well as low-speed 
compression, making this shock fly through rock gardens 
as smoothly as it absorbs a sudden drop in altitude.
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VIVID AIR
Tipping the scales 400 grams lighter than the Vivid Coil, 
Vivid Air is so obscenely lightweight, it’s destined to give 
other downhill shocks a body image complex. But don’t 
let its trim waistline fool you. This is no lightweight. 
This shock was built to take on the toughest courses on 
the World Cup circuit, combining the consistent, supple 
feel of a coil shock, with the adjustability, tuning, and 
unparalleled weight savings of an air shock. The result? A 
shock that sets a new standard for downhill performance.
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MODEL* WEIGHT** SIZE (EYE-TO-EYE/TRAVEL) SPRING/SPRING OPTIONS DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS cOLOR

R2c 468g
200x57mm, 216x63mm, 
222x70mm, 240x76mm, 
267x89mm

Coil
External beginning stroke rebound, ending 
stroke rebound, low speed compression 

Black

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 216x63, no coil, no hardware

MODEL* WEIGHT** SIZE (EYE-TO-EYE/TRAVEL) SPRING/SPRING OPTIONS DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS cOLOR

R2c 586g
200x57mm, 216x63mm, 
222x70mm, 240x76mm

Twin Tube, Solo Air
External beginning stroke rebound, ending 
stroke rebound, low speed compression

Black

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 216x63, no coil, no hardware
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RoCkshoX suspension shoCks

KAGE
The Yin to the Domain dual crown’s Yang, the kage is 
a world-class training tool for the future stars of the 
downhill and freeride circuits. Its extreme durability is 
perfect for both beginning and up-and-coming riders. 
Because the journey to elite levels is a grueling one, 
and you’re going to need a shock that can absorb all the 
mistakes and miscalculations you make along the way. 
Not to mention one with the performance and control to 
help get you on the podium when you put it all together.
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MODEL* WEIGHT** SIZE (EYE-TO-EYE/TRAVEL) SPRING/SPRING OPTIONS DAMPING ADjUSTMENTS cOLOR

Rc
400g

200x57mm, 216x63mm, 
222x70mm, 240x76mm, 
267x89mm

Coil
External rebound, low speed compression

Black
R External rebound

*Not all configurations available, please refer to RockShox.com for complete information
**Weight based on 216x63, no coil, no hardware
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R oCkshoX seAtpost

REVERb
When we introduced the Reverb dropper post in 2010, it 
instantly became the standard by which all other dropper 
posts are judged—and it continues to be the benchmark 
today. With infinite position control and return-speed 
adjustability, your saddle is always positioned perfectly for 
every riding style and trail condition. Reverb is hydraulically 
actuated, so weather and trail grime won’t change its 
consistent and silky-smooth feel.

REVERb STEALTH
Featuring identical functionality as traditional Reverb, the 
significant difference of Reverb Stealth is the hydraulic hose’s 
exit point from the post. Stealth’s hose exits the bottom of the 
post, routing internally through the frame, creating a non-
moving, clean hose-routing solution, that will yet again set a 
new standard in the adjustable height seat post category. Now 
available with the Connectamajig hydraulic quick-release for 
the remote control hose, making it a breeze to route the hose 
into the frame when assembling the seat post on a bike, and 
allows for several disconnects and reconnects before a system 
bleed is required.

MODEL WEIGHT* LENGTHS DIAMETERS TRAVEL REMOTE cOLOR

REVERb 520g 355mm,  
380mm,  
420mm,  
430mm

30.9mm,  
31.6mm,  
34.9mm

100mm,  
125mm,  
150mm 

Left or right Black

REVERb 
STEALTH

560g Left or right Black

*Weight based on 355mm length, 30.9mm diameter, MMX remote with shifter hardware and 1300mm hose
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R oCkshoX ReMotes

xLOc FULL SPRINT
Ever wished you could lock out your front 
and rear RockShox suspension instantly and 
simultaneously, to get the extra edge for that 
final sprint to the finish or the grueling tarmac 
climb to the top of your favorite trail? Here comes 
XLoc Full Sprint, which allows you to lock your  
RS-1, SID or Revelation XX fork and your Monarch 
XX rear shock with the simple push of your thumb.

PUSHLOc SPRINT
We want you to push it on the trail. No, seriously. 
PushLoc provides instant lockout via a handlebar-
mounted cable remote. And with a simple push 
action, you can activate the lockout. Push again 
to deactivate. The PushLoc’s ergonomic position 
is so second-nature, you can keep your mind to 
pushing your ride. The PushLoc Sprint is available 
in left- or right-specific controls and can be 
mounted directly to SRAM and AVID brakes or 
SRAM shifters with MatchMaker X compatibility.

xLOc SPRINT
Opposable thumbs let us do a lot of cool things. 
Rule over all the animals on the planet, climb to 
the top of the food chain, even invent the bicycle. 
And now they’re helping us kill it on the trail. This 
hydraulic lockout offers completely sealed and 
dependable lockout control through the click of an 
easy-to-reach button that can be triggered with 
a single thumb press. Press on to unlock, press 
again to lock. It’s just that easy. So next time 
you’re on the trail, remember everything those 
thumbs have done for you.

POPLOc SPRINT
Why should the convenience of remote lockout be 
limited to those wrapped in snug lycra pajamas? 
RockShox puts this time-saving wonder in the 
hands of all riders with this ergonomically 
superior handlebar-mounted remote. Like our 
popular XLoc Sprint, only using a cable actuated 
system (rather than hydraulic) to lockout your 
fork, PopLoc Sprint is available in left or right 
specific controls.
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RoCkshoX

new 
 

DEbONAIR UPGRADE KIT
Air can upgrade for any MY14 Monarch/Monarch Plus and 
MY13 Monarch RT3 

RoCkshoX

new 
 

cHARGER DAMPER FOR bOxxER
Give your fork the latest World Cup winning damper 
 Replaces the damper in any BoXXer Race, Team, RC, 
R2C2 and World Cup 2010–2014 (35mm chassis)

bOxxER SOLO AIR UPGRADE KIT
New Solo Air™ spring with revised spring curve 
Air spring tunability with Bottomless Tokens 
Compatible with BoXXer World Cup forks from MY11 to 
MY14 (serial number later than 16T11XXXXXXX)

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES
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RoCkshoX

bOTTOMLESS TOKENS
•  Optimize by travel or easily tune your air 

volume in BoXXer World Cup, PIkE, PIkE DJ, 
RS-1, SID, Reba, Revelation, Bluto

•  Quick and easy installation, Tokens thread  
into top caps

•  Available for 35mm chassis (PIkE, PIkE DJ, 
BoXXer), 32mm chassis (RS-1, SID, Reba, 
Revelation, Bluto)

HEADSET SPAcER SET
• New UD carbon fiber finish
• kit includes 5mm, 10mm, and 15mm

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

PM600 MILITARY GREASE
• 14oz tube

PARKER O-LUbE
• Rear shock seals lubricant 
• 2g tube 
•  40x30x7 larger bearing size 

Weight: 56g (Ceramic) and 64g (Standard)

REAR SHOcK AIR cAN LUbRIcANT MAxIMA
• 15W 50, 1L bottle

MAxLE DH
•  Designed for the downhill crowd, this tooled 

version of our Maxle Lite is light and stiff and 
has loads of clearance.

MAxLE LITE
•  The tool-free Maxle Lite brings exceptional 

stiffness and durability to your ride in the 
lightest, easiest-to-use thru- axle system on  
the market.

•  Available in 20 x 110mm, 15 x 100mm and rear 
axle configurations.

MAxLE ULTIMATE
•  The latest generation of Maxle design. Simple, 

one handed operation, and tool free lever 
position adjustment.

•  Available in front and rear axle configurations.

SRAM bUTTER

SUSPENSION FLUIDS AND LUbRIcANTS
• RockShox Suspension Oil, 2.5wt, 1 Liter Bottle 
• RockShox Suspension Oil, 5wt, 1 Liter Bottle 
• RockShox Suspension Oil, 10wt, 1 Liter Bottle 
• RockShox Suspension Oil, 15wt, 1 Liter Bottle 
•  RockShox Rear Suspension Damping Fluid 3wt  

16oz bottle
•  RockShox Rear Suspension Damping Fluid 7wt  

16oz bottle
• RockShox Suspension Oil, 2.5wt, 120ml Bottle 
• RockShox Suspension Oil, 5wt, 120ml Bottle 
• RockShox Suspension Oil, 10wt, 120ml Bottle 
• RockShox Suspension Oil, 15wt, 120ml Bottle
•  RockShox Rear Suspension Damping Fluid 3wt  

120ml bottle
•  RockShox Rear Suspension Damping Fluid 7wt  

120ml bottle
• RockShox Reverb Hydraulic Fluid, 120ml Bottle

ACCessoRies

new

WRENcH 24MM MISSION cONTROL cOMP DAMPER
•  Essential mechanic tools to properly service and 

maintain all RockShox products
•  Used to remove and install 24mm Mission Control 

damper top cap without removing knobs
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REVERb HYDRAULIc bLEED KIT
•  Must-haves for mechanics to keep Reverb’s 

hydraulic remote actuation working perfectly
•  kit includes 2 syringes and fittings, 1 Torx 25/10 

wrench, 2 Bleed o-rings, 1 120ml hydraulic 
remote fluid

REMOTE UPGRADE KIT – MOTION cONTROL DNA 
W/PUSHLOc SPRINT

• Upgrade from crown adjust to remote adjust
•  Includes PushLoc remote lever (right), cable and 

housing, and remote compression damper
•  Available for Revelation, Reba, and SID with 

Motion Control DNA

REMOTE UPGRADE KIT – POPLOc SPRINT
• Upgrade from crown adjust to remote adjust
•  Includes PopLoc remote lever (left) and 

compression damper
•  Available for Tora XC, Recon Silver, Recon XC, 

Recon Gold, Sektor Motion Control

REMOTE UPGRADE KIT—xLOc SPRINT
• Upgrade from crown adjust to remote adjust
•  Includes two bleed syringes, torx wrench, Motion 

Control X DNA compression damper, XLoc Sprint 
remote lever and hose

• Available for Revelation, SID, Reba

REMOTE UPGRADE KIT—xLOc FULL SPRINT
•  Upgrade from single remote adjust to dual  

remote adjust
•  Includes two bleed syringes, torx wrench, Motion 

Control X DNA compression damper, XLoc Full 
Sprint remote lever and rear shock hose

• Available for RS-1, Revelation, SID

REVERb HYDRAULIc FLUID
• Comes in 120 ml bottle
•  Fluid optimized for Reverb and Monarch XX  

rear shock remote lever

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

1/2" x 1/2" REAR SHOcK bUSHING TOOL
•  Removes and installs all RockShox 12mm rear 

shock eyelet bushings and mounting hardware

AIR cAN WRENcH
•  Essential mechanic tools to properly service 

and maintain all RockShox products for 
RockShox Vivid Air

AIR PUMP FOR ROcKSHOx bOxxER
•  Essential mechanic tools to properly service 

and maintain all RockShox products

AIR cAN SERVIcE KIT
• Service kits include air can seals and wiper
•  Available and included with AM RockShox 

air rear shocks – Ario, Monarch, Monarch XX 
Carbon, Monarch Plus, and Vivid Air

FORK SERVIcE KIT
•  Service kits include dust seals, foam rings,  

oil seals, air and damper o-rings
•  Available and included with all AM RockShox 

forks (except XC28, XC30, XC32)

REVERb cAbLE/HOSE LINE GUIDE
•  Hydraulic hose guides for proper Reverb 

installation
• Mounts to frame with zip tie, 2 qty, Black
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RoCkshoX RoCkshoX

ACCESSORIES

ScHRADER VALVE REMOVAL TOOL
•  Essential mechanic tools to properly service 

and maintain all RockShox products

SPANNER WRENcH/AIR VALVE/TORx TOOL
•  Essential mechanic tools to properly service 

and maintain all RockShox products
• For RockShox Vivid/Vivid Air

VISE bLOcKS
•  Essential mechanic tools to properly service 

and maintain all RockShox products
• For RockShox Monarch/Vivid/Vivid Air

AIR VALVE ADAPTER TOOL
•  Essential mechanic tools to properly service 

and maintain all RockShox products 
• For RockShox Monarch

FORK/SHOcK PUMP 300 PSI
•  Essential mechanic tools to properly service 

and maintain all RockShox products

HIGH PRESSURE FORK/SHOcK PUMP 600 PSI
•  Ideal for rear shock service. Current RockShox rear 

shocks require IFP pressures above 300psi...that’s 
what this pump is for.
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R oCkshoX

AccELERATOR DAMPER
We started by reevaluating how XC athletes 
produce efficient power and navigate course 
conditions while fatigued. We created a firmer 
lockout for moments of maximum sprint 
efficiency. We eliminated material redundancies 
by housing the circuit in a sealed cartridge, 
reducing weight. Then air was eliminated from 
the damper circuit ensuring absolute consistency. 
The Dig Valve’s compression tune was created to 
manage diving during successive hits and heavy 
braking. We added the Rapid Recovery system to 
keep the fork riding high, in the plushest part 
of the travel. We even made the cartridge easily 
serviceable in the race pits or at your local shop. 
We believe the Accelerator Damper crystallizes the 
performance of RS-1 by helping riders turn every 
pedal stroke into acceleration towards the top 
step of the podium.

AIR GUIDES
We print Air Guides on all of our air-sprung forks. 
Maybe not a technological feat, but it will help 
you set up your suspension in seconds instead of 
minutes. And more time on your bike equals more 
chances to earn king of the Mountain on your 
favorite trail. Maybe they are a technological feat.

bOTTOMLESS TOKENS
Bottomless Tokens allow riders to easily 
custom tune their RockShox fork’s air-spring 
performance to best match their own riding style 
and suspension preference. Adding the easy-to-
install Bottomless Tokens changes the air-spring 
curve to resist bottom-out after a big hit, giving 
aggressive riders the power to attack the trail 
harder. Removing Bottomless Tokens makes 
the air-spring curve more linear, enhancing 
suspension feel for certain types of terrain or trail 
condition and ensuring riders who are less front-
end aggressive benefit from 100 percent of their 
fork’s travel.

cARbON cROWN-STEERER
Carbon is the lightest and strongest substance 
known to man. That’s why our one-piece Carbon 
Crown-Steerer gives you total control even at 
speeds you never thought your bike could reach. 
Its aluminum equivalent is good too, but it’s 120

grams heavier – that’s the weight of the average 
human thumb. Why choose? Go carbon and keep 
your thumb.

cHARGER DAMPER
PERFORMANCE FOCUSED

•  No compromise for lockout: The efficiency circuits 
(Pedal and Lock) sit behind the performance 
damping, meaning no sacrifice in bump 
performance for shredding downhill while keeping 
the ability to maintain pedaling stability for those 
leg burning climbs.

• Rapid Recovery: More control with less energy.

BLADDER CHARGED
•  Extruded bladder design is insanely durable, 

resists damping change during extended 
downhills and has virtually zero pressure offset 
for small bump sensitivity.

TRAIL TUNED
•  RCT3 features Open with an adjustable low speed 

compression, Pedal and Lock.

cONNEcTAMAjIG
Connectamajig makes it a breeze to hydraulic 
hoses. When used with the XLoc Full Sprint 
remote or Reverb Stealth, Connectamajig is a 
hose-coupler that does not require bleeding for 
initial setup; simply route the hose from the rear 
shock to the remote, connect and you are ready 
to roll. Connectamajig also simplifies routing the 
hydraulic hose into the frame when assembling 
a Reverb Stealth seat post on a bike, and allows 
for several disconnects and reconnects before a 
system bleed is required.

cOUNTER MEASURE
Engineered For The Elite, the Vivid conquers 
several once-thought-impossible engineering 
feats. Technologies like Counter Measure, which 
reduces the breakaway force of the shock to 
virtually zero pounds, transforming small bumps 
in to traction-generating performance.
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DEbONAIR
It’s ok to be soft. DebonAir is not ashamed to 
give way under the weakest push. In fact, it 
makes Monarch and Monarch Plus shocks plusher 
than ever, right from the start. It might seem a 
weakness, until you take DebonAir to the trail.

The connection between your bike and the terrain 
will be seamless, as your DebonAir equipped 
shock absorbs every little hit without any harsh 
feeling on your body. A shock so soft, you can 
push way harder.

DIG VALVE
The Dig Valve is an addition to the damping 
circuit on RS-1, SID, Bluto and Revelation. 
RockShox has redesigned the rebound piston to 
accommodate the Dig Valve, which provides the 
optimal level of control for both low and high 
speed compression, carefully controlling the oil 
flow to provide the rider with the right amount 
of support and impact absorption. The piston 
redesign allows the use of Rapid Recovery, a 
rebound tune that allows the shock to recover 
faster between consecutive bumps, for greater 
traction and a more controlled ride.

DUAL FLOW ADjUST
DFA’s kind of like Glam Metal. Two things you’d 
never think could go together, but somehow work 
like magic. Let’s say you’re riding a course with 
both monster drops and lots of braking bumps. 
Convention says you have to adjust your fork to 
handle one or the other. RockShox DFA says no, 
use its dual independent damping circuits to 
tune it to handle both. Absorbing the big hits 
while staying plush through the small stuff, like 
makeup and metal.

DUAL POSITION AIR
If you want to ride up and walk down, a fork that 
only does one thing well is great. But you love epic 
ascents, technical descents, winding single track 
and everything in between. So you need a fork that 
tackles it all. Like our Dual Position Air. It changes 
your fork’s travel up to 30mm without changing its 
small bump performance. So, with a simple onboard 
turn and a click you can switch from climbing like a 
demon to bombing downhill with confidence.

FIxED cOIL
The coil spring is a simple, time-tested design 
with a smooth feel characterized by a linear 
spring curve.

MATcHMAKER x
The MatchMaker X clamp is more than just a 
clamp. It’s like having Martha Stewart tidy up 
your cockpit. Since each clamp accepts up to 
three controls, you can put everything from your 
XLoc suspension lockout, your SRAM shifters and 
Avid brake levers as well as your Reverb XLoc 
remote, all on two clamps. Short of genetically 
engineering longer thumbs, it’s the ideal way  
to put everything within easy reach. Just like 
Martha would.

MAxLE LITE
Who obsesses over the weight of their wheel 
axles? It’s ridiculous, right? It’s just a rod of 
metal bolting the wheels to your bike. But then 
again, Maxle Lite is a nifty thru axle system that 
makes your bike both lighter and stiffer. And less 
weight makes it easier to get your bike to do what 
you want. Especially when you don’t need to bring 
tools to remove it, front or rear. And that extra 
stiffness gives you the precision to hit your lines 
no matter how burly. So maybe that obsession 
isn’t so ridiculous after all.

MAxLE LITE DH
Designed for the downhill crowd, this tooled 
version of our Maxle Lite is light and stiff and has 
loads of clearance.

MAxLE ULTIMATE
Basic things like axles are often the easiest to 
overlook. Put one hand on the Maxle Ultimate, 
though, and you’ll be glad we paid serious 
attention to the finer details. Because one hand 
is all it takes to remove or install the Maxle 
Ultimate. And lever-placement personalization is 
accomplished completely without the use of tools. 
Available for both front and rear, Maxle Ultimate 
is the easiest-to-operate axle system in the world. 
No tools, no worries, so you can concentrate on 
the trail ahead.

TECHNOLOGIES TECHNOLOGIES
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RoCkshoX

MISSION cONTROL DH
To create a downhill fork, most companies just 
add travel to their existing designs and call it 
good enough. But we think good enough sucks. 
So RockShox created Mission Control DH. Not only 
did we add travel to our already plush, bulletproof 
Mission Control damped forks, we retuned the 
entire damper circuit for the specific needs of 
a gravity rider. That means more compression 
and rebound, for more control on the edge. And 
because it’s RockShox, high and low-speed 
compression and Dual Flow rebound controls are 
all at your fingertips, for instant adjustments 
when every second counts.

MOTION cONTROL
Imagine riding on the moon. Rolling hills, crushed 
rock blasted out of craters… craters. There’s 
no gravity so you wouldn’t even need a chairlift. 
Unfortunately you can’t ride on the moon. There’s 
lots of gnarly terrain on earth. But, earth has 
gravity so you’ll need suspension that climbs 
as well as it descends. With our Motion Control 
damper technology you’ll do just that. You can’t 
ride on the moon, but with Motion Control you can 
make gravity your bitch.

MOTION cONTROL DNA
Who doesn’t want more? As a mountain biker, 
more might mean more rocks, roots, and descents. 
More also could mean switchbacks, single tracks 
and steep ascents. The various configurations of 
Mission Control DNA were designed for those who 
want more out of their ride, and need more out of 
their suspension.

For the different riding styles there are four 
models of Motion Control DNA with Dig Valve and 
Rapid Recovery rebound (exclusively available in 
SID, Bluto and Revelation): XX, RCT3, RLT and RL.

XX – Designed for riders looking for more 
efficiency.

The XX Motion Control DNA damper features 
RockShox’s XLoc hydraulic remote lockout for the 
lightest, most ergonomic go-fast solution.

RCT3 – Designed for riders looking for more bump 
gobbling performance. 

The RCT3 damper features three distinct knob 
positions – Open, Pedal and Lock. The rider is 
able to quickly and easily access these three 
modes to manipulate damping performance for 
specific terrain:

• Open for bump-gobbling performance
•  Threshold for efficiency and moderate bump 

compliance
• Lock for ultimate pedaling efficiency

In addition to its three distinct modes, RCT3 
features an independent adjustment of low speed 
compression.

RLT – Designed for riders who are looking for 
more stable ride. 

Featuring the adjustments of Motion Control – 
compression-to-lock with adjustable threshold 
updated with a Motion Control DNA spring tube 
and refined Rapid Recovery rebound.

RL – For riders looking for a more simple 
approach to suspension set up.

The Motion Control DNA spring tube and Rapid 
Recovery rebound mated to compression-to-lock 
adjustability with a factory set threshold. 

MOTION cONTROL IS
All the small bump performance of Motion Control 
with the addition of high-speed compression 
control through an Integrated SpeedStack 
specifically designed for smoothing out the big 
hits seen by long travel forks. A crown-mounted 
low-speed compression knob lets you optimize 
the fork to eliminate brake diving and maximize 
efficiency with ease.

POWER bULGE
When you need your forearms to be stronger for 
more control, you bulk them up in the gym. When 
you need more durability from your fork, bulk 
them up with our Power Bulge. Other companies 
just increase the stanchion size adding extra 
weight. Power Bulge simply reinforces the lower 
leg to allow for an oversized bushing, increasing 
stiffness and maximizing your ride. Plus, it’s 
called Power Bulge.

RoCkshoX

PREDIcTIVE STEERING
Unique fork, axle and compression technologies 
combine at the core of Predictive Steering. Fork 
twisting is reduced thanks to the large-diameter 
TORQUE TUBE axle that creates an unbreakable 
bond, locking the lowers in place and maximizing 
torsional stiffness. A wider hub flange spacing 
results in a stronger, more responsive wheel. The 
new Maxle Ultimate completes the connection 
with a tighter, stronger clamping force than you’d 
expect with a quick release compression system.

RAPID REcOVERY
Who doesn’t want more available wheel travel 
for successive hits? The Rapid Recovery System 
allows your suspension to recover faster between 
consecutive bumps, letting the wheel track the 
ground with greater precision. This more active 
suspension system, doesn’t pack up and enables 
the bike to ride in a higher and softer part of the 
spring rate. Rapid Recovery gives the rider access 
to more available wheel travel, bump after bump, 
to achieve a smoother and more controlled ride.

SAG GRADIENTS
Measurement gradients indicating the current sag 
and travel settings are conveniently located on 
the upper tubes and rear shock bodies so that you 
always know how much travel you are running. 
You won’t find this anywhere else but RockShox.

SOLO AIR
Solo Air is like a Buddhist monk. Its enlightened 
design lets you add air to your forks through a 
single Schrader valve, filling both the positive 
and negative air spring chambers simultaneously. 
So they’re always in perfect equilibrium, like Yin 
and Yang. Giving you a plush, predictable ride 
you can set up in seconds, with quite possibly the 
lightest weight air spring on the market. 

TURNKEY
This exclusive technology works a lot like the 
Secret Service. If you happen to hit a big rock 
when you have your fork locked out, Turnkey’s 
patented blow-off design takes the bullet for you, 
absorbing the unexpected hit instantly. When you 
think about it, it’s kind of noble. Compatible with 
PopLoc Sprint remote.

TECHNOLOGIES TECHNOLOGIES
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RoCkshoX RoCkshoX

Cross Country trAIL ALL-MountAIn FrEErIDE DoWnHILL

$$$

$

DUAL CROWN

GOLD/SILVER

Cross Country trAIL ALL-MountAIn FrEErIDE DoWnHILL

$$$

$

Cross Country trAIL ALL-MountAIn FrEErIDE DoWnHILL

$$$

$

DUAL CROWN

GOLD/SILVER

PRODUCT OFFERINGS PRODUCT OFFERINGS

FRONT SUSPENSION 26"

FRONT SUSPENSION 27.5"

Cross Country trAIL ALL-MountAIn FrEErIDE DoWnHILL

$$$

$

GOLD

FRONT SUSPENSION 29"

REAR SUSPENSION
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BRAKES THAT HELP YOU FLY™  
Sure, brakes stop your bike, but at 
Avid, our goal is to help you fly. Our 
job is simple; to give you brakes that 
operate so predictably and effortlessly 
that you forget all about them and just 
enjoy the ride. Whether you’re blazing 
down a hill, picking your way through 
a rock garden or bobbing and weaving 
through the trees, nothing helps 
you go faster than knowing you’re 
in control—and no one puts you in 
control like Avid.

2015 AVid2015 AVid



AVid bRAkes AVid bRAkes
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codE™ BRAkES

Weight: 410g

Caliper Design: 4-piston, 
dual-diameter, forged 
2-piece, top loading pads

Lever Material: Black 
aluminum, 3-cartridge 
bearing lever pivot

Adjustment: Contact Point 
Adjustment™, Reach 
Adjust, Banjo Adjust and 
Tri-Align™ Caliper 
Positioning System™

MatchMaker Compatible

CenterLine Rotor: 160, 170, 
180 and 200mm

Color: Ano Grey

Technologies: Bend Zone, 
Contact Point Adjustment, 
Deep Stroke Modulation, 
DOT 5.1, Integrated 
Reservoir, Power Reserve 
Geometry, TaperBore 
Technology, Top-loading 
Pads, Tri-Align Caliper 
Positioning System

—
02

codE R™ BRAkES

Weight: 395g

Caliper Design: 4-piston, 
dual-diameter, forged 
2-piece, top loading pads

Lever Material: Aluminum

Adjustment: Reach Adjust, 
Banjo Adjust and Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

MatchMakerX Compatible

CenterLine Rotor: 160, 170, 
180 and 200mm

Color: Graphite Grey

Technologies: Bend Zone, 
Deep Stroke Modulation, 
DOT 5.1, Integrated 
Reservoir, Power Reserve 
Geometry, TaperBore 
Technology, Top-loading 
Pads, Tri-Align Caliper 
Positioning System

FREE To FLY
Gravity is your friend—but sometimes you have 
to keep it in check. CODE™ brakes give you the 
freedom to let it all hang out on the most fearsome 
freeride or downhill terrain while knowing you’re 
always in control. With reliable TaperBore lever 
technology and a beefy 4-piston caliper design—
all in a package that weighs less than many XC 
brakes—CODE™ gives you the confidence to go 
out there and pin it.

dB3 

Technologies: Bend Zone™, 
MatchMaker Compatible, 
Power Reserve Geometry, 
TaperBore Technology™, 
Tool-Free Reach Adjust

MoRE coNTRoL.  
MoRE coNFidENcE.  
MoRE FuN.
When you’re tackling rough trails, nothing affects 
your confidence and control more than your 
brakes. With increased negative volume to combat 
heat expansion, plus powerful larger-caliper 
pistons, DB3 gives you the juice to up your game. 
And a new bladder material reduces air bubbles, 
ensuring power and consistency on every ride.

dB1 

Technologies: Bend Zone™, 
Power Reserve Geometry, 
Reach Adjust, TaperBore 
Technology™

GREAT vALuE. ZERo coMPRoMiSES.
The only thing entry-level about the DB1 is its 
price tag. With a robust design and a crisp, precise 
feel—thanks to its Power Reserve Geometry and 
increased negative volume—the DB1 punches 
above its weight. This brake also features a 
streamlined Flip-Flop lever design with a low-
profile, single-bolt clamp for convenience. When it 
comes to better braking performance, the smart 
money is on DB1.
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BB7 MouNTAiN™ S 
BRAkES 

Weight: 197g (caliper only)

Caliper Design: 
Mechanical, forged 
2-piece aluminum

Pad: Steel backed organic

Adjustment: Dual Knob 
Pad Adjust

CenterLine Rotor: 160, 
180, and 200mm

Color: Black Anodized

Technologies: Tri-Align™ 
Caliper Positioning 
System™

—
02

BB7 RoAd SL BRAkES

Weight: 170g (caliper only)

Caliper Design: 
Mechanical, forged 
2-piece aluminum

Pad: Aluminum-backed 
organic

Adjustment: Dual Knob 
Pad Adjust and Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

CenterLine Rotor: 140, 
160, 170, 180, and 200mm

Color: Falcon Grey

Also Available: BB7 Road S 
Mechanical Disc Brake

Technologies: Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

—
01

SPEEd diAL SL™ LEvER 

Weight: 150g

Lever Material: 
Magnesium, reversible

Adjustment: Reach Adjust, 
Speed Dial Leverage 
Adjust and Qwik-Adjust 
Barrel Adjuster

Compatibi l ity:  
Mechanical disc brakes 
and linear-pull brakes

Color: Aero Silver

Technologies: Bend Zone, 
Reach Adjust, Speed Dial

—
03

BB7 MouNTAiN™ 
BRAkES

Weight: 329g

Caliper Design: 
Mechanical, forged 
2-piece aluminum

Pad: Sintered

Adjustment: Dual Knob 
Pad Adjust and Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

G2 Cleansweep Rotor: 160, 
180, and 200mm

Color: Graphite Grey

Technologies: Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

—
04

BB7 RoAd™ BRAkES

Weight: 329g

Caliper Design: 
Mechanical, forged 
2-piece aluminum

Pad: Sintered

Adjustment: Dual Knob 
Pad Adjust and Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

G2 Cleansweep Rotor: 160, 
180, and 200mm

Color: Platinum

Technologies: Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

—
02

SPEEd diAL 7™ LEvER 

Weight: 175g

Lever Material :  
aluminum, reversible

Adjustment: Reach Adjust, 
Speed Dial Leverage 
Adjust and Qwik-Adjust 
Barrel Adjuster

Compatibi l ity:  
Mechanical disc brakes 
and l inear-pul l  brakes

Colors: Graphite Grey 
body and Black lever blade

Technologies: Bend Zone, 
Reach Adjust, Speed Dial

—
05

BB5 MouNTAiN™ 
BRAkES

Weight: 335g

Caliper Design: 
Mechanical, monoblok

Pad: Sintered 

Adjustment: Inboard Knob 
Pad Adjust and Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

G2 Cleansweep Rotor: 160, 
180, and 200mm

Color: Satin Black

Technologies: Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

—
06

BB5 RoAd™ BRAkES

Weight: 335g

Caliper Design: 
Mechanical, monoblok

Pad: Sintered

Adjustment: Inboard Knob 
Pad Adjust and Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System

G2 Cleansweep Rotor: 160, 
180, and 200mm

Color: Platinum

Technologies: Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System
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ThE MEchANicAL  
AdvANTAGE iS YouRS
There’s power in simplicity. For 
years now, ball bearing disc brakes 
have been a favorite among riders 
who want control, durability, 
dependability and piece-of-cake 
adjusting. BB’s adjustment knobs 
make quick work out of setting the 
perfect distance between the pads 
and rotor, as well as adjusting for 
pad wear. This is something you 
just can’t do with hydraulic brakes. 

WhAT dREAMS ARE MAdE oF
The squeeze of our levers is what dreams are 
made of (you know what kind we’re talking 
about). Most of can be swapped to run either 
front or rear—which is convenient if you like 
your brakes reversed—or a Godsend if you bust 
a lever in the middle of the woods. Plus they are 
easy to install, simple to set up and our patented 
Speed Dial® makes adjustment easy as pie.
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SiNGLE diGiT SL™  
RiM BRAkES 

Weight: 165g

Caliper Design: Forged

Pad: RW2 Cartridge

Adjustment: Screw Style

Compatibility: Mountain 
style levers

Color: Aero Silver

—
01

ShoRTY uLTiMATE™  
RiM BRAkES

Weight: 115g

Caliper Design: 
Aluminum, wide or 
narrow stance

Pad: Standard road 
cartridge

Adjustment: In-line  
cable adjuster and  
pad height

Compatibility: Road  
style levers

Colors: Black and  
Zephyr Grey Anodized

—
02

SiNGLE diGiT 7™  
RiM BRAkES 

Weight: 185g

Caliper Design: Forged

Pad: RW2 Cartridge

Adjustment: Screw Style

Compatibility: Mountain 
style levers

Color: Graphite Grey

—
02

ShoRTY 6™  
RiM BRAkES

Weight: 157g

Caliper Design: 
Aluminum

Pad: Standard road 
cartridge

Adjustment: Pad height

Compatibility: Road 
style levers

Colors: Mercury Silver 
and Rival Black

—
03

SiNGLE diGiT 5™  
RiM BRAkES 

Weight: 185g

Caliper Design: Forged

Pad: 20R 1-piece

Adjustment: Screw Style

Compatibility: Mountain 
style levers

Color: Black

—
03

ShoRTY 4™  
RiM BRAkES

Weight: 157g

Caliper Design: Forged 
aluminum

Pad: 1-piece road 
cartridge

Adjustment: Pad height

Compatibility: Road 
style levers

Color: Black

cLASSic
Who says you can’t improve on a classic? Avid takes rim 
brakes to the next level by combining trusted power with 
new technology that makes installation and adjustment so 
easy a kid could do it. Rim brakes have been stopping wheels 
for over a hundred years, but now Avid has added details so 
inspired, it’s hard to believe no one thought of them earlier.
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ThE PERFEcT BALANcE
That noise you hear is the cheer of every cyclocross, tandem, 
recumbent and sticker-laden courier bike rider in the world. 
Finally, a brand-spankin-new, better-than-ever brake...
Introducing Shorty Ultimate™. Another outstanding addition to 
the Shorty family—a name that is here to stay, ready to work, 
get dirty and play hard.
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ACCESSORIES

diSc BRAkE PAdS PRoFESSioNAL BLEEd kiT hoSE BARB dRivER (hANdhELd) 

hoSE cuTTER (hANdhELd)

It’s the details that turn great brakes into a great 
ride. We understand that the quicker you bleed your 
brakes, the sooner you can hit the trails. We get the 
importance of handlebar real estate. At Avid, we’re 
riders first, and we know that the more we think 
about the details, the better your ride will be.

hYdRAuLic LiNE kiTS

Avid hYdRAuLic diSc BRAkES
codE codE R dB3 dB1

weight 410g 395g 405g 425g

leVeR MAteRiAl Aluminum lever, 3-cartridge bearing lever 
pivot

Aluminum lever, 3-cartridge bearing lever 
pivot

Aluminum Aluminum

CAlipeR design 4-Piston, dual-diameter, forged 2-piece 4-Piston, dual-diameter, forged 2-piece 2 Piston, cast 2-piece aluminum 2 Piston, cast 2-piece aluminum

Finish Graphite grey, lever: aluminum Graphite grey, lever: aluminum Black or white Black

RotoR CenterLine 160/170/180/200mm CenterLine 160/170/180/200mm G2 Cleansweep 160/180/200mm G2 Cleansweep 160/180/200mm

pAd Organic, top-loading Organic, top-loading Organic, top loading Organic, top loading

Fluid DOT 5.1 DOT 5.1 DOT 5.1 DOT 4

Mount Ambidextrous Ambidextrous Ambidextrous Ambidextrous

AdJustMent Tool-free reach adjustment, adjustable 
banjo, Tri-Align caliper positioning

Tool-free reach adjustment, adjustable 
banjo, Tri-Align caliper positioning

Reach adjust Reach adjust

intended use AM/FR/DH AM/FR/DH XC/TR XC/TR

speCiAl 

FeAtuRes

Taperbore Technology, Reversible, 
Break-Away Lever, Split Clamp, 
Matchmaker X Compatible

Taperbore Technology, Reversible, 
Break-Away Lever, Split Clamp, 
Matchmaker X Compatible

Power Reserve Geometry Power Reserve Geometry

Avid MEchANicAL diSc BRAkES
BB7 RoAd SL BB7 MouNTAiN S BB7 RoAd S BB7 MouNTAiN BB7 RoAd BB5 MouNTAiN BB5 RoAd

intended use RD and CX XC, TR and AM RD and CX XC, TR and AM RD and CX XC, TR and AM RD and CX

ColoRs Falcon Grey Black Anodized Black Anodized Graphite Grey Platinum Satin Black Platinum

RotoR sizes CenterLine: (140 
and 160mm RD 
prepackaged) 170, 
180 and 200mm

CenterLine: (140, 
160 and 180mm 
prepackaged) 170 
and 200mm

CenterLine: (140 
and 160mm RD 
prepackaged) 170, 
180 and 200mm

G2 Cleansweep: 
160, 180 and 
200mm

G2 Cleansweep: 
160, 180 and 
200mm

G2 Cleansweep: 
160, 180 and 
200mm

G2 Cleansweep: 
160, 180 and 
200mm

tRi-Align CAlipeR 

positioning systeM

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

sinteRed pAd n/a Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2-pieCe CAlipeR design Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes n/a n/a

MonobloCk CAlipeR design n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Yes Yes

MountAin leVeR CoMpAtibility n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Yes n/a

RoAd leVeR CoMpAtibility Yes n/a Yes n/a Yes n/a Yes

duAl knob pAd AdJustMent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

inboARd knob pAd AdJustMent n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Yes Yes

tool-FRee pAd ReplACeMent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

weight 290g 310g 310g 310g 350g 355g 380g

Avid RiM BRAkES
SiNGLE diGiT SL SiNGLE diGiT 7 SiNGLE diGiT 5 ShoRTY uLTiMATE ShoRTY 6 ShoRTY 4

ColoRs Aero Silver Graphite Grey Black Black and Zephyr Grey 
Anodized

Mercury Silver and Rival 
Black

Black

stAinless hARdwARe Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes n/a

piVot sleeVe Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

pAds RW2 RW2 20R 1-piece Standard road Standard road 1-piece road

leVeR CoMpAtibility Mountain style lever Mountain style lever Mountain style lever Road style lever Road style lever Road style lever

weight 165g 185g 185g 115g 157g 157g

Avid LEvERS
SPEEd diAL SL SPEEd diAL 7

ColoRs Aero Silver Graphite Grey body and Black lever blade

bend zone Yes Yes

Qwik-AdJust bARRel AdJusteR Yes Yes

AMbideXtRous Yes Yes

speCiAl FeAtuRes Magnesium, reversible lever Aluminum, reversible lever

weight 150g 175g

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIOnS

AVid bRAkes AVid bRAkes
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PRODUCT OFFERInGS

NEWhYdRAuLic BRAkE PRoducT oFFERiNGS

cRoSS couNTRY TRAiL ALL-MouNTAiN FREERidE doWNhiLL

$$$$$

$$$$

$$$

$$

$

SRAM xx

SRAM x0 SRAM GuidE RS

SRAM dB5

SRAM GuidE RSc

SRAM GuidE R

Avid codE

Avid codE R

Avid dB3

Avid dB1



EvERY RIdE HAS A STORY 
We see the same limitations other 
component makers see. We just don’t 
believe in them.

We believe in making innovative bike 
parts with heart. We believe in learning 
everything there is to know about the 
mountain, about how our bikes respond 
to it, about how we feel when we push 
ourselves past our limits. We believe in 
putting all the knowledge we gain into 
every component we make—even into the 
molecules that make up those components.

At TRUvATIv, we make components or the 
restless spirit. For riders who see no finish 
lines. Riders who know that being free 
means writing your own story.

2015 tRuVAtiV2015 tRuVAtiV



tRuVAtiV bARs tRuVAtiV bARs
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JERoME cLEMENTZ  
BLAckBox BAR

Carbon fiber

Width: 750mm 

Rise: 20mm 

7˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Weight: 240g

—
02

STEviE SMiTh  
BLAckBox BAR

AL-7050 alloy

Width: 780mm 

Rise: 30mm 

7˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Weight: 340g

—
03

dANNY hART  
BLAckBox BAR

AL-7050 alloy

Width: 780mm 

Rise: 25mm 

9˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Weight: 340g

It started nearly two decades ago with the original 
RockShox BoXXer and our desire to provide 
completely personalized support to a special group 
of riders. The goal was to give our team a clear 
performance advantage in World Cup competition, 
and to win races. In this relentless pursuit of the 
podium, no rider request was too crazy or too 
costly—the average yearly salary of a pro mountain 
biker wouldn’t have covered the manufacturing 
cost of those gen-1 BoXXers. 

It paid off. We won races and wrote some of the 
most exciting stories in mountain-bike history. With 
our athletes’ successes—and failures—we learned 
what worked, and what didn’t. Some of those 
BlackBox technologies have made it to market. 

As the sport evolved, the BlackBox program 
extended beyond RockShox. Across the SRAM 
brand family, if it could extend the boundaries of 
mountain biking, the BlackBox team was there to 
develop new products and technologies. 

When our athletes asked for a different kind of 
handlebar, TRUvATIv answered with the BooBar, 
a bar designed to meet the demands of World 
Cup downhilling, as well as the discerning feel of 
our athletes. And now we’re proud to announce 
the TRUvATIv BlackBox Athlete Series, a 
collection of bars specifically engineered to match 
the demands of each signature athlete’s discipline 
and riding style—and to enhance each rider’s 
cockpit interface.
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ouT oF ThiS WoRLd
Years of painstaking design and persistent rider 
input made manifest. Ideal for XC pros and All-
Mountain trailblazers. Best-in-class performance, 
with not a detail overlooked: noir bars and 
seatposts keep you quick, nimble and lighter  
than the mountain air.

FEATS WiThiN REAch
Redefine XC with components that help you find 
all kinds of fast. Light for the climbs, responsive 
for the trails, strong and stiff for whatever else 
might come your way. Wider bars bring the 
heightened control you need, and updated graphics 
keep you looking good in the woods.

—
01

NoiR T40 RiSER BAR

Widths: 640, 700  
and 720mm

Rise: 15 and 30mm 

9˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Colors: Red, Si lver  
and Blue

Also avai lable:  
noir T40 flat bar

Weight: 180g

—
02

NoiR T30 RiSER BAR

Widths: 680 and  
700mm

Rise: 25mm

9˚ back-sweep, 5˚ 
up-sweep

Also available:  
noir T30 flat bar and 
T20 riser bar

Weight: 205g

—
01

STYLo  T40 10S  
FLAT BAR

Butted AL-7050 

Width: 700mm 

Rise: 15 and 25mm 

10˚ back-sweep

Also available: Stylo T40 
flat bar and T40 riser bar

Weight: 270g

—
02

STYLo T30 RiSER BAR

Butted AL-66

Width: 700mm 

Rise: 20, 30 and 40mm 

9˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Also available: Stylo T30 
flat bar, T20 flat bar and 
T20 riser bar

Weight: 282g

—
03

STYLo T40 STEM

3D forged AL-7050 CnCed 
for weight reduction

Lightweight 6-4  
t itanium bolts

Lengths: 75, 90, 100, 110, 
120, and 130mm 

Secure 2 bolt steerer 
tube clamp

Colors: Sno White and 
Black Anodized

Weight: 130g

—
03

NoiR T30 10S FLAT BAR

Width: 700mm 

10˚ back-sweep

Weight: 180g

—
04

NoiR T40 SEATPoST

Titanium hardware

Dual bolt head design

Lengths: 350 and 400mm 

Diameters: 27.2, 30.9  
and 31.6mm

Clamp offset: 0 and 25mm

Weight: 225g

—
05

NoiR T30 SEATPoST

Dual bolt head design

Lengths: 350 and 400mm 

Diameters: 27.2, 30.9  
and 31.6mm 

Clamp offset: 0 and 25mm 

Weight: 235g

—
04

STYLo T30 STEM

Light and strong 3D 
forged AL-7050 

Secure 2 bolt steerer 
tube clamp

Lengths: 75, 90, 100,  
110, 120, and 130mm 

Also avai lable:  
Stylo T20 stem

Weight: 135g

—
05

STYLo T40 SEATPoST

Titanium bolts

3D forged and butted 
AL-7050 shaft

Lengths: 350 and 
400mm

Diameters: 27.2, 30.9 
and 31.6mm

Clamp offset: 0 and 
25mm

Weight: 260g

—
06

STYLo T30 SEATPoST

3D forged and butted 
AL-7050 shaft

Forged seat clamps

Lengths: 350 and 
400mm

Diameters: 27.2, 30.9 
and 31.6mm

Clamp offset:  
0 and 25mm

Also avai lable:  
Stylo T20 seatpost

Weight: 270g
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hoLZFELLER  
RiSER BAR

Butted AL-7050 

Width: 730mm 

Rise: 20, 30, 40, and 50mm 

9˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Colors: Black and White

Weight: 317g

—
02

hoLZFELLER STEM

Forged AL-66 and 
AL-6066, CnCed for 
weight reduction

4 bolt handlebar clamp and 
2 bolt steerer tube

Lengths: 40, 50 and 60mm

Steerer clamp diameters: 
1.125 and 1.5in

Colors: Black Anodized 
and BoXXer Red

Weight: 190g

—
03

hoLZFELLER diREcT 
MouNT STEM

Forged AL-7050

4 bolt direct mount 
standard

Lengths: 50 and 60mm

Colors: Black, Sno White 
and BoXXer Red

Weight: 153g

—
04

hoLZFELLER 
SEATPoST

Greater height adjustment

Greater tilt adjustment

3D forged AL-7050 shaft

Lengths: 250 and 350mm

Diameters: 27.2, 30.9 and 
31.6mm

Clamp offset: 0 and 20mm

Weight: 350g

—
01

huSSEFELT RiSER BAR

Butted AL-66 

Width: 700mm 

Rise: 20, 30 and 40mm 

9˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Colors: Sno White and 
Black Anodized

Also available: Hussefelt 
riser bar comp car

Weight: 285g

—
02

huSSEFELT STEM

Forged AL-6061 and bored 
out for weight reduction

4 bolt h-bar clamp  
design and 2 bolt steerer 
tube clamp

Lengths: 40 and 60mm

Steerer clamp diameters: 
1.125in

Colors: Sno White and 
Black Anodized

Weight: 203g

—
03

huSSEFELT SEATPoST

Forged AL-6061 shaft

Forged alloy head

Lengths: 250 and 350mm

Diameters: 27.2, 30.9  
and 31.6mm

Clamp offset: 10 and 
20mm

Weight: 271g

BooBAR 

Butted AL-7050 Tv

Widths: 740 and 780mm 

Rise: 20 and 30mm 

7˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Weight: 270g

—
01

AkA RiSER BAR

Butted AL-66

Width: 710mm 

Rise: 25mm 

7˚ back-sweep,  
5˚ up-sweep

Colors: Black and White

Weight: 264g

—
02

AkA STEM

3D forged 7050 and 
CnCed for weight 
reduction

4 bolt handlebar clamp 
and 2 bolt steerer clamp

Lengths: 60, 70, 80, 90, 
100, and 110mm

Steerer clamp diameters: 
1.125 and 1.5in

Colors: Black and White

Weight: 170g

—
03

AkA SEATPoST

Forged and butted  
7050 shaft

Forged seat clamps

Lengths: 350 and 
400mm

Diameters: 27.2, 30.9  
and 31.6mm

Clamp offset: 0 and 
25mm

Weight: 270g

Go WidE 
Our World Cup DH racers kept saying the same 
thing: Make it wider. The BooBar, available with 
an outrageous 780mm width, grants that wish. 
Made from bomb-proof alloy and with race-tested 
shaping, this is the bar our riders use to shred the 
world’s most extreme DH terrain.

TRuE NoRTh 
This is the benchmark on the gravity side—
components that set the standard for strength and 
stiffness against which all the rest are measured. 
We build them for the pros so they can deliver 
whatever you demand. And probably a little extra, 
so be careful.

ThE REAL dEAL
named after the lifting stone in the World’s 
Strongest Man competition, Hussefelt components 
offer what you probably guessed they do: the 
ability to take a beating. These are the bars, stems 
and seatposts for DH and Freeride guys who 
simply want to unleash, without getting hung up 
on the prices of the components they’re putting  
to the test.

STABiLiTY + STRENGTh 
At the halfway mark between XC lightness  
and DH heft you’ll find AKA. These are go-
anywhere, do-anything components for riders 
who have those two goals in mind. All-Mountain 
stiffness. All-Mountain strength. All in a stylish, 
lightweight package.
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x-GuidE

Replaceable Skid Plate 
Design, lightweight chain 
ring protection

Lower guide and new 
sealed bearing pulley 
system combined with 
SRAM front derailleur 
keeps chains in check

Adjustable; front-access, 
single-bolt positioning 
lower guide with captive 
hardware

Low profile design 
compatible with SRAM’s 
2X10 chain line

Available in BB-Mount, 
ISCG or ISCG 05 mounting 
standards

Colors: Black and White

Weight: 155g

dEScENdANT 
cRANkSET

Forged AL-7050-T6  
crank arms

Arm lengths: 165, 170  
and 175mm

Bottom brackets:  
73 and 83mm

4mm ring standard:  
38- and 36-tooth

Weight: 822g

x0 chAiN GuidE

MRP replaceable Skid 
Plate Design. Truss design 
adds strength while 
reducing weight

Upper and lower guide 
including sealed bearing 
pulley provide full chain 
retention

Easy Installation. 
Front-access, single-bolt 
positioning of upper and 
lower guide with captive 
hardware

Lightweight weight 
aluminum mounting plate

Low profile installation 
compatible with wide 
range of chain lines

Available in BB-Mount, 
ISCG or ISCG 05 mounting 
standards

Sizes: 40- to 36-tooth 
capacity and 36- to 
32-tooth capacity

Colors: Black and White

Weight: 168g

dEScENdEd FRoM BLAckBox
TRUvATIv’s downhill-race specific crank 
uses the same forged AL-7050 material 
as in the Freeride and DH Holzfeller, 
but in a second-shaving 822g package 
(that’s 240g less than the Holzfeller 
OCT). When your eye is on the podium, 
there is no room for compromise—that’s 
why the Descendant comes with the 
totally revamped GXP bottom bracket 
with Gutter Seal technology.

The demand for consistency and control 
in advanced situations is growing at a 
rapid pace. Staying true to TRUvATIv’s 
continued efforts to offer high 
performance solutions, we are bringing 
riders chain management solutions 
through a collaboration with MRP. The 30-
year powerhouse of combined knowledge 
that TRUvATIv and MRP bring to the 
table for this segment is undeniable. This 
partnership perfectly complements our 
crank and drivetrain options.

TRUvATIv knows where you need 
to go with your ride. We know the 
demands you put on your drivetrain 
and what it takes for success. 
Through a collaboration with MRP 
we’ve designed the TRUvATIv 
X-Guide. This is the ultimate 2X10 
shiftguide; sleek design, low noise, 
lightweight, and efficient. Everything 
you need to get down the mountain.



cRoSS couNTRY/RAcE—cARBoN BARS

PRoducT WidThS
MATERiAL / 
coLoR FiNiSh WEiGhT BAck-SWEEP uP-SWEEP RiSES

BAR cLAMP 
diAMETER

noiR t40 FlAt 580mm Carbon fiber SL Unidirectional carbon fiber w/ 
traction finish on stem clamp area

118g 5° n/a n/a 31.8mm

noiR t40 RiseR 640, 700 and 
720mm

Carbon fiber SL / 
Red, Silver and Blue

Unidirectional carbon fiber w/ 
traction finish on stem clamp area

180g 9° 5° 15 and 30mm 31.8mm

noiR t30 10s 

FlAt

700mm Carbon fiber SL Unidirectional carbon fiber w/ 
traction finish on stem clamp area

180g 10° n/a n/a 31.8mm

noiR t30 FlAt 600mm Carbon fiber SL Unidirectional carbon fiber w/ 
traction finish on stem clamp area

136g 5° n/a n/a 31.8mm

noiR t30 RiseR 680 and 700mm Carbon fiber Unidirectional carbon fiber w/ 
traction finish on stem clamp area

205g 9° 5° 25mm 31.8mm

noiR t20 RiseR 680mm Carbon fiber Unidirectional carbon fiber w/ 
traction finish on stem clamp area

188g 9° 5° 20 and 40mm 31.8mm

TRAiL/ALL-MouNTAiN BARS

PRoducT WidThS
MATERiAL / 
coLoR FiNiSh WEiGhT BAck-SWEEP uP-SWEEP RiSES

BAR cLAMP 
diAMETER

stylo t40 10s 

FlAt

700mm Butted AL-7050 Tv Black Anodized with color 
graphics

270g 10° n/a n/a 31.8mm

stylo t40 FlAt 640, 700 and 
720mm

Butted AL-7050 Tv Black Anodized with color 
graphics

145g 5° n/a n/a 31.8mm

stylo t40 RiseR 700mm Butted AL-7050 Tv Black Anodized and Sno White 256/258g 9° 5° 15 and 25mm 31.8mm

stylo t30 FlAt 580 and 600mm Butted AL-66 Black Anodized 161g 5° n/a n/a 31.8mm

stylo t30 RiseR 700mm Butted AL-66 Black Anodized 282g 9° 5° 20, 30 and 40mm 31.8mm

stylo t20 FlAt 580 and 600mm Butted AL-6061 Black Anodized 192g 5° n/a n/a 25.4 and 31.8mm

stylo t20 RiseR 680mm Butted AL-6061 Black Anodized 320g 9° 5° 20 and 30mm 25.4 and 31.8mm

AkA 710mm Butted AL-66 Zepher Grey 264g 7° 5° 25mm 31.8mm

blACkboX  

JeRoMe CleMentz

750mm Carbon fiber Unidirectional carbon fiber 240g 7° 5° 20mm 31.8mm

FREERidE/doWNhiLL—ALLoY BARS

PRoducT WidThS MATERiAL FiNiSh WEiGhT BAck-SWEEP uP-SWEEP RiSES
BAR cLAMP 
diAMETER

boobAR 740 and 780mm Butted AL-7050 Tv Tungsten Grey and Blast Black 
Anodized

270 and 340g 7° 5° 20 and 30mm 31.8mm

holzFelleR 730mm Butted AL-7050 Tv Black Anodized and Sno White 317g 9° 5° 20, 30, 40 and 
50mm

31.8mm

husseFelt 700mm Butted AL-66 Black Anodized and Sno White 285g 9° 5° 20, 30 and 
40mm

31.8mm

husseFelt CoMp 680mm Butted AL-6061 Black Anodized 330g 9° 5° 20, 30 and 
40mm

31.8mm

blACkb0X  

steVie sMith

780mm Butted AL-7050 Tv Bright Silver and Blast Black 340g 7° 5° 30mm 31.8mm

blACkb0X  

dAnny hARt

780mm Butted AL-7050 Tv Gold 340g 9° 5° 25mm 31.8mm

STEMS

PRoducT MATERiAL STEERER cLAMP ANGLE BAR cLAMP LENGTh (MM) WEiGhT BoLTS FiNiSh / coLoRS
BodY cLAMP hEiGhT ø ø

stylo t40 3D forged 
AL-7050

AL-7050 39mm 1 1/8" 5° 31.8mm 75, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130mm 130g (110mm) 6-4 Ti Sno White and 
Black Anodized

stylo t30 3D forged 
AL-7050

AL-7050 39mm 1 1/8" 5° 31.8mm 75, 90, 100, 120, 130mm 135g (110mm) CrMo Black Anodized

stylo t20 3D forged 
AL-6061

AL-6061 39mm 1 1/8" 5° 31.8mm 60, 75, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130mm 145g (110mm) CrMo Sno White and 
Black Anodized

AkA 3D forged 
AL-7050

AL-66 38mm 1 1/8" 5° 31.8mm 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110mm 170g (110mm) CrMo Sno White and 
Black Anodized45mm 1 1/2"

holzFelleR dM Forged 
AL-7050

AL-66 n/a n/a 0° 31.8mm 55, 70mm 153g (50mm) CrMo Black, Sno White 
and BoXXer Red

holzFelleR Forged AL-66 AL-66 42mm 1 1/8" 0° 31.8mm 40, 60mm 190g (40mm) CrMo Black Anodized and 
BoXXer Red50mm 1 1/2" 7° 31.8mm 40, 50mm

husseFelt AL-6061-T6 AL-6061 42mm 1 1/8" 0° 31.8mm 40, 60mm 203g (40mm) CrMo Sno White and 
Black Anodized

SEATPoSTS

PRoducT MATERiAL (ShAFT) PoST diAMETER ø LENGTh SAddLE cLAMP oFFSET WEiGhT
coLoRS (TuBE / 
cLAMP)

noiR t40 Filament-wound carbon 
with unidirectional carbon 
butting and titanium bolts

27.2, 30.9 and 31.6mm 350 and 400mm 0 and 25mm 225g Carbon and Tungsten Grey 
/ Red, Silver and Blue

noiR t30 Filament-wound carbon 
with unidirectional carbon 
butting

27.2, 30.9 and 31.6mm 350 and 400mm 0 and 25mm 235g Carbon and Tungsten Grey

stylo t40 AL-7050 shaft, titanium 
bolts

27.2, 30.9 and 31.6mm 350 and 400mm 0 and 25mm 260g Blast Black

stylo t30 AL-7050 27.2, 30.9 and 31.6mm 350 and 400mm 0 and 25mm 270g Blast Black

stylo t20 AL-6061 27.2, 30.9 and 31.6mm 350 and 400mm 0 and 25mm 270g Blast Black

AkA AL-7050 27.2, 30.9 and 31.6mm 350 and 400mm 0 and 25mm 270g Zepher Grey

holzFelleR AL-7050 27.2, 30.9 and 31.6mm 350mm 0 and 20mm 240g Blast Black

husseFelt AL-6061 27.2, 30.9 and 31.6mm 250 and 350mm 10 and 20mm 271g Blast Black

cRANkS
PRoducT vARiANTS WEiGhTS TEchNoLoGiES SPEEdS coMPATiBiLiTY MATERiALS hARdWARE kEY FEATuRES oPTioNS

desCendAnt GXP; 73 and 
83 mm spindle 
lengths

822g GXP and gutter 
seal technology

10- and 
9-speed

10- and 9-speed Forged AL-7050-T6 
crank arms and 
AL-7075-T chain 
rings

Steel UCP Lightweight, high 
strength and 
stiffness

165, 170 and 
175mm crank arm 
lengths; 36 and 38 
chain rings

chAiN GuidES
PRoducT vARiANTS WEiGhTS TEchNoLoGiES SPEEdS coMPATiBiLiTY MATERiALS hARdWARE kEY FEATuRES oPTioNS

X0 ChAin guide Available in 
BB-mount, ISCG or 
ISCG05 mounting 
standards

185g 
(40-36)  
and 168g 
(36-32)

Replaceable skid 
plate and 
integrated skid/
lower guide with 
sealed bearing

10- and 
9-speed

40- to 36-tooth 
and 36- to 
32-tooth capacity

5mm thick CnC AL 
boomerang. 
replaceable 
polycarbonate skid

Captive upper and 
lower hardware for 
simple set-up and 
adjustment

Replaceable skid 
plate. Lightweight 
AL mounting plates. 
Front-access, 
single bolt positing 
of upper and lower 
guides with captive 
hardware

Black and 
White

X-guide Available in 
BB-mount, ISCG or 
ISCG05 mounting 
standards

155g Replaceable skid 
plate and 
integrated skid/
lower guide with 
sealed bearing

10-speed Four chain ring 
ratios: 42-28, 
39-26 and 38-24, 
36-22

Lightweight 
aluminum mounting 
plate

Captive upper and 
lower hardware for 
simple set-up and 
adjustment

Replaceable skid 
plate. Lightweight 
AL mounting plates. 
Front-access, 
single bolt positing 
of upper and lower 
guides with captive 
hardware

Black and 
White

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIOnS
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